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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This document forms the final report for the NTIAC Special Task 17-7958-843 "NDI Oriented Corrosion
Control for Army Aircraft: Phase I Inspection Methods." All of the information contained herein has been
furnished to the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM) Depot Engineering and RCM Support
Office (DERSO) during the project as specific reports, camera-ready copy for materials to be published at
AVSCOM, visual aids packages, or other documents. Those materials are brought together here to have a
complete record of what was accomplished and what has been furnished to DERSO.

The purpose of the work in this project was to assess the extent of corrosion in Army aircraft and its cost, to
investigate nondestructive inspection (NDI) methods of corrosion control, and to formulate specific recom-
mendations for detecting corrosion in new and fielded Army aircraft. The major portion of the work was
accomplished by Reliability Technology Associates (RTA) as a subcontractor to Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI) and the Nondestructive Testing Information Analysis Center (NTIAC) which was responsible for
reviewing RTA reports and furnishing information on NDI of Corrosion.

The work focused on corrosion detection based on techniques in place and on the latest NDI techniques taking
into account the type and stage of corrosion. Included was investigation of the application of NDI methods
at critical points in the Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD) operation in order to better detect, prevent, and
control corrosion in aircraft components as a result of depot maintenance. A key task involved determining
how to proceed in developing an NDI oriented manufacturing model for CCAD into which can be
incorporated condidate NDI methods that would improve the prevention of corrosion during CCAD's depot
maintenance/NDI operations. Effort was concentrated on structuring a flexible manufacturing system (FMS)
model for CCAD, including the defining of an FMS cell for support of corrosion control.

As the only coherent assembly of the results of this project for DERSO, the report contains a summary of the
NTIAC State-of-the-Art Review (SOAR) on "Nondestructive Evaluation Methods for Characterization of
Corrosion." The summary extracts information on corrosion specifically related to Army aircraft corrosion.
There are 40 references retained in the summary as compared to 131 references in the original SOAR. A
complete copy of the SOAR was provided to DERSO when it was published.

The second item provided by NTIAC is a bibliography of NDE for FMS. The bibliography, with abstracts,
was obtained from the data bases of NTIAC and MTIAC (Manufacturing Technology Information Analysis
Center) and is to support the information on FMS supplied by RTA.

A listing of meetings and site visits by RTA and SwRI is provided.

The remaining materials incorporated into this report are the materials developed by RTA and furnished
directly to DERSO. These materials are listed in chronological order except for the visual aids and the
Pamphlet Series 750-2 materials and associated Aircraft Analytical Corrosion Evaluation (AACE) work-
sheets which are in Appendices A and B and are provided as cover sheets from each item rather than completc
packages. The Pamplet Series materials were furnished as camera-ready cop), and were published by
AVSCOM. Army aircraft ovcred in the series include models: UH-l H/V OH-58, AH-1/TH-1, CH-47,
UH-60, and AH-64.

Complete reports incorporated into this report begin with: (4.0) "Improved Storage Methods of Parts at
CCAD Work Centers" sent to DERSO December 10,1987, through (13.0) "Machine Support Element Issues

2



in FMS Cell Definition" sent to DERSO June, 1989. Draft and preliminary reports submitted for review
and/or revision have not been included.

This report, along with the separately submitted reports, visual aids, Pamphlets, and work sheets, constitutes
completion of the work under the subject program including the three contract modifications which added
establishing profile index data and AACE thresholds for aircraft in the program, perform a cost/benefit
analysis for CCAD manufacturing model, and evaluation/preparation of an FMS ccll documentation.
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1" 2.0 NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION METHODS FOR
CHARACTERIZATION OF CORROSION IN HELICOPfER COMPONENTS

I
This chapter summarizes the NDE methods presently being used for detection and evaluation of
helicopter and aircraft corrosion. These include visual, magnetic, thermographic, electrochemical,I acoustic emission, eddy current, liquid penetrant, and x-ray and neutron radiographic methods.
Their advantages and limitations are part of the discussions. The summary also addresses corrosion
problems of the United States Army, Air Force, and Navy aircraft and helicopter fleets. The
coverage of military helicopter/aircraft corrosion problems is by no means inclusive in this
summary. Included with these problems are presently applied NDE methods, where appropriate,and identification of the new methods if conventional methods are not applicable.

U The material in this chapter was condensed from a recent comprehensive state-of-the-art review (1)
("Nondestructive Evaluation Methods for Characterization of Corrosion") to focus on the3 information relevant to helicopter corrosion problems and needs.

I. 4TRODUCION

Corrosion is a major mainteaance problem that has been rapidly expanding with the growth in aging
helicopter components. The question now is whether to replace a component or to inspect and
repair. Replacement can be performed on low-cost items, but inspection and repair have been the
preferred route for the high-cost items. While the inspection and repair approach is justified, the
reliability of certain nondestructive evaluation (NDE) inspections is questionable. Methods for
detection of hidden corrosion, measurement of material degradation due to corrosion, and
quantification of corrosion are not fully developed. The need for improving inspection methods is,
however, accelerating with the increasing inventory and age of defense equipment and with the high
cost of adding new equipment.

Corrosion has been defined as the degradation of a material or its properties because of a reaction
with its environment (2). Within the scope of this definition, degradation by corrosion, or corrosion
damage, can take many forms. The most common are localized damage such as pitting of a surface,
generalized attack where a more or less uniform loss of material occurs over a large surface area,
environmental cracking in which the combined effects of corrosion and stress can lead to early
failure, and some forms of property degradation such as the preferential loss of an alloying agent.
The mechanisms by which corrosion damage occurs are also varied, but can be classified generally
as electrochemical, chemical, or physical.

Recognition of the severity of the problem by various industries and governmental agencies has led
to a significant effort within the past 50 years to prevent and control corrosion. Nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) plays an important role in this effort, mostly by providing detection of the early
signs of corrosion so that corrective action can be taken before damage becomes severe. As the
cost of repair or replacement continues to increase, demands on NDE, particularly for early
detection corrosion, also will increase. The purpose of this summary is to identify the NDE
technology currently available or emerging that is or could be applicable to detection and evaluation
of corrosion in helicopter components and structures.

Section II of this chapter is a description of the nature of corrosion damage and a summary of its
physical factors for use in corrosion detection. The next section is a review of corrosion NDE
methods, including those in use and under development. Section IV addresses corrosion detection
needs of the U.S. Army, Air Force, and Navy. The final section contains the references, and a3 glossary of corrosion-related terms is presented in Appendix A.



I
IL CHARACTERISTICS OF CORROSION

IA- Corrosion Damage

1. OVerview

1 The simplest form of corrosion damage (3) is general attack when a more or less uniform
loss of material occurs over a surface. In most cases, general attack is caused by very small anodic
and cathodic areas on the surface, which switch places as the process continues. The end result is
that at one time or another all regions of the surface are anodic, and material loss over a sufficient
length of time is approximately uniform.

In discussing the NDE of corrosion, it is convenient to divide the remaining forms of
corrosion damage into three classes depending on the type of damage observed. The first is
localized corrosion, which results in the formation of pits or similar defects. The second is
environmental corrosion, which includes the corrosion-enhanced formation of cracks; and the third
is degradation of properties in the absence of crack or pit formation.

2 Loca/ized Corrosion

Many forms of localized damage are the result of localized corrosion cells with anode and
cathode in close proximity on a surface. Pitting is a particular form resulting from metal loss at a
local anode and leading to cavity formation. Shapes of pits vary widely; some are filled with
corrosion products while others are not. This form of damage is often observed in metals that are
coated or otherwise protected by a surface film, and is probably associated with damaged or weak

* spots in the coating.

Crevice corrosion is a special form of pitting occurring at crevices or cracks formed
between adjacent surfaces. The corrosion mechanism in this case is usually the formation of an
oxygen concentration cell, with metal loss in the crack or crevice with a low concentration of oxygen.

Poultice corrosion is similar to crevice corrosion in that an oxygen concentration cell is
involved. With poultice corrosion, however, the anodic region of low oxygen concentration is
covered by some foreign material on the surface, and metal loss occurs under the covering.

Filiform corrosion is still another form involving oxygen concentration cells, in this case
under organic or metallic coatings. Damage is characterized by a network of threads or filaments
of corroded material under the surface.

Galvanic attack can also cause pitting of the more active of two dissimilar metals in
contact. Depending on the relative areas of the anodic and cathodic surfaces, this form of corrosion
can lead to a more dispersed metal loss. Thus, if the anode area is large compared to the cathode3 area, damage to the anode will tend to be more uniform than if the reverse were true.

In all of the cases just described, the mechanism leading to localized damage is electro-
chemical in nature. Certain physical forms of corrosion, however, can also produce localized
damage. One of these is fretting, in which metal is removed by the abrasive action of one surface
moving against another.

3 3. Phopey Degnmdaon

In addition to producing defects such as pits or cracks, corrosion can also lead to the3 deterioration of material properties without the presence of flaws that might be detectable with



conventional NDE. Examples of property degradation are intergranular and transgranular
corrosion, corrosion fatigue, and dealloying.

Intergranidar corrosion is a highly localized form of damage in which attack occurs along
a narrow path that :ends to follow grain boundaries. Its cause is from a potential difference
developing between the grain boundary and surrounding material, which, in turn, is caused by the
trapping and precipitation of impurities at grain boundaries. Because of this dependence on grain-
boundary composition, susceptibility to intergranular attack is strongly dependent on metallurgical
treatment. In particular, the heat-affected zone near a weld is a region where the temperature
produced during the welding process causes impurities to migrate and become trapped at grain
boundaries. The heat-affected zone can, therefore, be susceptible to intergranular corrosion.

Transgranular corrosion is similar to intergranular corrosion in that attack is highly
localized and follows a narrow path through the material. As the name implies, the paths in this
case cut across grains with no apparent dependence on grain-boundary direction. Transgranular
corrosion is often associated with corrosion fatigue although intergranular and sometimes both
intergranular and transgranular corrosion are observed.

Corrosion fatigue is a term applied to the degradation of fatigue life in a corrosive
environment. It is distinguished from environmental cracking in the sense that corrosion fatigue
refers to degradation by any corrosive environment and is not specific to a particular mechanism,
while environmental cracking relates to specific forms of damage. Corrosion fatigue is distinguished
from environmental cracking by the morphology of the fractured surface.

B. Corrosion Detection and Measurement

The objectives of corrosion NDE are to detect and measure the extent of corrosion damage
and/or corrosion activity. As usually in NDE, emphasis in damage detection is on small flaws, so
that repair or replacement of parts and possibly correction of the corrosive environments can be
accomplished at minimum cost.

Corrosion NDE is different from other applications because an estimate of corrosion rate may
be needed in addition to a measurement of existing damage. To make a cost-effective assessment
of the need for corrective action, sometimes identifying flaws of a given type and size in a particular
location is not enough. Information on corrosion activity is also needed; i.e., the rate at which
damage is occurring. Periodic repetition of an inspection is one means of mor, :oring flaw growth
rate. This approach does, however, require accurate measurement of flaw size. Other alternative
measurement approaches more directly related to corrosion rate also are available. But regardless,
the need for rate information places additional demands on corrosion NDE over flaw detection
alone.

Additional differences exist between corrosion NDE and other applications. Corrosion
products, for example, provid, an opportunity for NDE that does not exist in a noncorrosive
environment. This part provides a brief review of the physical manifestations of corrosion useful
when assessing the need for NDE.

The detection of corrosion pits, cracks, or wall thinning due to general attack of a surface are
examples of corrosion NDE problems that differ only in detail from problems encountered in other
branches of NDE. For this reason, most of the corrosion NDE examples cited in the next section
are simply adaptations of conventional NDE methods to corrosion problems--with a few differences.
For example, if a corrosion pit is partially filled with a corrosion product with nearly the same
physical properties as the host material, then detection and sizing of the flaw are more difficult than
would be the case in the absence of corrosion products. The detection of crevice or poultice



corrosion might also be more difficult than detection of other types of flaws because the damage
is hidden in a crack or crevice or under a patch of material on the surface of the part.

In principle, electrochemical corrosion always generates corrosion products, although these
products are not always detectable. One detectable corrosion product, often by a simple visual
inspection, is oxide produced in the corrosion of aluminum. Other products, plus the physical or
chemical effects associated with corrosion products, form the basis for corrosion detection.

IM NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST METHODS FOR CORROSION
ASSESSMENT DETECTION

Inspection for corrosion to date has generally been performed by either directly applying the
conventional NDE methods or applying after slight modifications. In general, NDE for corrosion
has been directed toward finding the appropriate conventional method that can perform such an
inspection. This fact was also supported by a survey on corrosion monitoring methods performed
in the U.K. (4). Thus, very few specific NDE methods exist for corrosion. This section includes
a spectrum of the methods applied for a range of corrosion problems. Included are both the
application of conventional methods and discussion of novel methods for corrosion NDE.

A. Acoustic Emissions

Acoustic emission (AE) refers to the generation of elastic waves in a material caused by its
deformation under stress. Flaws can be detected using AE methods because flaw growth caused
by stresses produces acoustic emissions. Material stress can come from mechanical and thermal
loading, as well as from a variety of other means.

AE from materials is generally one of two types. The first is low-level and almost continuous.
Th- AE, similar to background noise, can be from plastic deformations, microstructural changes,
or a chemical reaction related to corrosion. Low-level AE can also be produced by flaking or
removal of corrosion products from a -;urface. High-level signals in the form of bursts are generally
associated with sudden release of energy such as growth of discrete flaws like cracks, the burst of
bubbles, and cavitation.

The most common tests for AE are on-line monitoring and proof. On-line monitoring is a
passive method where AE is recorded for a long time. Flaws are detected by changes in the AE
from the background noise level. The proof test is different from on-line monitoring, as it employs
application of an additional load to produce AE. This external load forces the flaws to grow and
produce AE. The proof test is short term compared to on-line monitoring.

Cracking of the corrosion-product film will produce detectable emission. The energy source
is the elastic stress field that develops during film growth or temperature change and releases
during sudden cracking, spalling, or exioliation. Thick, brittle, tenacious films, in general, produce
higher amplitude emissions than thin, soft, or weak films; emission may not be detectable for the
latter type.

1. Detection of Surface Corrosion

Detection of surface corrosion by AE has been performed for a variety of applications.
These methods detect corrosion by detecting AE generated from the breaking of corrosive films
or products, chemical reaction, or bursting of bubbles.

Detection of corrosion in aircraft honeycomb structures has been performed at McClellan
Air Force Base (5). The test was conducted by heating a local area of the structure and monitoring
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the AE produced by evolution of hydrogen gas or steam. AE from -the corroded areas was only
detectable for wet areas and not from dry ones.

Birring (6) has performed an AE test on corroded parts obtained from an aircraft. AE
activity monitored during application of heat showed that corroded parts produced 15 times the
amount of AE counts compared to the noncorroded parts (see Figure 1). The AE method was
unsuccessful on parts with no deposits of corrosion products. The test concluded that the AE was
produced by the breakage of the corrosion film and that AE testing would detect the breakage of
corrosion film during thermal expansion.

2 Crcking

Feist (2) has applied AE to find detection of intergranular cracking in gas-turbine blades.
Such cracks can be significant when present in the area of the fir-tree grooves and the blade root.
AE was produced from the microcracks by applying thermal-shock loading. The root area of the
blade was heated with an induction coil and quenched. Acoustic emission signals then received
were used to detect cracking with a depth range of 10 to 100 microns. This same approach is
potentially useful for other components such as highly stressed forgings.U

500

3 400 Corroded

I 300

w<200

100-U10 Uncorroded

0 1 2 3
Time (mins) -o

*Figure 1. Acoustic emission counts recorded while heating corroded and uncor-
roded specimens. The acoustic emission counts on the corroded specimen were
more than 14 times greater than those on the uncorroded specimens (6).
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B. Eddy Current

Eddy current testing (ET) techniques are useful in the detection and sizing of many types of
defects related to corrosion damage. In addition to its well-known applications to crack and pit
detection, eddy current can be used to measure thickness changes caused by corrosion, buildup of
corrosion products in certain situations, and some changes in material properties such as conductiv-
ity degradation caused by intergranular corrosion. The techniques and applications reviewed here
include examples of each of these uses of ET.

Corrosion NDE involves a variety of ET techniques ranging from simple applications of well-
established inspection procedures to advanced techniques based on the latest developments in eddy
current research. While some of the examples cited here focus on the measurement of only one
flaw characteristic such as the depth of a corrosion pit, others demonstrate the ability of a particular
technique to detect and characterize more than one aspect of corrosion damage. Some of these
multipurpose techniques are discussed first, followed by reviews of techniques for crack and pit
detection, measurements of material thickness, and detection of material-property changes.

1. Gmeral Applications of Eddy Cwvnt Tchiqua

If the thickness of a part is on the order of or less than the skin depth, the phase lag of
the eddy current probe impedance, relative to the phase of excitation current, can be related to
thickness. This well-known technique was used, for example, by Bond (8) for the detection of
panel thinning and corrosion pit detection in the inspection of aircraft structures. Instrumentation
requirements, sensitivity, and the practical aspects of routine inspection for corrosion were also
discussed by Bond.

Hagemaier (10-12) used both amplitude and phase information to make quantitative
measurements of panel thickness. He inserted an aluminum taper gauge under a probe to provide
an impedance plane trajectory as a function of aluminum thickness. Calibration data were obtained
from panels of known thickness, and these data formed the basis for thickness determinations with
panels of unknown thickness. Even though the calibration data were based on specimens of
uniform thickness, the taper-gauge approach has been applied in the characterization of localized
thinning caused by corrosion pits. The detection of cracks and 'foreign material in multilayered
structure, were also discussed in Hagemaier's publications.

A different application of the phase/thickness relationship was discussed by Rowland et
al. (13). They describe the remote-field eddy current effect for the inspection of multilayer.
parallel-plate structures. The remote-field technique is normally used for inspection of cylindrical
pipes from the inside (.14-.6). The effect, explained in detail in the referenced articles, is the
observed linear variation of phase with pipe-wall thickness when transmitter and receiver coils are
separated by about two pipe diameters. Rowland et al. have demonstrated that the same effect is
observed in parallel plate structures and can be used to measure plate thickness. They also
discussed the uses of unusual eddy current probe configurations for locating corrosion damage and
inspecting fastener holes.

2 Ciuck Detecion

While the principle of eddy current crack detection is the same, the nature of corrosion-
related cracks can be quite different from, say, isolated fatigue cracks. Intergranular stress-
corrosion cracking (IGSCC), for example, is often characterized by a multitude of multiply branched
cracks in the region where damage has occurred. The interaction of an eddy current field with such
a region is more complex than the interaction with a single crack of simple geometry. An eddy
current scan over a region with IGSCC can produce an impedance plane trajectory that more
closely resembles the signal from a region of low conductivity than the signal from a crack.
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Almost all discussion of crack detection in the literature is concerned either with simply
shaped, isolated cracks (whether corrosion related or not) or with property changes associated with
stress-corrosion cracking. One exception is the work of MacLeod and Brown (7), which was
specifically directed at the detection of stress-corrosion cracks in aluminum forgings. Most of their
discussion concerned the development of an automated, motor-driven system for wheel hub
inspection. Applications to other aspects of aircraft inspection and maintenance were also reviewed.

3. Pit Detedion

Both amplitude and phase measurement techniques are used in corrosion pit detection and
sizing. With the amplitude method, one assumes that the amplitude of an eddy-current signal is
proportional to the depth of a pit. The phase-sensitive technique assumes that remaining wall
thickness can be related to the phase of the signal from a pit.

4. Materal Loss

In corrosion monitoring applications, measurement of wall thinning due to loss of material
is probably the most common use of eddy-current testing. The linear relationship between phase
and wall thickness forms the basis for such measurements.

If the structure to be inspected consists of more than one layer, interpretation of phase-
shift data becomes more complicated. In the problem addressed by Hayford and Brown (8), the
material of concern was an aircraft structural member to be inspected through an outer layer of
aircraft skin. V'hen corrosion occurs on the outside surface of the inner material, corrosion product
buildup can cause an increase in the separation of the layers, accompanied by a decrease in the
thickness of the inner (second) layer, its thickness decreases; but there is no change in the air gap
between the layers. To further complicate matters, the air gap itself may vary from place to place
in the absence of corrosion.

5. Material Propfnie

During the early stages of corrosion damage, changes in near-surface properties can occur
as a result of intergranular corrosion, formation of corrosion products, or other oxidation and
reduction processes. In certain instances, these material-property changes can be observed in an
eddy-current test through an accompanying change in the conductivity or permeability in the surface
layer exposed to the environment.

Most studies of corrosion-related property changes are concerned with electrical conductiv-
ity degradation due to intergranular attack (IGA) or SCC. As noted earlier, sometimes [GA and
SCC cannot be distinguished by the eddy-current technique because signals from individual cracks
cannot be resolved and both IGA and SCC are observed as a decrease in the effective conductivity
of the damaged region. This has led several workers to study localized conductivity variations and
their measurement by the eddy-current technique as a means of detecting and measuring IGA or
SCC.

In one such investigation, Naumov et al. (19) attempted to correlate the absolute conduc-
tivity of an aluminum alloy with the depth of intercrystalline corrosion. They were unable to
establish such a correlation because the absolute conductivity seemed to depend on other factors
related to variability of the material before corrosion was initiated. On the other hand, they did
find a good correlation between depth of corrosion and the change in conductivity caused by
corrosion.
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6 Other Cofdsion-Rekated NDE Considons

In addition to causing damage to a material, corrosion can inhibit the detection of defects
caused by other factors such as fatigue. De Graf and De Rijk (2Q) studied the deleterious effect
of corrosion on the probability of detection (POD) of fatigue cracks in aluminum panels using
ultrasonic, liquid penetrant, and eddy-current methods. Before corrosion of the panels, the POD
was best for penetrant inspection, with eddy current being the second most effective. After
corrosion, however, penetrant inspection results were poorer than eddy current, probably because
corrosion products inhibited penetration of the liquid. In all cases, the POD was significantly
reduced by corrosion, but eddy current detection suffered less than detection by the other methods.

C. Liquid Penetrant

Liquid penetrant testing (PT) method is commonly used for surface inspection to detect cracks
or other discontinuities. The penetrant can be either a colored dye or fluorescent that penetrates
the defects by capillary action. After a short time, excess penetrant is wiped off the surface and
a developer applied. The developer draws the penetrant out of the cracks and spreads it on the
surface indicating a flaw. A crack is indicated by a continuous line, while pits are represented by* dots.

Liquid penetrant has generally been applied for the detection of surface-opening cracks. The
Turkish Air Force (21) inspects the rims of aircraft for cracks (including SCC) using PT. Another
example for detecting SCC in the H-link connected to the landing-gear strut is the application of
a fluorescent penetrant.

I D. Radiography and Radiation Gauging

In principle, radiographic NDE methods are capable of detecting and measuring both general-
ized and localized corrosion damage. With either type, corrosion is measured by analyzing the
radiographic image through comparisons with calibration images of specimens of known thickness.
If damage is localized, then calibration is not necessary for flaw detection alone because the
presence of pitted areas is evidenced as regions where the image intensity differs from that of
surrounding regions. If, on the other hand, damage occurs as uniform thinning, then comparison
with a calibration image is necessary to determine the extent, if any, of material loss.

In x-ray transmission radiography, image contrast is determined by the attenuation characteris-
tics of the specimen material and variations in the thickness of the irradiated part. Because x-ray
attenuation is large in materials with high atomic numbers such as most engineering metals and
alloys, loss of material results in a relatively large increase in the transmitted x-ray flux. The
presence of a large corrosion pit is therefore evidenced by a localized region of higher x-rayI intensity, which causes the gray-scale level of the image in that region to differ from that of
neighboring regions.

I Image formation with neutron radiography is somewhat different. Neutron attenuation is
determined by the scattering and absorption cross sections of the elemental constituents of the
material, and these cross sections vary greatly from one element to another. Of particular impor-
tance in corrosion NDE is the fact that hydrogen has a relatively large neutron cross section.
Thus, because corrosion products are usually hydroxides, corrosion products often attenuate
neutrons more than the base material. The neutron radiographic image is determined by the

I distribution of corrosion products rather than metal loss, as is the case in an x-ray radiograph.

This fundamental difference between neutron and x-ray radiography is well illustrated by the
work of Rowe et al. (22), who used both methods in the inspection of aluminum-alloy airframe
structures for corrosion damage. The neutron experiments were conducted with thermal (slow)
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neutrons from a nuclear reactor, while x-ray radiography tests made use of conventional x-ray
equipment. Realtime imaging systems were employed in both types of tests, and digitized images'I were subjected to various forms of digital image enhancement (2,22) to improve flaw detectability.
Under laboratory conditions, the x-ray method was found capable of detecting metal thickness
changes as small as 0.08 mm, and neutron radiography could detect hydroxide layers of the same
thickness. However, because the corrosion product thickness in the system studied by Rowe et al.was estimated to be about three times the corresponding metal loss, the neutron method is about
three times more sensitive in terms of metal loss.

The most serious obstacle, however, to implementation of neutron radiography in airframe
inspection is that a portable neutron source of the intensity needed for this application is not
presently available. While development of a suitable neutron source is feasible, Rowe et al.
concluded that x-ray radiography, which has adequate sensitivity to corrosion damage, is presently
the more cost effective of the two radiographic methods for airframe inspection.

The ability of neutron radiography to image corrosion products, particularly in aluminum
structures, has motivated several researchers to explore applications to aircraft corrosion, with the
work of Rowe et al. (22) being the latest example. Currently the USAF is installing three neutron
radiographic facilities at the McClellan AFB in Sacramento, California (24). As was noted earlier,
the principal difficulty with neutron radiography is the need for a large thermal neutron flux to form
an image in a reasonable exposure time. A high-source strength, in turn, requires shielding to
protect personnel from the radiation hazard. If a radioactive source such as Cf-252 is used,
shielding must be provided at all times, except perhaps during the actual exposure when personnel
can be excluded from the exposure site.

An alternative approach is to use a portable neutron generator, which is a particle accelerator
II producing neutrons through the deuterium-tritium reaction. The advantage offered by a neutron

generator over a radioactive source is that the generator can be turned off, so no shielding is
needed during transport and setup; the disadvantage is that neutron yield from commercially
available devices is about an order of magnitude lower than desirable for radiography of large
structures. Regardless, whether one uses Cf-252 or a neutron generator, the source must be
surrounded by a moderating material to slow down the fast neutrons produced by the source to the
thermal energies required for imaging.

The development of neutron generator systems designed specifically for radiography are
reported by Dance et al. (25) and Kedem et al. (26). Both systems have the capability of source
and imager positioning for radiography of sections of aircraft structures. From the brief description
given in Ref. (2), this system seems to make use of near realtime video imaging with postprocess-
ing capabilities for image enhancement. The mobile neutron generator/imager designed by Dance
et al. was tested with several combinations of converter screens and films, as well as a low-light
television imaging system. Reference (25) contains numerous examples of radiographs of aircraft
structures obtained in field testing of the equipment. The system was delivered to the Army and
is now installed at the Army Materials Technology Laboratory.

Another form of backscatter inspection was reported by Frasca et al. (27). They used
backscattered beta radiation for the detection of corrosion products under an epoxy coating on an
aluminum substrate. The system makes use of an Sr 9° - Y90 collimated and shielded source with
plastic scintillator detectors mounted alongside. Experiments with artificial flaws filled with
corrosion products indicated that pit depths of 2 to 20 mils were detectable. Corrosion also could
be detected on the backside of an aluminum or magnesium skin with thickness up to 20 mils.
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E. Thermography

Thermography is the study of the temperature pattern of a specimen's surface on application
of heat. Thermography can be used to detect flaws because, after inducing a thermal impulse, the
flaw affects the transient response of the surface temperature. This technique can also be used to
detect loss of thickness by corrosion under paint.

McKnight and Martin (28) found infrared thermography to be a feasible method to evaluate
the performance of coatings on steel in the laboratory. Although this work was done on steel, it
is equally applicable to aluminum aircraft structure, The presence of localized corrosion products
under an intact film and air- and water-filled blisters was observed as varying gray levels represent-
ing temperature variations. The localized corroded area appeared hotter than the surrounding area.
Neither corrosion nor blistering was observed on visual inspection. They were able to resolve
slightly corroded and blistered areas 1 mm in diameter on smooth substrates. For 50-pm profile
sandblasted panels, the resolution was about 1.2 to 1.5 mm. For the coated panels exposed to an
elevated humidity and temperature environment, water-filled blisters under a pigmented film and
localized corrosion under a clear film could be detected if the diameter of the area were greater
than 1 mm. They recommend further research to improve the resolution sufficiently to detect the
initial breakdown of the coating/substrate interface on smooth or sandblasted substrates.

Birring et al. (6) also used thermography to successfully detect corrosion under paint. For the
experiments, a 1500W lamp was used to heat the plate surface for a short time (s 1 second). The
surface temperature of the specimen was monitored by a thermovision camera. Photographs clearly
showed the hot areas where corrosion was present, Besides the fact that the method successfully
located corrosion on several plates, an additional advantage of thermography was its speed, which
reduces inspection costs. This method also is easy to apply for aircraft inspections.

F. Ultrasonics

Ultrasonics has been used to detect corrosion in a range of applications. In most of the cases,
the conventional techniques have been directly applied or applied with minimal modification. These
techniques are based on the analysis of high-frequency sound waves reflected/scattered from a
discontinuity. The discontinuity could be a crack, pit, or any other anomaly that can be caused by
corrosion. The most common analysis of ultrasound includes determining the reflected signal and
measuring its amplitude and arrival time. A signal indicates a flaw or discontinuity with signal
amplitude relating to flaw size and arrival time establishing flaw location. Advanced ultrasonic
techniques include measurement of small changes in velocity (less than 1 percent), analysis of the
backscatter from the microstructure, and application of complex wave modes. Enhancement of
ultrasonic results is provided by imaging, signal processing, and pattern recognition. Some of the
latest advances and future areas include application of electromagnetic acoustic transducers
(EMATs) and phased-array technology.

1. Suwface Cormison

Surface corrosion is measured by the ultrasonic pulse-echo method, i.e., an ultrasonic
transducer transmits waves towards the specimen; signals are reflected from the front and back
surfaces, and the time difference between these two signals is used to measure the remaining
thickness (see Figure 2). These measurements can be taken with commercially available digital
thickness gauges if the specimens have smooth surfaces. The performance of the digital gauges
degrades rapidly with an increase in surface roughness (29) (see Figure 3) because of ultrasonic
scattering (see Figure 4). With extremely rough surfaces, performance degradation can cause
random numbers to be generated by the digital readout. Digital thickness measuring instruments,
therefore, are not recommended on rough surfaces. Instead, an analog representation of the signal
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Figure 2. Thickness measurement method. The time difference between the ultrasonic
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Figure 4. Thickness measurement of corroded plate using conventional ultrasonic
method. (a) Scattering is caused by corroded surface. (b) Backsurface signal
cannot be resolved in scattering-generated noise (29).

(see Figure 2) can be used to identify the front and back surface reflections for corrosion applica-
tion.

When only one of the two surfaces is corroded, the transducer is placed on the smooth
surface for good contact. When inspecting from the corroded (rough) side, a bubbler with a water
column for coupling the ultrasound can be employed. Bubblers have an added advantage of using
focused transducers to direct the beam inside the specimen and reduce the scattering noise (29).
The focused transducer and bubbler combination can be used to a certain level of roughness; then
their performance degrades, and errors in thickness measurement increase. Selection of an
ultrasonic technique with increased surface roughness is summarized in Table 1.

Detection of hidden surface corrosion can also be performed by ultrasonics. In such a
case, scattering caused by corrosion is used as an indicator of corrosion (6). With no corrosion, the
ultrasonic reflected signals are well resolved and free of noise.

2 Pitting Cormsion

Inspection of components with pitting corrosion (pits greater than 2-mm diameter) is more
difficult than generalized surface corrosion. An immersion transducer with a bubbler, as described
earlier, could be used when pitting is only present on the surface opposite the transducer. The
ultrasonic beam should be focused within the thickness of the specimen where the bottom of pits
is expected. Beam focus reduces scattering from the surface, as the beam is incident in a small
area. Another approach for such an application has been reported by Splitt (LO). They have used
a dual transducer where the ultrasonic beam incident on the bottom of the pit is reflected to the
transducer.

Ultrasonics can also be used to measure pit depths. In such a case, a transducer that
focuses the beam over the front surface is employed. The arrival time of the front-surface
reflection is used to map the profile of the components.
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Table 1

APPLICATION OF ULTRASONIC TECHNIQUES TO MEASURE REMAINING
THICKNESS ON SAMPLES AFFECTED BY SURFACE CORROSION

Surface Condition

Inspection Side
(in contact with
the transducer) Opposite Side Ultrasonic Techniques

Smooth Smooth Digital Thickness Gauge
Smooth Rough Contact/Bubbler
Smooth Extremely Rough Bubbler with Focused Transducer
Rough Smooth Bubbler
Rough Rough Bubbler

Extremely Rough Smooth None of the Above

Note: Rough - pit depths less than 2 mm
Extremely rough - pit depth greater than 2 mm

3. Cmcking

Conventional crack-detection techniques are used to detect cracking in the form of IGSCC,
SCC, or corrosion fatigue. These techniques generally use refracted shear or longitudinal waves
transmitted at an angle of 30 to 60 degrees. The reflected signal from the crack indicates its
presence. Although conventional ultrasonic techniques are widely used, their performance is
sometimes unsatisfactory. For example, conventional methods are known to have low probabilities
of detection for IGSCC in stainless steels.

Exfoliation is a form of cracking produced by corrosion. Hagemaier (10) has reported
a simple ultrasonic pulse-echo technique to detect corrosion around the fasteners in aircraft
structures. An ultrasonic transducer is placed at the periphery of the fastener holes, and the
backwall signal is monitored. Exfoliation in the holes obstructs the sound waves and results in a
loss of backsurface signal. This technique can be further improved by using focused transducer
beams directed more toward the exfoliation damage.

G. Visual Inspection

Visual inspection is performed whenever the corroded surfaces are visible by sight or by using
borescopes. Many photographic examples of various forms of corrosion damage are found in
Ref. (3). Visual inspection is simple, fast, easy to apply, and usually low in cost. Using this method,
the inspection is performed on external surfaces of aircraft and also on internal areas which can
easily be made accessible by the removal of access panels or equipment. The accessibility of the
inspected area can sometimes be extended by making use of mirrors and borescopes. An evaluation
of the commercially available borescopes for visual inspection has been done by Light (L1). His
study identified twelve types of borescopes that are commercially available. Recently, fiber optics
has been introduced to inspect through small openings (2). Records of visual tests can be made
in photographic cameras and video cameras.
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1. Surfac Cofaoion Ispectdo

For some inspetions, paint can be removed in areas where its adhesion appears to be
poor and corrosion seems to be located underneath. The same procedure applies to protective
layers and sealants. The inspection aims at identifying the characteristic signs of corrosion such as
change in color, bulges, cracks, and corrosion products. The evaluation is based on the outward
appearance of damage and the type and composition of corrosion products.

2 Czcks

Large cracks can be detected by careful visual inspection. Hagemaier (33) has given
examples of detecting SCC in aluminum landing-gear forgings, aluminum frame forgings, and steel
main landing gear.

3. Pia

Visual inspection has been used to detect pitting corrosion in high-strength steel,main-
landing-gear truck beams. Corrosion can occur in the four lubrication holes if the lubrication
(grease) is not replaced at periodic intervals as specified by the aircraft maintenance manual. The
pitting, if undetected, can result in stress corrosion.

Inservice inspection of these pits requires removal of the lubrication fitting and grease
from each hole. The internal surface of each hole is checked using a 0-degree (forward-looking),
2.8-mm diameter endoscope, which is a high-quality medical borescope. If corrosion products or
pitting are revealed, the hole is checked a second time with a 70- or 90-degree (side-view) endo-
scope. When pits are detected, the beam is removed from the aircraft and the pits are removed
by oversizing the affected holes.

IV. CORROSION DETECTION NEEDS

In the next few subsections, some of the corrosion NDE needs for specific branches of DoD are
identified. While an effort was made to identify individual needs, some do overlap. For example,
all three branches use helicopters that have the same corrosion problems.

Corrosion problems are usually given increased priority when they directly affect the safety, fleet
readiness, and depreciation of value. Because of these factors, helicopters and aircraft have always
been given prime importance with reference to corrosion. This was demonstrated when the USAF
ca-ganized a workshop in "Nondestructive Evaluation of Aircraft Corrosion" in 1983 (12,4-38).
2resentations during the conference were made by personnel from the Air Force, Army, and Navy
to recommend research and development programs dealing with the detection of corrosion in
aircraft.

Recognizing corrosion as a major area of interest, the three services started a literature database
entitled Corrosion Information and Analysis Center (CORIAC). The CORIAC files can be
accessed through the Metals and Ceramics Information Center (MCIC) database. Currently, the
CORIAC files center has approximately 1000 records of information.

The following three subsections discuss the problems related to Army, Air Force, and Navy aircraft,
respectively. Because of the overlap in the problems among the three services, it is recommended
that all three subsections be read.
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A. Army Corrosion Problems

Corrosion problems for the Army occur in both helicopters and aircraft. The problems related
to the aircraft are common to the Air Force and Navy and are covered in the subsection on Air
Force problems.

Baker (6) from the Army Aviation R&D Command has given several examples of corrosion
in helicopters. He addressed areas where a good NDE method could be used for field or depart-
ment inspections. The major aircraft components affected were main-rotor mast extension, blade,
and retention nut; pitch-change link; functional and nonfunctional main landing gears; and aircraft
control tubes. He identified the need for an NDE method for thickness measurement of corrosion-
protection coatings whose thickness can reduce with service. Another area in need of an NDE
method is the control tubes. Water enters the control tubes, causing internal corrosion. The
extent of such corrosion cannot be determined, and an NDE method is needed here. Unnecessary
replacement of tubing is common on older aircraft where the amount of corrosion is unknown.

Schaffer and Lynch () have identified corrosion problems experienced in recent years that
resulted in avionic failures. The avionic equipment that suffers the most from environmental
effects are those mounted external to the airframe such as electronic countermeasure pods,
photographic pods, antennas, and lights. Because of their exposure to moisture from rainstorms
or low-level flights over water, they are targets for corrosion. Two prime examples of susceptibility
to this condition are the clamshell doors on helicopters and radomes on fixed-wing aircraft. These
doors and radomes leak extensively when the gaskets become worn or damaged.

After moisture or fluids enter an airframe or avionic compartment, it may follow a natural
conduit directly into a sophisticated piece of avionic equipment. Hydraulic and fuel lines, control
surface linkages, oxygen lines, waveguides, structural stringers, and electrical wire/cable runs act as
natural conduits to moisture and fluids.

The avionic systems on aircraft are not isolated "black boxes" sealed against the environment.
There are many compartments, switches, lights, relays, terminal boards, circuit-breaker panels,and
so forth that make up a complete system. In addition, a sophisticated aircraft may contain miles
of wire and coaxial cables and hundreds of electrical connectors. Corrosion attack on the various
elements making up the total avionic system can create numerous problems in relation to reliability
and maintainability.

B. Air Force Corrosion Problems

A workshop on NDE of aircraft corrosion organized by the USAF in 1983 recognized the
corrosion problems that needed immediate attention. The workshop presented an overview of the
many types of corrosion problems encountered in practice. Teal (4) discussed NDE needed for
corrosion detection. These included detection and determination of the extent of corrosion without
disassembly; detection of corrosion in multiple layers, under sealant, and beneath paint; identifica-
tion of suspected corrosion by scanning large areas; and severity of corrosion inspection in complex
geometries (see Figure 5). He also presented successfully applied NDE methods for detecting
corrosion, including detection of single-layer corrosion by ultrasonics, tubular corrosion by radiog-
raphy, disbonds in honeycombs by ultrasonics, and moisture in honeycombs by acoustic emission.

Cooke and Meyer (7) identified corrosion problems in the Air Force and performed an
assessment of the NDT methods (see Table 2). His assessment criterion for NDT methods is rated
by their ability to determine, in the following decreasing order of importance, the extent of
corrosion in the surface area (highest priority), severity of attack in depth, site corroding activity,
rate of attack, and type of corrosion (lowest priority).
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Doruk (21) studied the kinds and causes of corrosion observed primarily in Type F-5A aircraft
(see Figures 6 and 7). He reports cases of pitting corrosion in wing and fuselage skins and the
drain-cavity section of jet-engine compressor casings (Inconel W), and crevice corrosion in areas
adjacent to nonmetallic components such as fiberglass antennas. ExfoLiation corrosion was present
in the vertical stabilizer attach angle (combkied with stress corrosion) (7075-T6), vertical stabilizer
along the edge of the radome (combined with stress corrosion), and inside the air inlet ducts.

Stress corrosion cracking was detected in the wing-to-body joint fitting (7075-T6), main landing-
gear uplock support rib (7075-T6), eye bolt of the landing-gear strut, and H-link connected to the
landing gear strut (Figure 8). Bimetallic corrosion was found in holes in the vertical stabilizer
attach angle, holes under the wings through which the jaw bolts were placed, holes in the magne-
sium alloy covering plates under the fuselage, wing skins adjacent to countersunk fastener heads,
and access panels and covers of magnesium in contact with aluminum. Honeycomb assembly
damage at the leading-edge sections of wings was detected.

Hardy and Holloway (8) have identified key technology needs for airframe corrosion. The
items in the priority of ranking are:

1. Faying Surface/Stackups: Rapid coverage of large areas, improved discrimination between
defects and geometry changes, location of the layer containing the defect, and image
damage (C-scan) (characterization of the extent) with provision for permanent records.

2a. A/C Wheels: Crack detection with paint on. (The polyurethane coating is being removed
solely tu facilitate penetrant inspections. Eddy current is specific to bead seat. A similar
situation exists for baked resin coatings for low-temperature engine components and for
coated landing gears. Rapid, full coverage is needed.) (The inspection technique must
easily adapt to the different size rims that must be inspected.)

r 8 BIMETALLIC CCRROSION

EXFOLIATION ANO SCC

OTHPER S

Figure 6. Locations of concentration of corrosion on the under section of the aircraft body
(F-5A). [Exfoliation and stress-corrosion cracking indicated on the figure are those found on
parts incorporating the landing gears (21).]
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Figure 7. Locations of concentration of corrosion on the center and aft sections
of the aircraft body (F-5A) (21)

Figure 8. Stress-corrosion crack in the H-link connected to the landing-gear strut,
which was made visible using a fluorescent penetrant (21)
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2b. Honeycomb Panels: Rapid coverage of large areas (e.g., large transports), image damage
(C-scan), more realistic accept/reject criteria recorded, detection of face/core corrosion,
fluid entrapment (closeout damage leads to water intrusion), and adaptable to complex
geometry. (Infrared was suggested. Currently, visual and "con tap" methods are being
used.)

3. Corrosion Around Fasteners: Provide rapid coverage of large areas (which areas require
a second look?), provide indication of potential corrosion, establish detectability require-
ments, and provide inspection data for interpretation by structural engineers.

4. Quantification of Corrosion: Depth/area of corrosion (i.e., determine the extent of
intergranular corrosion before grinding a component down by "brute force" past minimum
acceptable thickness). (Should an electrochemical approach to used or early detection
of corrosion?)

5. Measurement of Coating Adequacy: Remaining coating life (in original condition and
after a repair), adequacy of application, and applicable to paints/primers/platings/
conversion coatings/ion-vapor-deposited (IVD) coatings/anodic coatings/etc. (Are the
protective barriers broken?) (For example, the capability of current eddy current tech-
niques is 0.005 mm to measure cadmium plating thickness on high-strength steel compo-
nents due to magnetic permeability and electrical conductivity variations in plating and
substrate. The question is: How can these variations be compensated for when the critical
plating thickness required may be 0.008 mm? Signal averaging by a microprocessor may
be one possible method to reduce such errors. Specifications for preservation systems and
coatings are not applied as rigidly for replacement parts as they are for initial procure-
ment. Uniform buy standards are needed.)

6. Munitions/War Readiness Material: Storage in "sealed" containers and potential applica-
tion for corrosion probe. (How can stored munitions be inspected without removal from
containers or, minimally, without disassembly?)

7. Corrosion Under Paint: Not a problem. (Filiform and corrosion under a sound coating
system are not problems.)

8. Grinding Damage Under Platings (e.g., Chrome Plating): More discrimination for base-
metal damage. (For example, sometimes techniques are too sensitive to grinding patterns
without there being any damage in the base metal.)

9. Need for Standards, Qualified Inspectors Knowledgeable in Corrosion and Structural
Mechanics, and Sufficient Equipment Appropriate for the Depot or ALC Level and for
the Field Level.

To develop a suitable NDT technique for corrosion detection, the USAF funded a project (2)
in 1984. The objective of this project was to develop nondestructive evaluation techniq, es for
locating and characterizing corrosion hidden in aluminum alloy airframe structures. The candidate
NDT techniques were realtime x-ray, realtime neutron radiography, and low-frequency eddy
current (22). The Air Force is now in the process of funding another NDT project in new corrosion
NDT techniques in fiscal year 1988. Hardy and Holloway (8) have reported key needs in
technology for corrosion detection.
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C. Navy Corrosion Problems

Navy's corrosion problems are intensified by their close association with seawater. The Navy's
aircraft are exposed to the salt and moisture and, therefore, corrode more than their counterparts
in the Air Force.

In an effort to control the corrosion problem, the Navy washes all squadron aircraft every
14 days. The Navy also inspects their aircraft for intergranular, galvanic, filiform, pitting, and
surface corrosion. Some of the examples of corrosion and the applied inspection methods are as
follows (35) (see Figures 9, 10, and 11).

Holland, from Naval Air Systems Command (3&), has cited some of the current NDT test
procedures (see Table 3). In most cases, components must be removed for aircraft to be examined.
Corrosion must also be at a fairly advanced stage before it is detectable. The currently used
equipment is manually operated, is subject to operator interpretation, and lacks permanent records.
Certain cases also require pain stripping. Because current inspection methods are very slow, the
inspections are usually limited to small areas. NDT methods and systems are, therefore, required
to overcome the above limitations. The Navy is also interested in pursuing work in methods to
detect interface corrosion, corrosion under paint, automatic corrosion mapping, realtime radiog-
raphy, neutron radiography, and phase-sensitive eddy current for far-side corrosion.

Hollingshead and Hanlan (40) have emphasized the role of corrosion training in combating
corrosion. Increased personnel awareness of elementary fundamentals improved the chances for
preventing corrosion. A summary of the corrosion problems in the Canadian naval fleet fol-
lows (40).
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Figure 9. Identification of inspection zones -- H-46 [Ref. (35)]
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Table 3

CORROSION EXAMPLES AND NDE METHODS APPLIED [Ref. (35)]

Type of
Components NDf Method Corrosion Corrosion-Proof Areas

1. H-46 Rotor X-Ray Galvanic Spar Back Wall, Interior
Blade of Spar, STA 286

2. H-46 Engine Ultrasonics Galvanic Mounting Flange
Exhaust Device

3. H-46 Stub Wing Eddy Current Multiple Stub-Wing Fittings
Mechanisms

4. H-46 - H-53 Ultrasonics Exfoliation Drive Shaft
Device Shaft

5. Landing Gear on Ultrasonics Exfoliation/ Inside of Telescopic
Navy Aircraft Pitting Mechanism

6. F-4 Stabilizer X-Ray Intergranular Center Rib
Rib

7. H-4 Stabilizer X-Ray and Exfoliation Skin
Skin Ultrasonics

8. H-1 and H-2 Ultrasonics Pitting Doubles and Span
Main Rotor and Harmonic
Blade Band Tests

D. Condusior-z

A number of NDE methods for detection and evaluation of corrosion are presently available.
While these methods can be applied for a number of corrosion inspection problems, a large number
of areas are still too difficult or too expensive to inspect. Inspections can only be justified if their
costs are lower relative to the replacement costs. From the available information, the conclusion
can be reached that the present corrosion NDE methods are not sufficient to fulfill the demands
of the Army, Air Force, and Navy. This report also notes that the corrosion problems of the DoD
services overlap and are common in several cases. To address these needs, a cooperative effort
should be established to develop and improve NDE methods for corrosion evaluation.
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3.0 COORDINATION MEETINGS/SITE VISITS

RTA Coordination Meetings/Site Visits
"NDI Oriented Corrosion Control for Army Aircraft:

Phase I Inspection Methods"

At AVSCOM DERSO/CCAD: November 17,1987
January 31 - February 1, 1988
March 3-6, 1988
July 18-21, 1988

At AVSCOM-St. Louis: December 1, 1987
January 26-27, 1988
June 13-14, 1988
September 19-20, 1988
November 10-11, 1988
March 20-21, 1989

At RTA: April 28-30, 1988
September 13, 1988
October 25, 1988
November 1, 1988
January 19, 1989
February 16-18, 1989
March 1-2, 1989
April 5-6, 1989

At Bell Helicopter September 25-27, 1988
Textron, Fort Worth, Texas

SwRI Coordination Meetings/Site Visits
"NDI Oriented Corrosion Control for Army Aircraft:

Phase I Inspection Methods"

At AVSCOM DERSO/CCAD: July 20-21, 1988

At RTA-Chicago, IL June 28, 1987
February 16, 1989
June 6, 1989

At SwRI/San Antonio, TX April 22, 1987
May 9, 1989
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4.0 IMPROVED STORAGE METHODS OF PARTS
AT CCAD WORK CENTERS

RTA Reliability Technology Associates
700 Ravinia Place
Orland Park, IL 60462-3750
(312) 349-9590

December 10, 1937

Mr. Laurence A. Davis
Depot Engineering & RCM Support Office
U.S. Army Aviation Systems Comand
Corpus Christi Army Depot
ATN: AMSAV-MR (MS 55)
Corpus Christi, TX 78419-6195

Subject: AVSCOM Corrosion Control Program Item 13
(RTA Project 1)
"inproved Storage Methods of Parts at CCAD Work Centers"

heference: .1RI Subcontract No. 19359 (Pending)
Mod. P00076 on Contract No. DLA 900-84-C-0910
"NDI Oriented Corrosion Control for Army Aircraft:
Pnase I. Inspection Methods" - Task 1

Dear Larry:

The purpose of this letter is to provide corrosion control
recommendations, through the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command Depot
Engineering & RCIM Support Office (DERSO), to the D-irector of Supply at Corpjs
Christi Army Depot (CCAD) regarding certain carts on which many parts are
stored at CCAD. These recommendations are based on on-site visits to CCA3 :n
September 2 4 , 1987, and November 17, 1987, and a review of the corrosoLi
problem with DERSO personnel, particularly Nemnan P. Bulloch, maerial
engineer.

'Te background of the corrosion problem is as follows. CCAD has a larjZe
number of yellow carts. The two shelves on the carts are wood, but the
shelves are held in place by steel racks. These racks were painted several
years ago, but tha paint has worn away leaving bare steel areas. Althougn the
carts were obviously originally intended to be used primarily for
transportation of parts throughout the depot, there has been a tendency in
recent years to use the carts to store parts for some period of time. 'vWhen
magnesium castings are stored on the carts, they frequently touch the bare
steel areas on the racks. This initiates galvanic corrosion in the magnesiumcastings. What is required, then, is some form of coating to cover the steel
structure or another method of isolating the magnesium from tne steel racks.
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Corrosion control recommendations regarding these carts are as follows.

All loose paint should be removed fron the steel racks; the metal should be
cleaned and degreased. Then, two coats of corrosion resistant primer MIL-P-
23377 Type II should be applied. Each coat should be 0.3 to 0.6 mil thick
(0.6 to 1.2 mil total primer thickness). At last 30 minutes, and preferably
60 minutes or more, should be allowed between applications of the two primer
coats. After primer application (at least 30 minutes after - 60 minutes is
better), a top coat of epoxy Mli.-C-22750 should be applied. This, then,
should solve this corrosion problem.

If you have any questions on this, please contact me at (312)349-9590.

3 Sincerely,

I C. D. (Dan) Henry III, FhD, PE

3 cc: George Matzkanin, SwRI
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5.0 ESTABLISH DATA CONCERNING ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS -
CORROSION FACTOR

RTA Reliability Technology Associates
700 Ravinia Place
Orland Park, IL 60462-3750
(312) 349-9590

March 15, 1988

Mr. Laurence A. Davis
Depot Engineering & RCM Support Office
U.S. Army Aviation System Command
Corpus Christi Army Depot
ATTN: AMSAV-MR (MS 55)
Corpus Christi, TX 78419-6195

Subject: AVSCOM Corrosion Control Program Item 23
(RTA Project 2)
"Establish Data Concerning Environmental Parameters -

Corrosion Factor"

Reference: SwRI Subcontract No. 19359
Mod. P00076 on Contract No. DLA 900-84-C-0910
"NDI Oriented Corrosion Control for Army Aircraft:
Phase I. Inspection Methods" - Task 1

Dear Larry:

The purpose of this letter is to report on the results of RTA's efforts
on the subject project. The objective of the project is to establish
environmental corrosion parameters designating relative degree of corrosion
intensity for areas where U.S. Army aircraft are located.

The approach taken was to adapt the Air Force's PACER LIME environmental
corrosion severity classification system for U.S. Army Aviation use.
Information on the PACER LIME system was obtained from publication AFWAL-TR-
80-4102 Part I, "PACER LIME: An Environmental Corrosion Severity
Classification System" by Robert Summitt and Fred T. Fink, August 1980, and
publication AFWAL-TR-86-4074, "Corrosion Maintenance and Experimental Design"
by Robert Summitt, January 1987, as well as telephone conversations with
Robert Sumnitt of Michigan State University, principal investigator of the
PACER LIME effort, and Fred H. Meyer of the Air Force Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories Materials Laboratory.

Based on a consideration of existing literature on materials degradation
and envi.onmental factors, the PACER LIME system relates expected corrosion
damage at a location to proximity to salt or sea; moisture factors (humidity,
rainfall); and pollutant concentrations (sulfur dioxide, particulates, ozone).
Tlhe environmental factors for a location are compared to either of two sets of
critical threshold values for the factors. These two sets of critical
threshold values are shown in Attachment I. The PACER LIME system reports
its expected corrosion damage results for a location in terms of a four-step
rating (AA,A,B,C) and generally reports two ratings for a location, one based
on each set of critical threshold values.
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In adapting the PACER LIME system for U.S. Army Aviation use, RTA has
combined the two sets of critical threshold values into a ten-step rating
scheme for U.S. Army aircraft deployment locations. The decision logic which
leads a location to be classified with an expected corrosion damage rating
(ECDR) of from 1 to 10 (with 10 the most corrosive environment) is given in
Attachment II.

Publication AFWAL-TR-80-4102 Part I has environmental data for U.S. Air
Force, Air Force Reserve, and Air National Guard airbases. Humidity and
rainfall data are taken from U.S. Air Force Environmental Technical
Application Center (ETAC) worldwide airfield climatic data; ambient pollutant
concentrations are taken from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
annual air quality statistics. Publication AFWAL-TR-86-4074 has environmental
corrosion severity classifications for all sites in the United States where
Blackhawk helicopters are located; these environmental corrosion severity
classifications can be translated into ECDRs. From these data RTA was able to
come up with ECDRs for all U.S. Army aircraft deployment locations in the
United States. This listing is given in Attachment III.

The ECDRs show the relative degree of corrosion intensity for an area.
With the current level of knowledge of materials degradation and environmental
factors, it is not possible to came up with a rating giving the proportional
degree of corrosion intensity of a location, i.e., it is not valid to assume
that an area with four times the ECDR of another will corrode parts four times
as quickly. However, considerable research is being carried out in this area
by the Air Force and the EPA and it may be possible in a couple years to
proportionally compare one environment with another one.

Originally it was intended to include areas outside the United States in
the rating scheme. However, although weather factors data are available from
ETAC worldwide, pollutant data are not generally available for areas outside
the United States. The problem is that no single agency, like the EPA,
compiles and publishes data in a standard format. Collecting the data
required to apply the decision logic to locations outside the United States
would be a major undertaking.

In summary, then, RTA has established environmental corrosion parameters,
called expected corrosion damage ratings (ECDRs), designating the relative
degree of corrosion intensity for areas in the United States where U.S. Army
aircraft are located.

If you have any questions on this, please contact me at (312)349-9590.

Sincerely,

C. D. (Dan) Henry III, PhD, PE

Attacnents

cc: George Matzkanin, SwRI
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ATTACHMMC I

Critical Threshold Values

Annual Mean
Ambient Factors III

Suspended particulates (pg/m 3 ) 61 86

Sulfur dioxide (pg/m 3 ) 43 72

Ozone (pg/m3 ) 36 47

Absolute humidity (g/m3) 7.1 9.0

Proximity to sea or salt source (kin) 4.5 2

Rainfall (cm total) 125 150
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ATTACHMENT III
Expected Corrosion Damage Ratings (ECDR)

for U.S. Army Aircraft Deployment Locations (U.S.)
(NG - National Guard, AR - Army Reserve)

Location ECDR Location ECDR

ALABAMA DELAWARE

Fort Rucker 8 Greater Wilmington Airport (NG) 7
Montgomery (NG) 4
St. Clair Co. Airport (AR) 8 FLORIDA
Anniston Army Depot 4
Birmington Muni Airport (NG) 8 Craig Field Municipal Airport, 10
Redstone Arsenal 8 Jacksonville (NG)
Bates Field, Mobile (NG) 10 Orlando Jetpt (AR) 4

MeDill AFB (Readiness Command) 10
AASKA Opalocka Airport (AR) 6

Fort Richardson 2 GEORGIA

I ARIZONA Fort Gordon 6
Winder-Barrow (NG) 4

Phoenix (NG) 6 Dobbins AFB (NG, AR) 4
Fort Huachuca 2 Charlie Brown Airport, Atlanta 4
Yuma Proving Grounds 4 Fort Stewart 6

Fort Benn ing 4
ARKANSAS

HAWAII
Camp Robinson (NG) 63 Adams Field (AR) 6 Hawaii 10

CALIFORNIA IDAHO

Los Alamitos AFRC 8 Boise Muni Airport (NG) 1
Fort Ord 7
Edwards AFB 4 ILLINOIS
Fresno Airport (NG) 8
Hamilton AFB 4 Decatur Airport (NG) 6
Stockton Metro Airport (NG) 8 Midway Airport, Chicago (NG) 4
Mather AFB (NG) 8 Gleview NAS (Fort Sheridan) 4
Sierra Army Depot 2 Scott AFB (AR) 6
Fort Irwin 4 Parks Bi-State Airport, Cahokia 6
l CLORDO(Granite City Army Depot)

COLORADOINDIANA

Fort Carson 4
Buckley A14GB 4 Shelby Co. Airport (NG) 4

Indianapolis Intl. Airport 4
CONNECTICUT (Fort Benjamin Harrison)

3 Groton/New London Airport (NG) 10
Bradley Intl. Airport (NG) 2
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ATTACHMENT III (Cont'd)
Expected Corrosion Damage Ratings (ECDR)

for U.S. Army Aircraft Deployment Locations (U.S.)
(NG - National Guard, AR - Army Reserve)

Location ECDR Location ECDR

IOWA MICHIGAN

Davenport Muni Airport (NG) 4 Abrams Muni Airpot, Grand Ledge 1
Waterloo Muni Airport (NG) 4 (NG)
Boone Airport (NG) 4 Selfridge ANGB (AR) 1
Des Moines Muni Airport (AR) 4 Oakland Pontiac Airport (TACOM) 2

KANSAS MINNESOTA

Fort Riley 3 Downtown Airport, St. Paul 2
Olathe (AR) 3 (NG, AR)
Forbes AFB (NG) 3

MISSISSIPPI
KENTUCKY

Key Field, Meridian (NG) 4
Capital City Airport, Frankfort 6 Hawkins Field, Jackson (NG) 4

(NG) Vicksburg Muni Airport (AR) 4
Fort Knox 6 Gulfport Muni Airport (NG) 10
Fort Campbell 4 CD Lemons Muni Airport, 4
Bowman Field, Louisville (AR) 6 Tupelo (NG)

LOUSIANA MISSOURI

Lakefront Airport, New Orleans 9 Fort Leonard Wood 6
(NG) Springfield Muni Airport (NG) 6

Acadiana Regional Airport, 8 Memorial Airport, Jefferson 6
New Iberia (AR) City (NG)

Fort Polk 4 Whiteman AFB (NG) 3

MAINE MONTANA

Bangor Intl. Airport (NG) 2 Helena Muni Airport (MG) 1

MARYLAND NEBRASKA

Phillips AAF (Aberdeen 6 Lincoln Airport (NG) 2
Proving Grounds)

Weide AAF (Aberdeen Proving 6 NEVADA
Grounds) (NG)

Fort George Meade 6 Reno-Stead Airport (NG) 4
Hagerstown Muni Airport (AR) 6

NEW HAMPSHIRE

MASSACHUSETTS
Concord r4ni Airport (M) 1

Fort Devens 1
Otis ANGB (NG) 2
Westover AFB (NG) 1
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ATTACHMENT III (Cont'd)
ExpecteQ Corrosion Damage Ratings (ECDR)

for U.S. Army Aircraft Deployment Locations (U.S.)
(NG - National Guard, AR - Army Reserve)

Location ECDR Location ECDR

NEW JERSEY OKLAHCMA

Morristown Muni Airport 2 Gen Howell Muldrow Airport, 2

(Armament Research and Lexington (NG)
Development Command) Max Westheimer Airport, Norman 2

Picatinny Arsenal Heliport (NG) 2 (AR)
Mercer Co. Airport (NG) 6 Fort Sill 6

McGuire AFB (Fort Dix) 2 Tulsa Intl Airport (NG) 2

Lakehurst NAS (ERADCCM Test 2
Flight Activity) OREGON

NEW MEXICO McNary Field, Salem (NG, AR) 4

Santa Fe Muni Airport (NG) 4 PENNSYLVANIA
Hollznan AFB 2 Washington County Airport 4

NEW YORK (NG, AR)
Muir AAF (NG) 3

Niagara Falls Muni Airport (NG) 2 Chambersburg Muni Airport 3
Hancock Field, North Syracuse (Depot Systems Command)

(AR) 4 Willow Grove NAS (AR) 6

Albany Co. Airport (NG) 4
Stewart Airport, Newburgh 2 RHODE ISLAND
(USMA)

Long Island McArthur Airport 2 Quonset Airport, North 10

Hgr A (NG) Kingston (NG)
Fort Drum 2
Seneca Army Depot 4 SOUTH CAROLINA

NORTH CAROLINA McEntire ANGB 4

Columbia Metro Airport (Fort 4
Rowan Co. Airport, Salisbury 4 Jackson)

(NG)
Raleigh-Durham Airport (1G) 6 SOUTH DAKOTA
Fort Bragg 6

Rapid City Regional Airport 4

NORTH DAKOTA (HG)

Bismarck Muni Airport (NG) 4 TENNESSEE

OH IO Smyrna Airport (NG) 8
-- McGee-Tyson ANGB 6

Lorain Co. Regional Airport 
4

(AR)
Akron-Canton Airport (NG) 4
Don Scott Field (Ohio State 6
University) (4G)

Columbus Muni Airport (AR) 6
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ATTACHMENT III (Cont'd)
Expected Corrosion Damage Ratings (ECDR)

for U.S. Army Aircraft Deployment Locations (U.S.)
(NG - National Guard, AR - Army Reserve)

Location ECDR Location ECDR

TEXAS WEST VIRGINIA

Dallas NAS (NG, AR) 6 Wood City Arpt (NG) 2
Hooks Airport (AR) 6
Easterwood Fid, College 6 WISCONSIN
Station (AR)

Fort Hood 8 Truax Field, Madison (NG) 1
R. E. Mueller Muni Airport, 8 West Bend Airport (NG) 1
Austin (NG) Waukesha Airport (AR) 1
Ellington AFB (NG) 8
Martindale AAF (NG) 6 WYOMINlG
Randolph AFB (Fort Sam Houston) 8
San Antonio Int. Airport (AR) 6 Cheyenne Muni Airport (NG)
Kelly Heliport (Fort Sam 6
Houston Medical) PANAMA CANAL ZONE

Fort Bliss 4
New Baunfels Airport (Fort 6 Albrook AFS 10

Sam Houston Maintenance)
NAS Corpus Christi 10 PUERTO RICO

UTAH Isla Grande Airport 10
Christiansted St. Croix, VI 10

Salt Lake City Intl Airport 4 Fort Buchanan 9
(AR)

Airport #2, West Jordan (MG) 4
Dug~wy Proving Grounds 4

VERMONT

Burlington Intl Airport (NG) 4

VIRGINIA

Fort Belvoir 5
Byrd Intl Airport, Sandston 6

(NG)
Petersburg Muni Airport 10
(TRADOC)

Laigley AFB (TRADOC) 10
Fort Eustis 8

WASHINGTON

Snohomish Co. Paine Field (AR) 6
Fort Lewis 2
Spokane Intl Airport (NG) 4
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FOREWORD

The work described herein was performed for the U.S. Army Aviation
Systems Command (AVSCCM), Depot Engineering and RCM Support Office (DERSO), as
part of AVSCC4's progran to assess the extent of corrosion in Army aircraft
and its cost, investigate non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques for
corrosion, and formulate specific recommendations for detecting corrosion in
new and fielded Army aircraft. The purpose of this specific effort was to
develop an improved profile index (PI) threshold value for each aircraft in
AVSCOM's aircraft analytical corrosion evaluation (AACE) program. It Was
conducted as part of a Special Task under the auspices of the Nondestructive
Testing Information Analysis Center (NTIAC) at Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI) under Contract No. DLA900-84-C-0910, CLIN O001BM. This study was
performed under subcontract by Reliability Technology Associates (RTA). At
RTA, the program manager was Dr. Daniel Henry and the principal investigator
was Mr. Douglas C. Brauer. Dr. Frank A. Iddings was SwRI's tecnnical monitor
for the study. At AVSCOM, this study was monitored by Mr. Curtis Young, who
provided the necessary data and other information used as input.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents the results of a Reliability Technology Associates
(RTA) study to derive profile index (PI) threshold values, using statistical
analysis procedures, for the various aircraft types participating in the
Army's aircraft analytical corrosion evaluation (AACE) program. Closely
related to AACE is the airframe condition evaluation (ACE) program which
defines threshold values for each participating Army aircraft type based on a
structural evaluation. The PI threshold value identifies those aircraft which
are candidates for depot maintenance and every year a threshold is set for
each aircraft type in the ACE/AACE program. Below are listed the 1986 AACE
threshold values and the 1987 candidate values derived during this study.

Aircraft Type 1986 PI 1987 Candidate
Threshold Value Threshold Value

AH- 125 134
CH-47 125 136
CH-54 125 127
OH-6 125 127
OH-58 125 133
OV-1/RV-1 125 127
U-21/RU-21 125 127
UH-1M 125 131
UH-1H/V 125 132
UH-60 125 127

Although the primary goal of this study was to establish candidate 1987
AACE thresholds for the applicable aircraft types, an improved threshold
evaluation methodology (ITEM) evolved as a result of looking at historical
ACE/AACE data and probing into the origin of its derivation. The oojective of
ITEM is to provide a statistically-based method for defining/revising aircraft
ACE and/or AACE profile index thresholds. Although the historical threshold
data immediately available for use with ITEM may lack clear statistical
significance, the methodology itself provides a rational basis for ensuring
that future established aircraft PI thresholds are statistically ,ell-founded
and defensible.

ITEM is for revising existing threshold values based on tne results of a
threshold survey or from analysis of profiling data. It provides a means for
defining either the number of aircraft to be evaluated as par- of the survey
or the range of PIs within the profiling data to be analyzed; L th options are-
based on a maximum acceptable error of the true thresnold e ute. T!his
routine is intended to be applied annually to revise indivDJial 3ircraft
thresholds.

The underlying assumption for ITEM is that there exists a trie tlireshold
which is estimated annually by the threshold set. The true tm'esnold is the
mean of the universal population of historical thresholds (for a given
aircraft) which are distributed normally. Bayesian statistics are used to
derive an estimate (or current year aircraft threshold) of the true tnreshold
by combining prior information with direct sample evidence. The prior and
sa.nple data are assumed to be from the same universal pop. o!tion. The
tnreshold value derived is then tested for acceptability as an estiMator Cf
the true threshold.

ITEM is designed to provide well-defined engineering thresholds. It is
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intended to eliminate, or reduce, aircraft fleet underreadiness (poor combat
availability) and overreadiness (excessive maintenance costs). ITEM provides
the "engineering" threshold. Typically a "management" threshold is also
likely to be set which reflects budgetary contraints on the nunber of aircraft
which can be returned to the depot annually. The difference between these two
thresholds is often referred to as the "readiness gap."
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a Reliability Technology Associates
(RTA) study to derive 1987 candidate profile index (PI) threshold values,
using statistical analysis procedures, for each aircraft participating in the
Army's aircraft analytical corrosion evaluation (AACE) program. This involved
gathering historical AACE data, as well as airframe condition evaluation (ACE)
data. ACE is closely related to AACE and is part of the same overall program.
This historical data provided the basis for deriving statistically founded
1987 candidate threshold values.

As an outgrowth of the work performed during this study, an improved
threshold evaluation methodology (ITEM) was defined. ITEM is a statistically
based technique for deriving or revising ACE or AACE threshold values. It
consists of a routine for revising existing ACE/AACE threshold values via
annual profiling data or threshold survey data.

Following this introductory section, Section 2.0 presents the procedure,
formulae, and underlying assumptions used in the routine for determining the
1987 candidate AACE PI threshold value for the various aircraft types in the
program. Also presented are the PI threshold values derived using the
routine. Section 3.0 presents the procedure, formulae and unerlying
assumptions used in ITEM. Section 4.0 provides several conclusions and
reconmnendations relative to the use of ITEM. Completing this report are
three appendices. Appendix A contains various pertinent statistical tables,
Appendix B identifies the reference documents which supported the development
of ITEM, and Appendix C provides the AACE PI threshold calculations.

2.0 DETERM1INATION OF 1987 AACE PI THRESHOLD VALUES

ITEM is a statistically-based technique for defining PI threshold values.
It consists of two routines which are defined in the following subsections.

2.1 Description of Routine

Described in this subsection is the routine that was used to establish
candidate individual 1987 AACE PI threshold values for the AH-1, CH-47, CH-54,
OA-6, OH-58, OV-1/RV-1, U-21/RU-21, UH-IM, Ud-IH/V, and UH-60 aircraft. This
involved calculating an individual threshold value for each aircraft and then
determining its acceptability, adjusting the value, if necessary, to make the
value acceptable.

Innerent within this routine are several assumptions which are necessary
to support the application of the statistical concepts employed. These
include the following.

1. There exists a universal population of historical P1
threshold values for each aircraft. The mean of this
population is the true threshold.

2. The population of PI threshold values for each aircraft is
normally distributed.

3. The Student-t distribution approxiinates the normal
distribution for small sample sizes (i.e., n < 30).

4. Prior PI threshold values were established based on evaluating
a random sample of aircraft PI values.

5. ACE/AACE PI threshold values are part of the same universal
population of PI threshold values.
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Depicted in Figure 2-1 are the following nine steps:
Step 1: Compile historical ACE/AACE PI threshold data.
Step 2: Summarize data in a form used in conjunction with analysis of

variance (ANOVA).
Step 3: Evaluate PI threshold data to determine treatment and block

means, as well as the grand mean.
Step 4: Determine if one PI threshold value can be established for all

aircraft or if individual aircraft PI threshold values should be
established.

Step 5: Calculate a PI threshold value(s).
Step 6: Determine if calculated PI threshold value(s) is

acceptable or not.
Step 7: Adjust PI threshold value.
Step 8: Accept adjusted PI threshold value.
Step 9: Set PI threshold value.

Each of these steps was an integral part of determining the AACE PI threshold
values and they are described in the following paragraphs. Their application
assures that resulting AACE PI threshold values are rational and defensible
from a statistical standpoint.

Step 1: Compile Historical ACE/AACE PI Threshold Data.

This step involved gathering all pertinent historical
ACE/AACE data. Compiled were the ACE PI thresholds set for
the applicable aircraft from 1983 to 1986, as well as the
profiling data for the individual aircraft which were part of
the 1984/1985 major thresnold survey. Also, AACE historical
data were collected which consisted of the 1986 PI threshold
value (i.e., 125) for all aircraft. This AACE PI thresnold
value was the first ever set and was used for all aircraft
since the data collected thus far were determined to be
insufficient to make an accurate decision on individual
aircraft AACE PI threshold values.

Step 2: Sumnarize Data In A Form Used In Conjunction With ANOVA.

This step involved graphically summarizing the data
compiled during Step 1. Figure 2-2 presents PI threshold
histograms for each of applicable aircraft and illustrates the
general normal distribution of PI thireshold values for each of
the aircraft. The changes in PI tnreshold values are assuned
to be reasonable based on the Qata that were available.
However, it is recognized that cinanges were often made in
concert with indicator adjustments; therefore, it is further
assumed that any indicator adjustments made did not
significantly alter the potential for a PI threshold value
greater than or less than the preceding year.

The data depicted in Figure 2-2 were then formatted into
an ANOVA table (see Table 2-1). This table groups the data
into four treatments and ten blocks. Treatments were defined
to be data per year and olocks were defined to be data per
aircraft. The ANOVA taole only depicts !ne ACE historical
data; no Ai4OVA was generated for the AACE data since only one
treatment was defined.
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Step 3: Evaluate PI Threshold Data To Determine Treatment And Block3 Means, As Well As The Grand Mean

This step involved working with the ANOVA table generated
as part of Step 2 to derive key inputs for use in subsequent
steps; particularly, to determine if a single AACE PI
threshold value for all aircraft would be appropriate. This
latter task was performed since the only prior AACE PI
threshold value set was a single value (i.e., 125) for all
aircraft and it was desired to determine if this precedent
should be continued.

Table 2-2 shows the computed treatment and block means,
as well as the grand mean. Another value which could have
been computed for use in subsequent steps was the standard
deviation for the grand mean.

The following equations were used:

Block mean, Xi =3

Treatment mean, Xi  F Xij

J r

E z X..3 Grand mean, X i i 1J
rc

Grand Mean standard deviation, S : n - I

where: c no. of columns
r = no. of rows
n = no. of data points

xij = data point in cell

Step 4: Determine If One PI Threshold Value Can Be Established For All
Aircraft Or If Individual Aircraft PI Threshold Values Should
Be Established.SB This step involved making a decision to compute either

one universal AACE PI thresholJ value or individual aircraft
PI threshold values. To assist in making this decision, ANOVA
was performed for the ACE data contained in Table 2-2. This
task was de_=ned necessary for the reasons stated under Step 3.

ANOVA is based on the assumption that there are a variety
of contributions to the variations present in a set of data.
These variations (variances) can be tested by comparison with
estimates of what would normally consist of just simple random
errors. The comparison is made using the F-Statistic which is
a well-known and tabulated probability density function.

The F-Statistic itself is the ratio of the "between
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1 Table 2-2 ANOVA Table For ACE Historical Data

Blcs Trea tments

I_1933 1984 1985 I9836 Block Means

Ii -1 150 200 200 197 1 87

I H-47 200 250 250 197 224

Ci-54 150 250 250 125 194

CI--b 150 200 200 112 166

' Ci-58 150 200 200 176 182
OV-I/ 200 250 250 125 206

IV-I

J-11 200 250 250 128 207
i.J -213 Jrl-IM 150 200 20U 156 177

Ji-I 150 200 200 161 178
A-/V

.A-6-) 150 250 250 150 200

Treatment 15 225 225 153 192 ican2 Ian

I Table 2-3 ANOVA Calculations

o Degres Sum of 'Lan io of
a r-a ti )n of .reedo( Square Square Aean 3qu-are

between E'-,oks r-I = 9I '..e:ween r ws)

Fe freatnents c-' = 3 SST : 4,2-3 MZT = 14760 .'/MSE =

( oe: ,r r. ci umn) 15.26

a (r-1)(2-1) =27 SSE = 26107 M : 967
-run. n ) nIs )

I :).=ir::-; = 39

r:1O x = 192
2:4

.L T : r :( i . - L): -2 3

A 26107I : . x, -. j)
ii

.. , = S ? = 967

14760C-I
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group" variance to the "error" variance. Since the F-
distribution is derived on the assumption that all the data
are homogeneous, i.e., that no difference really exists
between the groups (generally called the null hypothesis),
this ratio should become significantly greater than unity when
a difference really exists. A comparison of this calculated

ration with the appropriate tabled value for the F-Statistic
then allows one to make a probabilistic statement regarding
the likelihood that a true difference is present.

Table 2-3 presents the ANOVA computational results. The
actual formulae used are presented as part of the table. A
null hypothesis was defined to state that all the data are
from the same universal population. Also, an alternative

hypothesis was defined to state that the data were not all
from the same universal population. These hypotheses are as
follows:

H0 : Ta Tn

H, : Ta Tn

The probability that the computed F value was greater
than the tabled value was set at o = .01 (i.e., P { F > FQ } =
.01). Therefore, if the conputed F was greater than F ^. this
would indicate that the null hypothesis cannot be a 2 pted.
In comparing the computed F value with F the null
hypothesis could not be accepted as shown below:0 1  t

F = 15.26 F.0, = 4.60

F > F 0 1 therefore, reject Ho

This result corresponded with that expected since the PI
threshold means calculated in Table 2-2 were for distinct
aircraft types each having a distinct population of PI
threshold values. Based on this task it was then decided to
calculate individual aircraft PI threshold values (i.e.,
Option One - see Figure 2-1).

Step 5: Calculate A PI Threshold Value(s)

Since Step 4 showed that a single AACE PI threshold value
for all aircraft was inappropriate, this step involved
calculating value representing the true PI threshold value for
each aircraft type. A key assumption, as defined earlier,
stated that the ACE/AACE PI threshold data were from the same
universal population of thresholds. This assumption was made
in recognition of the Anny's goal to ultimately define a
single ACE/AACE PI threshold value for each aircraft type.
Futhermore, it was assumed that the AACE profiling indicators
for each aircraft type are similar to and derived from the ACE
profiling indicators for each aircraft type. Therefore, ootn
the ACE and AACE indicators provide PI threshold values which
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are related to each other and are part of the same universal
population of the PI thresholds.

The task of calculating a value for the true PI
threshold for each aircraft type was achieved by using
Bayesian statistics. This involves canbining a prior value
with direct sample evidence. This leads to a posterior

distribution of the true PI threshold value which is
approximated by a normal distibution using the following
formula:

n T S2 + To S 2
True Threshold Estimator, T i  2 0:0

n So + St

where, n = no. of data inputs

T = sample data mean

ST  sample data variance

T 0 = prior true threshold (i.e., 125)

S2 = prior variance (i.e., $2 =25)

The following are also defined in reference to the data in
Table 2-3.

3 T (option 1) = x

(option 2) =

n 2
Sf(option 1) Z (T. -T)

n- 1

S (option 2) : (see Step 3)

The actual AACE PI tireshold calculations are presented
in Appendix C.

Step 6: Determine If Calculated PI Threshold Value(s) Is Acceptable Or
3 Not

This step involved determining if the PI tnreshold value
calculated in Step 5 for each aircraft type could be acceptej
as representing the true PI thresho.d value. This was
achieved by testing if the mean, T, and standard deviation,

I e of the appropriate sample of F: tnresho'd values from
Tible 2-2 supported the hypothesis that the calculated
representative true PI threshold value was the true PI

threshold value. For ;nis te3 a null nypotnesis was3 established as follows:

Ho : Tu =TI
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Accordingly, an alternative hypothesis was also established:

~H
i : Tu V T,

This alternative hypothesis defined the test to be two-
tailed. That is, the null hypothesis could not be accepted if
T was determined to be in either of the shaded areas depicted
AH Figure 2-3. This test was deemed to be appropriate since
it is typically not advantageous to have either underreadiness
(T u > T I, leading to poor combat availability) or
overreadiness (T < T , leading to excessive maintenance
costs). The defined rik for rejecting the null hypothesis
when it is true was 1%. Therefore, each of the shaded areas
in Figure 2-3 is c/2 or .5%.

'Cl'

Figure 2-3 Test Distribution

The test statistic used to make the acceptability
decision was the Student-t distribution. This distribution
was appropriate since the number of data points used in the
test was less than thirty. (The student-t distribution
approximates the normal distribution for less than thirty
da'-a points.) This statistic has the following form:

t, = T -T

ST  Iv,- "

The critical value, t*, was then compared with the appropriate table value of

t-/2 (with n-1 degrees of freedom) as found in Appendix A. The decision rule
was as follows:

reject H for -t/2> t* > t/2

accept H for -t t* < t(t
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p Step 7: Adjust PI Threshold Value

This step was not applicable but would have involved
adjusting any PI threshold values (i.e., value of T) which
were found to be not acceptable during Step 6 to the minimum
or maximum value (depending on whether the reject decision was
below -t,/2or above t,/2) for which an acceptability decision
can be made. To determine the adjusted value of T1 the
following would have been for Ti:

T-T 1+_ tW2 = T IT

ST /-

Step 8: Accept Adjusted PI Threshold Value

This step was not applicable but would have involved

accepting the adjusted PI threshold value from Step 7.

Step 9: Set PI Threshold Value

This step involved setting the PI threshold for each
aircraft type. Its input was the value for T, which came
directly from Step 6. If it had been applicable, the input
could have been a value for T, that was adjusted and accepted
through Steps 7 and 8.

2.2 Results

The routine described in Subsection 2.1 was applied to determine
candidate 1987 AACE PI threshold values for each aircraft type in the ACE/AACE
program. Table 2 -4 below lists these candidate threshold values, as well as
the 1986 threshold values.

Table 2-4 1987 Candidate PI Threshold Values

Aircraft Type 1936 PI 1987 Candidate
Threshold Value Threshold Value

MU-I 125 134
CH-47 125 136
CH-54 125 127
OH-6 125 127
OH-58 125 133
OV-1/RV-1 125 127
U-21/RU-21 125 127
UH-1M 125 131
UH-1H/V 125 132
UH-60 125 12'7

The threshold value calculation and acceptability decision for each aircraft

type are provided in Appendix C.
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF ITEM

The improved threshold evaluation methodology (ITEM) is intended to be
applied annually to revise existing ACE or AACE PI threshold values based on
the results of profiling or a threshold survey. This routine is similar to
that described previously in Subsection 2. 1 in that it involves calculating a
revised estimate of the true threshold and then testing this estimate for
acceptability.

As with the routine described in Subsection 2.1, ITEM is based on several
assumptions which are necessary to support the application of the statistical
concepts employed. These include the following.

1. There exists a universal population of historical PI
threshold values for each aircraft. The mean of this
population is the true threshold.

2. The population of PI threshold values for each aircraft is
normally distributed.

3. The Student-t distribution approximates the normal
distribution for small sample sizes (i.e., n < 30).

4. Prior PI threshold values were established based on evaluating
a randcm sample of aircraft PI values.

5. ACE/AACE PI threshold values are part of the same universal
population of PI threshold values.

Depicted in Figure 3-1 are the following nine steps:
Step 1: Define Parameter Notation.
Step 2: Determine Number Of Aircraft Or PIs To Look At.
Step 3: Identify PIs dithin Confidence Interval From

Profiling Data Or Depot Candidates Fram Survey Data.
Step 4: Calculate Mean And Variance Of Appropriate Data.
Step 5: Calculate A PI Threshold Value.
Step 6: Determine If Calculated PI Threshold Value Is

Acceptable Or Not.
Step 7: Adjust PI Threshold Value.
Step 8: Accept Adjusted PI Threshold Value.
Step 9: Set PI Threshold Value.

Each of these steps is an integral part of ITEM and they are described in the
following paragraphs. Their application provide assurance that resulting ACE
or AACE PI threshold values are rational and defensible from a statistical
standpoint.

Step 1: Define Parameter Notation

This step involves defining parameter notation for use in subsequent
routine steps. The preceding year's PI threshold for a specific aircraft type
is set equal to T If the preceding year's PI threshold was set using this
routine, then T is set equal to T Likewi .3 the preceding year's PI
threshold standard deviation, S1, is se? to so .

Step 2: Determine Number of Aircraft Or PIs To Look At

This step involves determining how many aircraft should be evaluated as
part of a PI threshold survey or the range of aircraft PIs from the profiling
data which should be further evaluated. The latter will in tarn define a
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number of aircraft PIs which is necessary for subsequent routine steps. Both
of these options are based on a defined maximum amount of acceptable error, E,
between the true PI threshold, TI, and its estimator. As shown in Figure 3-
2, the distribution of data to be evaluated is assumed to be normal.

a /2 
a/ 2

T - E T T + E
0 U 0

Figure 3-2 Distribution of Data

The quantity of data to be looked at is contained within a 990 conficence
interval about Tu. This interval is defined as follows:

T -E < T < T + E
0U 0

The error term is defined by:

E = a/2 0

where: ' n

Z the normal aeviate for the area of the confidenceinterval under the normal curve (=2.575)

s = PI threshold value standard deviation
0

n = minim an quantity of data points within the conff enc2
interval

Solving this equation for n

-2
Z Sn X/2_____o

ana defining E to be 5 PI points, the number of aircraft whi-nr s:.cu-i be
addressed as part of a PI threshold survey is determineJ. Also, Dy settzns E
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equal to 5 PI points the range of PIs within the annual profiling data to be
addressed is determined.

This step is intended to focus engineering attention only on those
aircraft which have a PI about an expected PI threshold value. Likewise, it
is intended to identify a range of profiling PI data about an expected PI
threshold value. For either option, there may be aircraft with PI values
beyond the lower or upper end of the confidence interval (see Figure 3-2) that
are indeed depot candidates; however, these are part of the defined risk. The
region of PI values defined by the confidence interval forces the most
reasonable PI threshold value to be set in subsequent routine steps.

Step 3: Identify PIs within Confidence Interval from Profiling
Data or Depot Candidates from Survey Data

This step involves using the information defined by Step 2 depending on
wnether it is desired to revise the AACE PI threshold value based on P1
tnreshold survey data or profiling data. It should be noted that an inherent
part of Step 3 is to perform the PI threshold survey or aircraft profiling as
the selected option dictates. For Option 1 (i.e. identify PIs fran profiling
data within confidence interval), the number and values of PIs falling within
the appropriately defined interval are recorded for use with Step 4. For
Option 2 (i.e., identify depot candidates from survey data), the number of
aircraft defined as depot candidates (and their values) within the Step 2
defined survey size are recorded for use with Step 4.

Step 4: Calculate Mean and Variance of Appropriate Data

This step involves calculating the mean and standard deviation of the
data recorded as part of Step 3. The formulae to perform the calculations are
as follows:

I K

Mean, T.

-22(T. -T)2 T
Variance, ST i=

',,:ere for Option I.

K : number of PIs within define confidence internal

Ti = PI value

and for Option 2:

K = nunber of air-raft icentified as depot candidates

Ti =P vapj e
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Step 5: Calculate a PI Threshold Value

This step involves calculating a value representing the true PI threshold
for a specific aircraft type. This value is calculated using Bayesian
statistics and requires cambining prior information (i.e., the preceding year
input data: T and S we-e set to Tu, and So respectively in Step 1) with the
current year'l direct! saiple evidence calculated in Step 4. This leads to a
posterior distribution of the time PI threshold value which is approximated by
a normal distribution using the following formulae:

K TS+ T 2K o oT
True Threshold, T, = 2 2

K SO + S

2
Distribution Variance, S2 T o

K $2 + 5-
o ST

wner e:

K = number of data inputs
T2= sample data mean
ST = sample data variance
To = prior representative true threshold
S2 = prior representative distribution variance

0

Step 6: Determine if Calculated PI Threshold is Acceptable or Not

This step involves determining if the PI threshold value calculated in
Step 5, as representing the true PI threshold value, can be accepted as the
PI threshold value for the current year. This is achieved by testing if the
current year's PI sample evidence (i.e. mean and standard aev.ation) supports
the hypothesis that the calculated representative for the trie PI trireshold
value is the PI threshold value.

For this test, a null hypothesis is established as follows:

1: T = T

Accordingly, an alternative hypothesis is also established:

H : T # T

I

Is. alternative hypothesis defines the test to be two-tailec. Tnat is, the
null hypothesis cannot be accepted if T is determined to be 'n either of the
Liaded areas depicted in Figure 3-3. L'Tnis test is deemed tc be appropriate
,;ince i: is typically not advantageous to have either under readiness (T <
T , leading to poor combat availability) or overreadiness (T r , leading to
Ijxcessive maintenance costs). The defined risk for re~ectig the null
.J.pot sis when it is true is 5%. Therefore, each of the sn-cjdJ areas in
.,gure 3-3 ±s /2 or 2.5%.
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a/I 2 012/

T1

Figure 3-3 Test Distribution

Depending on the size of the sample evidence, the acceptability decision
is either based on the normal distribution (i.e., n > 30) or the Student-t
distribution (i.e., n < 30). (Note that the Student-t distribution estimates
the romal distribution for wmall sanple sizes).

The test statistics are as follows:

, T-T
Normal, Z

Student-c, t = Is / /-3-

The critical value, z* or t*, is then compared with the appropriate tabled
value of Z or t /2 (with n-1 degrees of freedom) as found in Appendix A.
The decisi (-2rule is as follows:

reject H for: -Z/ 2 > Z > Zu/ 2  or

-l 2 > L > t 12

accept H fzr: -z 12< Z < /2  or

-t/2< < tc/2

Step 7: Adjust PI Threshold Value

This step involves adjusting a PI threshold value (i.e., value of 71,
found to be not acceptable during Step 6 to the minimunm or maxtmuzn value
(depending on whether the z* or t* was below -zq/2 or -t, / or above z /,or
t for which an accept decision can be made. To determine the adjuse:
vaue of T,, the following appropriate formula is solved for T I:

T-T 1+ Z a/ 2- o12

S / /77
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Step 8: Accept Adjusted PI Threshold Value

This step involves accepting (see Step 6) the adjusted PI threshold
value fran Step 7.

Step 9: Set PI Threshold Value

This step involves setting the PI threshold for each aircraft type. Its
input is the value for T1  which either canes directly fran Step 6 or is
adjusted and accepted through Steps 7 and 8.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of this study was to derive improved AACE PI threshold
values for 1987. The study achieved its objective by establishing candidate
PI threshold values for the AH-1, CH-147, CH-54, OH-6, OH-58, OV-1/RV-1, U-
21/RU-21, UH-1M, UH-1H/V, and UH-60 aircraft. In addition, an improved
threshold evaluation methodology (ITEM) was defined during the study. ITEM
provides a statistically-based, rational means for defining engineering ACE or
AACE PI threshold values. It is designed for annual application to update the
PI threshold value for each aircraft type participating in the ACE/AACE
program.

Based on the results of this study, the following tasks are recammended:
1. Apply ITEM annually to update ACE and AACE PI threshold

values.
2. Incorporate a detailed description of ITEA into the AACE/AACE

Inspection and Analysis Handbook.
3. Automate ITEM for ease of use and complete data storage.
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AH-I AACE Calculation

n :4
TI = (4)(187)(25) + (125)(625)

To  :125 (4)(25) + (625)

s o  5

T =224

sT  = 24 .5 T, = 96825 = 134

H : T =T

H I : TU 'TI

reject Ho for t*> I t/ 2  t 0 0 5 3  = 5.841

187 - 134 53 = 4.24
25/Y14- 12.5

t* A : t /2 .. cannot reject H0

AACE PI Threshold Value is set at 134
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CH-47 AACE Threshold Calculation

n :14

T 125 TI  (4)(224)(25)+(125)(900)
k4)(25) + 90U

so  5= 134900 = 135

T 224 1000

s T =30.0
i TO :5

H0 :T =T

H, :T =T

reject H if t* > t t.005 ,3  5.841

t* = 224 - .35 = 89 5.933

30 /' 4 15

t* > : ta/ 2  .. reject HO

Solve for adjusted TI

5.841 : 224-T1

30 / " 4 '

T 1 = 136

AACE PI Threshold Value is set at 136
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CH-54 AACE Threshold Calculation

fn :4

T : 125 TI = (4)(194)(25)+(125)(4356)
(4)(25)+4356

s O :25

T : 194 = 563900: 127
4456

sf 66

Ho0 : Tu:T I

H : Tu  T1

reject H if t* > t t=/2 t.005,3 5.841

t* 194 - 127 = 67 2.0366/ 37

t* ',ta/2 1 .*" cannot reject H°

AACE PI Threshold Value is set at 127
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OH-6 AACE Threshold Calculation

n =4

T = 125 T, = (4)(166)(25) + (125)(1849)
£)-')+ 104V

So 0 5

=166 = 247725 = 127
19149

ST =43

H 0 T =T
H, Tu  i T,

reject H if t* > t t= 5.841
0 a/2 005 ,3

t* 166 - 127 : 39 = 1.814
43 / 4- 21.5

t* , t /21 .'. cannot reject H°

AACE PI Threshold Value is set at 127
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OH-58 AACE Threshold Calculation

n =L4

I T 0  125
S 0 25 T, = (4)(182)(25) + (125)(576)

0 2 (4)(2) + 57(

= 182

ST  24 = 90200 = 133-879-

i~ o:T u :1T

iHi Tu  T

reject H if t* > ta/21 t. 0 0 5 ,3 = 5.841

It* = 182 - 133 = 99 = 4.083
24 /4 T1 2

U
t* t a/ t2 ',..cannot reject H°

I AACE PI Threshold Value is set at 133

I
I
I
1
I
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OV-1/RV-1 AACE Threshold Calculation

n =L4

TO 125 T, = (4)(206)(25) + (125)(3481)
- t('U5) + j4F1

S 0 5

T 206

S= 59 = 455725 = 127

H :T u  T 1o I-

Hi  Tu  T, e

reject H if t* > tct/21 t.005,3 = 5.841

t*= 206 - 127 : 79 : 2.678

59 / -IF 29.5

t* t '/2 cannot reject H

AACE PI Threshold Value is set at 127
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U-21/RU-21 AACE Threshold Calculation

n=4

T 0 125 TI = (4Q2J)25) + (125)(3364)4) .')) + _I..1 4

S 0  25

T 207 = 441200 = 127

ST 58sH =
Ho 0 Tu :T,

H, Tu A T,

reject H° if t> t/2 t.005,3 5.841

t*= 207 - 127 = 80 = 2.75958 /1-V T9

t* 1 CAI t 2 .%.cannot reject H0

AACE P1 Threshold Value is set at 127
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UH-1M AACE Threshold Calculation

n =4

T 0 125

So  5 TI  (4 )(177 )(25 ) + (125)(729)
o 1 ~ + (ev

T =177

ST =27 108825 = 131

H : Tu =T I

H, T I T

reject H if t* > t /2: t.005,3 = 5.841

t* = 177 - 131 = 48 = 3.407
27 / --- 13.5

t* I ta/2 I .'. cannot reject Ho

AACE Threshold Value is set at 131
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OH-1H/V AACE Threshold Calculation

n =L4

T 0  125

So  5 T, (4 )(12 8)(2 5 ) + (125)(676)
(4)(25) + U70

: 178

St = 26 = 97300 = 125
TT6

H :T u  TI

H, T 1

reject H if t* 3= 5.8410 ft tca/21 .005,3

t*= 178 - 125 53 = 4.077
26 / - 1-3

t* t, /2 .cannot reject H
0

AACE PI Threshold Value is set at 125
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UH-60 AACE Threshold Calculation

n :4

T = 125 T, = (4)(200)(25) + (125)(3364)
04)( M) + 33b4

S - 5

T 200 = 440500 = 127

ST s 
58

Ho 0 Tu = T,

H, :Tu=T1

reject H if t* > It/ 2 t = 5.841

t*= 200 - 127 = 73 = 2.517
58 /4-IF 29

t* :I t/2" .*. cannot reject H 0

AACE PI Threshold Value is set at 127
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7.0 A FAULT TREE APPROACH TO CORROSION CONTROL
FOR ARMY' AIRCRAFT

RTA Reliability Technology Associates
700 Ravinia Place
Orland Park, IL 60462-3750
(312) 349-9590 October 18, 1988

Dr. Fr'ank A. Iddings
Director, NTIAC
Southwest Research Institute
PosL Office Drawer 285 10
6220 Culebra Road
S.An Antonio, TX 782841

Subject: Report: "A Fault Tree Approach to Corrosion Control for Army
Aircraft"
SwIll Purchasp Order No. 19359

Dear Frank:

This report presents the results of a study t~o develop a qualitativ'e
fault tree concept approach to corrosion control for- Army aircraft. This
approach -an be used to evaluate the adequacy of corr")sion --.ntrA) efforts 3rnd
to p.,ci'orm an independent and objective evaluation of Army aircraft systeM3 to
identify corrosion- related failure modes and those corrosion-related eveents
and conditions which might lead to safety hazards anid/or low re liability.

Fault tree analysis is a documented proce3s of a syste3matio naiture
pe rformed to identify basic faults and determine their causes a.n] effects. it
involves several steps, among which is the structuring of a highly detaile,,
logic diagram which depicts basic faults and events that can lead to systeri
failure and/or safety hazards. From this approach corrective suggestions c35n
be formulated which, when implemented, will eliminate (or minimize) those:
Faults oonsidered critical.

During this study, corrosion in Army aircraft wis review> 4 to pe-rform a
fault tree analysi3. The fault tree diagram on which the analys:-s is hasLd is
a detailed logic structure that portrays a broad Pnsemble of possible
corrosion-related faults that can lead to Army aircraft sys"Z!M cnfOMfI:flt

failure during flight. At any point in the tree the lower level events3 ( i e .,
component faults9, mainteniance actionas, operating pric edures xdcond ~tirls,
,:tc.) which must occur to precipitate a spe2i fic cor'r'sion-rela>,.l nonseqeri>,,
ar'e connected to the consequence through basic Io~tc e leirents aid ics
"for" gatesi, etc.) which port',ay the essenti-1 caIusalre2n L .
first- cut analysis of the safety level of a corotson control 'J_ fi.eifln~ h,?
based on the relative occurrence of "land" and "or" gates at iariovs llv'ils
within the tree. This is the level of analysis which can be Cmiducted sig
the approach described here.

The following specific engineeringa tasks and activ iti-es wer'e rf
dluring this study. Based on the review of corrosion in Army ,iirncra1 , 1--o
corrosion- re lated undesirable hazardous events we4-2e idtentified. These i't
provided the basis for the fault tree analysin . Thon, the fault. tree ana'ysis
i t stl1f was perfornied; thie logic diagram portraying the corrs~ion-rclated ba,,;icl
faults3 thait can lead to the ha zardous ev-ents J, fined wis cnt'V~
3ibsequent eventa 3, such as coinpor-nnt faulti~, mantne ations3, -in,
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operating conditions that must occur to result in the system hazards, were
interconnected through basic logic elements systematically to form the fault
tree. The symbols used in constructing the fault tree are shown in Figure 1.

The corrosion-related fault tree prepared using the approach outlined in
the previous paragraph is presented in Figures 2 through 5. Figure 2 shows
that component failure during flight due to corrosion can be caused by an
impending corrosion-related failure, which is not detected prior to the flight
during ACE/AACE or preflight inspection or flight c-eration monitoring, in a
component which has not been replaced at a preset tiw,.? limit. Impending
component failure due to corrosion can result from corrosion sufficient to
cause component failure which is not accommodated through design, service, or
installation. Corrosion sufficient to cause component failure can result from
the effect of cumulative dynamic stresses on corrosion present in a static
condition; this corrosion can be surface corrosion, galvanic corrosion,
intergranular corrosion, stress corrosion, or fretting corrosion.

Figure 3 shows the portions of the fault tree pertaining to each type of
corrosion. Surface corrosion can result from the failure to treat corrosion
due to the exposure of the surface to corrosive moisture and environmental
stresses. Galvanic corrosion can result from the contact of dissimilar
metals, through either design error or a breakdown of plated surfaces or
improper hardware substitution, in the presence of moisture. Intergranular
corrosion can result from the presence of moisture at an imperfectly heat
treated component. Stress corrosion can result from the effect of sustained
tension stresses in the presence of moisture. Fretting corrosion can result
from fretting, through a lack of either lubricant coating between surfaces or
vibration control, in the presence of moisture.

Figures 4 and 5 show the portions of the fault tree pertaining to the
presence of moisture and corrosive moisture, respectively. In each case
moisture may be present due to either entrapment or entrance in the field
environment. Entrapment may be induced during either manufacturing or
maintenance. If moisture is present in the manufacturing environment, it may
become entrapped and not be d, ,cted by the quality control inspection. If
moisture is present in the maintenance environment, faulty repair or
maintenance may lead to moisture entrapment which may not be detected through
inspection. Moisture entrance in a field environment where moisture is
present may occur as a result of defects induced either due to exceeding
design limits previously or during manufacturing with inadequate quality
control inspection or during maintenance due to faulty repair or maintenance
which is not detected by inspection.

In conclusion, a qualitative fault tree approach to corrosion control in
Army aircraft has been developed that can be used to assist in assessing the
magnitude of the corrosion problem relative to specific Army aircraft and
components and their usage, location, application conditions and maintenance
factors and to help to guide a review of nondestructive corrosion inspection
techniques that can be incorporated into criteria and guidelines for
identifying the types of corrosion failure mechanisms.

If you have any questions on this, please contact me at (312) 349-9590.

Sincerely,

C. D. (Dan) Henry III
Program Manager
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D _ An event, usually a fault, resulting from the combination of more
basic faults and/or conditions and which can be developed further.

OA basic fault (usually a specific circuit, component or human
error) which can be assigned a probability of occurrence.

$2 A fault not developed further as to its causes because of lack of
information, time, or value in doing so.

QAnd gate - the output event occurs only when all of the input
events are present.

Or gate - the output event occurs when one or more of the input
events are present.

Fault tree continued on another figure.

'cII~i~ Inhibit gate - similar to an And gate; however, used to include
application of a conditional event.

An event expected to occur in normal operation.

Figure I Description of Fault Tree Symbols
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A COHPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF POSSIBLE PLANING AND
CONTROL SYSTEM4S FOR CCAD OVERHAUL/NDI OPERATIONS

Prepared for:

Depot Bmgineering & BCH
Sapport Orfice

U.S. Army Aviation 4 stems Command
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Prepared by:

Reliability Technology Associates
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FOREWORD

The work described herein was performed for the U.S. Army Aviation

Systems Command (AVSCCM), Depot Engineering and RCM Support office (DERSO), as

part of AVSCC21's program to assess the extent of corrosion in Army aircraft

and its cost, investigate non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques for

corrosion, and formulate specific recommendations for dete2ting corrosion in

new and fielded Army aircraft. The purpose of this specific effort was to

provide a comparative assessment of three systems to i£oprove production

efficiency and corrosion prevention during overhaul/NDI operations at Corpus

Christi Army Depot. It was conducted as part of a Special Task under the

auspices of the Nondestructive Testing Information Analysis Center (NTIAC) at

Southwest Researih Institute (SWRI) under Contract No. DLA900-84-C-0910, CLIN

O001BM. This study was performed under subcontract by Reliability Technology

Associates (RTA). At RTA, Dr. C. D. Henry was program manager and principal

investigator. Dr Frank A. Iddings wa3 SWRI's technical monitor for the study.

At AVSCCM, this study was monitored by tr. Lewis Neri, who provided the

necessary data and other information used as input.
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1.0 PURPOSE

3 The purpose of this report is to provide a comparative assessment, including

the principles and the major similarities, differences, relationships,

1 trade-offs, and requirements, of three systems to improve production efficiency

and corrosion prevention during overhaul/NDI operations at Corpus Christi Army

Depot (CCAD). These three systems are materials requirements planning

3 (MRP)/manufacturing resources planning (MRPII) , just-in-time(JIT)/kanban, and

optimized production technology (OPT). Each of these innovative systems

3 challenges old assumptions and ways of doing things. The decision on which

approach (or combination of approaches) to adopt to meet current and future needs

for overhaul/NDI operations at CCAD, and the inplementation of this decision,

3 involves a complex design, huge input requirements, several years of triining

personnel and the investment of millions of dollars. Therefore an assessnent

3 of possible choices is important.

I
U
I
3
1
I
I
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2.0 OVERVIEW

2. 1 Material Requirements Planning (MRP)/Ianufacturing Resource Planning

(MRPII)

Materials requirements planning (MRP) is a computerized production.

planning system that attempts to establish precise control over scheduling of

production and suppliers. Manufacturing resource planning (MRPII) extends

this approach to other functions such as marketing, purchasing, finance, and

engineering. The purpose of MRP/MRPII is to make available purchased and

manufactured components just before they are needed by the next level -f

production. It originated in repetitive manufacturing environments, but has

been brought to fruition for CCD-like job shop planning and control.

Conceptually, MRP/MRPII explodes independent demand for a product into

the dependent demand for its components. This dependent demand is then time-

phased based on established lead times. Lot sizing techniques can be applie.

at each level of exploded lemand. The exploded time-phased lot size demand 1

then converted to time-phased capacity requirements whih must be compared

with the available production capacity to test the validity and realism of e

production plan. (MRP/MRPII assumes unlimited capacity in all work centers,

does not recognize bottlenecks, and is ineffective for capacity pianninr

,ontrol itself. Ho,'ver, possible delays or shorta ±s can be identified _n

advance using the MRP/MRPII results and affected release dates for orders n

be rescheduled to try to meet the promised deliveries.) The actual status of

production and purchase orders is canpared to the plan to Jeternine whi4?-

items are ahead or behind schedule, so that priorities in operitions 3n7
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purchasing can be established and the right amount of materials can be moved

3 at the right time to production levels. The time-phased production plan

provides a common base to coordinate the activities of the functions that

I interface with operations, e.g. marketing, finance, engineering. In general

the MRP/MRPII ralculations are carried out on a week by week basis.

There are two essential requirements for an effective MRP/MRPMI: the

3 ability to develop valid, realistic schedules and tremendous amounts of highly

acc2urate data (a precise demand forecast for each product and an accurate

3 estimate of needed materials for each and every product and component) . Every

employee must be thoroughly and strictly disciplined about feeding updates

into the system and about always making all planning and control decisions

3 based on MRP/MRPII data. Otherwise, the MRP/MRPII data system a cctnulates

errors.

3 In general, in companies with mass-production assembly lines,

particularly in those with a history of chaotic inventory situations,

SM1PP/MRP1I (.an help reduce inventories, improve labor and space utilintin,

3 and streamline scheduling and receiving operations. MR?!MRPr" fouses

manage-ment attention on accurate record-keeping, which leads tD reJued

3 inventories and improved customer service.

3 2.2 Just-In-Time (JIT)/Kanban

I
Just-in-time (JIT)/kanban is both a material flow and produti-; control

3 system and a method of continually improving prcduotivity. Th- o se of

JIT/kanban is to have the right naterial at the right place at tie r-ht t.n -

I while constantly reJucing work 'n progress, lead times, wor <-in-procs "

3 .nventories, and s-tup time t" an absolute r:nnmt.- ii orier t:
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low-cost, high-quality, on-time production.

As a production control system JIT/kanban establishes daily production

rates for a product and then freezes them for a period of time; usually there

is a general one-year rough-out master schedule, a one- to two-month horizon

for detailed production scheduling, a ten-day production schedule (which is

about 99 percent reliable or fixed), and a daily schedule which is prepared

the day before. Month-t)-month variations in this schedule are allowed to

occur only gradually (in steps of not more than 10%). This detailed

production scheduling is d one in advance only for final assembly and is the

only area in which the computer is utilized as a detailed production

scheduling tool. Final assembly is scheduled such that there is an even,

consistent flow of work and materials through all upstream work centers (both

in-plant and supplier) in -he supply chain. When parts are neeJed at final

assembly, they are withdrawn from feeding work centers in small quantities

(lot sizes) only as needed. Generally the parts are conveyed in standard

containers in which are the fewest parts possible; the optimal quantity (lot

size) for a part is jus: equal to the number of parts for one unit of

assembly. The feeding work centers then produce parts in the same quantities

that they wert withdraw-, by final assembly. This production usually requ>' ,s

the cnnsuption of parts p:-duced by the previous work center in the supply

chain which triggers thne s:-ond work center to replace only the p-rts that

were used by the fi'rs. wor', center. This process repeats itself down the

entire manufacturing sippLy chaLn, so that each action by final assembly

results in a ripple effe :ack through the feeding work centers, both in the

plant and at suppliers' pla~s. (Suppliers' plants act like extendel sto-eae

r icilities of the plant J:T/kanban, then, is a pull system; the user work

c enter pulls parts from -ne sipplier work center on a lot-for-lot basi3.
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("Kanban" is the Japanese word for the marker which controls the sequencing of

parts through the work centers.) Each work center is closely linked to the

work centers that it feeds and to the work centers that supply it parts

(including suppliers' plants). There are short lead times (small inventories)

at each stage, so, if for some reason a stoppage occurs at any operation, the

entire system very shortly grinds to a halt for laok of work; no extra

production or inventories are permitted.

As a productivity improvEnent system JIT/kanban forces recognition and

resolution of bottleneck operations. Once a plant is in balance - there are

no critical shortages in the system and no departments are working excessive

amounts of overtime - cither work-in-process inventory is withdrawn froma the

Production floor or the assembly schel ule is increased without increasing

resources in the system. Either process will eventiially cauze one of Th

production resources to become a constraint on the total system output. This

bottleneck manifests itsel f by either hav ing to work large amotn of overt ime

.'r f)y ')-' 131 i W r, w'i n' prts to 'p the next(' wK-1.

:'unnning. The organization then focuses on resolving the prob'em. .Or.c th

!,,oble is resolved and a st e-y staite conl ition has been ref se b shei, tn

SI ittiona inventory is with n ,wn frrn The p1 jt floor or' t as:< ly

-. ! 3[.. 12 .: r' .J ;",til tie "-!I:!. , )f:str- alt "p l', ,'3. 7T ._ ,'

.' p, t. i.

Throu,,h :s3 a aspe t3 of J 1T/Y inban, produto ' eontri n .eI

ro, uct ;ity . h,to. k .twee.I succezsi z e 7 ro e... .... L 0 e1 Vnto

. e euipn1t , fic i. es, or work.r a are m Ii ,n i:,.

.' T k fi nb in ph i oz, :.y no i ; e;3v ?ral r i t I ,so.'2 ts. e 1:r' -2J .

n t[- , -inI i -i.', . '"y br'-j ht 'unt, . . ' . -,
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arranged into cells rather than according to machine function. The r'rber of

3 suppliers is limited and JIT/kanban delivery schedules are worked out with

them. Plant floor size is limited. Quality control is monitored at stations

3 along the assembly line rather than only at the end of it.

Two types of requirements must exist for a successful TIT/kanbar. system

First a unique type of "cultural" environment must exist. Responsibility and

3 authority for shop floor production control and productivity improv -nent must

be placed on the workers and first-line supervisors who must be motivate,.

3 There must be an atmosphere of strict discipline, close cooperation and mutual

trust between the workforce and management and an attitude that encourages any

actions that aid the continual flow of parts - including helpinS other people

when they fall behind, doing different types of jobs, reducing setup timtes,

working overtime and temporarily stopping the proce 3/assseIbly line.

JIT/kanban usually includes quality circles theft work tc -it do)rT on lot

sizes, reduce lead and setup times, help solve supplier proolems an. m inimis

sorap ".osses. Secondly the prod Ut Lo eni -' t . .v 'evero

requirements: production raes at final :sse-nby m -t : e-, dal y

produt.. )n s--iedulos must be virtually i!entLc-l , a larj, b- r of 'o:u~ti'n

3 c-Ap3 must be made (to achieve the asoembly sch.?dule mix MaX :, 1z7,1:3 fCtm

,'t SD 5~Set p I-P L-neZ mA - )St3 rutj be t L-fC

3 p:'od' ct-on must 21osely appro/.Lnate ?he s~i.rule, r.' Cirt:- s "Ij

3 ind :novel in standard quantities in the smallest container-zs io,.

Fl. mass-prDduced items (hi-2h generally comprise aboJr A-," t, - ,

3 the it.na regul-irly used in lar e-volume pro] ucts), theo , the' ' 1b:i

ipproaifh can increase labor productiv ity and rd.Ju2oe i:ve)ri.to->o ax

I ,osts) , qual ity reseotion rates, necessary plant space, o:-i stJ _ w:o' f r

a ;lann nz and o I- no . A T'?/ rb-, sy3tAi can be o;.'r-tinz in mb,,.: -
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and achieves cdtimum results in five to ten years.

2.3 Optimized Production Technology (OFT)

The OPF system uses a proprietary computer software paclcige to caIculate

near-optimum schedules and sequences of operations for all operational work

centers, taking into account priorities and capacities.

OPT begins with the construction of a model of tiie operational

environment. The conventional files typically found in MRP/MRPII systems are

converted into a product network. This network becoies the rnoel of

operations, describing how operations are carried out, the competitior for

resources, and the interrelationships between parts going in-_ an is-eibIef

product. OPT then utilizes the product-oi requiremen. an asiilihle

:pera ttonal re&Durc-s to proluce opt.,izei schelules and Lenerate mi.-rials

requirenents. OPT works by testsing the existing work loal, iden' ifyin7

crie1cil or bottleneck rosour2ei -nJ then u;ig the proprt-tetr'y .y r thy,

c-1 lleJ tie OPT "brain", to scheiule tne- res)urces anJ produoe --n opt -mizi

2 usle, u ,. Prior.ties fDr e 2n per i ,on ir e J t ,ine1 i i, e :- _; - . : '?

I'in-i of (actu .lly a su of m .- w- 'fficie 'or a ,. ' -

h n J, UI e si is I<rmo t -'0

r S u " ' . .1iPT , t3(r so re s SC ne .1- .2 .. n " P sys .

F.' re q i. re s le i :n f' ~ L, t -ivent o r, le i el S, p 2

r o~ !2 ' 1 a
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to three months, can produce a one day's schedule in minutes, providing 10JT

work instructions within 30 seconds, and can increase overall output and

reduce work in progress and inventories.

In same ways, OFT integrates the best of MRP/MRPII - a canputerLzed

data-base system - and JIT/kanban - improvements in flow anJ the elimination

of waste. Unlike MRP/MRPII and JIT/kanban, with OPT employee attitwies do n't

have to be change.
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I
3.0 CCMPARISONSU
3. 1 General

3 As can be seen from the discussion above MRP/MRPII allows for advance

planning for medium-inventory, mass-production companies, but at a cost in

flexibility and informality. JIT/kanban keeps inventory costs down an"

involves employees, but requires well-structured supply lines and cooperative

workers. OPT focuses on clearing up bottlenecks in operational processes, but

3 can adversely affect nonbottleneck areas and is a proprietary systef.

I 3.2 Working Environment of Originating Country

3 MRP/MRPII originated in the U-hited States; JIT/kanban, in Jipan; and CF.,

3 in Israei.

In the J3ti States there is no land space restriction; factories

3 usually very spread out. Land spare is a problem in :sae1; i is ve.'I

restrictive in Japan ard becomes a major production constra-nt.

I Thne sajor market for products manufactured in the Uni'e State' is witt.

3 )he country; the major ma-rkets for the products of both '-pn anJ -3a.? r

ottside the projuclng ">untry. Th ~r'fore both Isra?' and - ap r xt Irfn

3 l iy 0ons..i 2; - it i3 very exp>n. si*ve to maki reO, r rjpl -

pros ucts which are thousands of -iles overseas. In the U-'e_ Z tates repi r:

3 are not that expens3le; smetin-e it ..3 lesirable to -ar., lw-r qull..

prod ucts to generate re placeoent pro fits.

7nI 11 h _E' ma '-s h n-- a ph1: -. p~y o f prod'~ u,'-variab 1 ty > u

3 s offered as ,any optisn, s possible in the desi gn _vel pct n t
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3 products. Therefore, United States factories are large with unused space to

allow a large build-up of inventory necessary to handle product variability

requirements. Japan, on the other hand, restricts product output to only a

U few selections because product modifications are difficult in the Japanese

environment and it is difficult to give efficient turnaround response time on

customized products for overseas markets. Israel all:ws mo-e proluct

variability than Japan.

United States industry places emphasis on individual employee

3 productivity while the Japanese and the Israeli have a pnilosophy of the

productivity of the facility as a whole. The United Sta, es costs jobs in

terms of standard pieces produced per hour for each individual employee; this

puts the employee under a time restriinC to build products, whether they art!

U needed or not, with speed rather than quality.

3 In Jap-n and Israel quality is a p-r: -f a employee's functions, e.-.

Japanese workers become involved in quality through quality ircles. En:: ly .

3 cvaluat~on is base] on how closely total produ, tion iat2hes rIrej

proiuction without generation of excess invientory or wiste.

I MRP/MRPI systms generate a list of materi-i! r-.-i-red to pr:i _' a

3 specific number of output Llnits; this in turn. !genera'es p.;-hase orl rs ani

* roluntion orlers. 1,arge quantity fat-s ( cal lel s-rap fact~r.! ar-

3nuefrte t o .- a s is

re f -rre J to as3 a "1push" Sys tem.

3 In JIT-'_-nu systems, which are " 1_'' syste:is, mat. ias ar' n:: fe

SIto thce p:'oduction cycle ntmil fin sh pr,)duat is .- u y rq re .-

?rodut requirements, not for-icat, tri- er ;ro7L<;t . nis rq ir- vr

3 :'iort lea e

In -.T prodution is s:heJuleJ on a "::tt~eneck" >*.s- . .ttene:k <.uS
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in a facility are analyzed and emphasized. Production is planned so that

bottleneck work centers are utilized to the maximum and nonbottleneck work

centers keep the bottleneck work centers working at full production all the

t ime.

3.3 Employee Performance

Indirectly, the JIT/kanban system addresses the problems of keeping

employees disciplined and motivated; making sure they are constantly feeding

the system with updated information; and getting them to accept changes in

procedures, organizational structures, paperwork, and cost accounting. It is

a simple and transparent system. Employees are responsible for making the

systan work.

MRP/MRPII offers no challenge to employees, but requires that they be

extremely disciplined and committed at all levels.

OPT requires mo:alerate discipline and limited data accuracy. P-rblems

with eployees get resolved indirectly thro' h proceJural, cost-accounting,

and work-method changes.

°4 Producti-n Uoa i:n

MRP/MRPII sequences tasks as if the pIant h-s infinite resouxrces

available and then adjusts the scheJules by aiing a cipacity requir-'nents

planning step; this tw)-step procedure is not as efficient as dveiopirn

oDtimal s:hA ules in one step. Botn JIT/kinban and DPT :ahe~ we p'c. t on

assuming limited capacity. Kanban cards zontrol capacity in JIT/kanDn;

bottlenecks, in OPT. OP- all w more vir.able constraints t:an anP'MiP ":
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merges MRP/MRPII and capacity requirements planning functions into one tool.

3.5 Batch Sizing

MRP/MRPII systems assume that a part passes all stages of production in a

fixed-sized batch. Batch size is kept larger than necessary in orJer to

offset costs incurred by large setup times. A reduced setup cost is allocatel

per part. Increased batch sizes increase product lead time, which increass

interest and storage costs which, in turn, translate into increased overall

cost.

In JIT/kanban all setup times are reduced to a minimum so that it will

not be a significant factor in deternining batch sizes; batch sizes can then

be kept small.

In OF variable batch sizes are computed. Setup time .s reducel to a

minimum in bottleneck work centers, max inizing output in these areas and

the whole facility.

3.6 Production Wave3

Production wi.ei in 'in M-?/M.PrLI 3y3zem are bal ance-d th-rough i-

lfety stock. In JIT.' -cnban, the entire projuction 31u2 nc ,0 3jrUO '..c r:/

in synchronization and production waves are not allovxd ta - ,cur. In 0F",

produ'2tion waves are pr.vented by tighter scheiuling and thr:,4'h thl -se Df

tfety capacity.
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3, 7 Data Accuracy

In MRP/MRPII data accuracy is critical throughout the entire system; in

(jPT, data acrcuracy is only critical in the bottleneck areas and in their

feeder areas. Both MRP/MRPII and OFT require computer systems; OPT is

typically faster than MRP/MRPII in generating production schedi,]es.

In JIT/kanban there is no need for data accuracy; computer systems ar e

not needed.

3.8 Scheduling

OPT supplies a more complete schedule than JIT/kanban; homeve:',

JITikanban supplies it faster. OPT's time performance in developing scheJule3

is faster than MRP/MRPT.

I 3.9 Flexibility

JIT/kinban is the most flexible because of its minimal beitoh sizes a',.I

I-w inventory leveis. .P- scheJul?3 liwer levels of inventory an lows fc

rlex ible batch sizes and, th13, all oW fjr more flex ibiI ity in p-u tin th.:-

H /,1RP Ii.

JIT/kanban generally requires a total reorganizatton of the facility; OFT

)ffers much of the sane flexbility wtth)at a reorsariization. OPT can te

IV1a3,i into the operation, so the entire facil ity is not necessarily affects

'-y installation of an FP ;y,ten. OPT all)ws for parallel opera.tion wth

I ',!P/H'RP:I system so the proper operation of an OPT system can be assureJ
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3. 10 Cost

The benefits of a completely simulated production plan can only be

realized with OPT. MRP/MRPII is too canplex, and JIT/kanban is not canplete

enough for simulation planning.

MRP, because of its high data accuracy requirements, is the most costly.

JIT, because of its negligible data requirements, is the cheapest.

3. 11 Other Comparisons

MRP/MRPII has a number of shortcomings, incluJing rigid lot-sizing rules,

rigid average queue times, an inability to split lots or sent ahead partial

lots, sequential (rather than simultaneous) date setting and capacity

requirements calcullations, iterative load balancing to eliminate overloads,

-ni a lack of finite scheduling logic.

In terms of OPT, it appears that the OPT production pl3nnin- anj

inventory control teclinique has an inproved ability for produ2tion plinninf,

compared to MRPiM1RPII.

OPT has a simplified technilie for production scheJulin., compared to

iH PI[. Schelules are not as t_;e-con ,nin; to set up. Cchtule n

: quire a3 mu2h lata. Less accuracy is r jireJ in the data. Lacs c:*piter

processing capability is required . Less people time is required to analyze

the sc hed ule.

The uscr pzrtion of OF is less co.plex< than that of ' /MPIP. 7he

sternal natien>tlcaL t-chniue cont-:j ,add itLonal zophistication that mikes

".1e system user"s job easier. Less user k-nowledge is required.

OPT ;ives a more rapid proje.'tion Df s~he~ule, canparci to 1'o 'Ml
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These quicker schedules allow quicker modifications of the schedules and

therefore more flexibility in the schedules. Schedules changes can occur in a

few hours rather than days. Quicker schedule development allow simulation to

be used in the scheduling process.

OPT analyzes plant production, which MRP/MRPII does not do. Bottlenecks

in the production process are specifically defined, so improvements are easily

made on the bottlenecks. Simulation can be used to test variations in plant

output and how this effects plant load. Capacity planning can be simulated in

oFr.

In addition, actual finite resources are taken into account in OFT. OPT

simultaneously maximizes production output and minimizes work-in-progress

inventory as a basis of the optimization in the OPT matheiatical technique.

Therefore, increased production output, using the sane resource3, a:ni reauced

work-in-progress inventory are possible with OPT. Smaller batch sizes ar-

calculated based on profitability in OPT rather than from a set formula 2n

MRP/MRP'1; MRP/MRPI1 nas rigid lot-sizing rules. Finally, the OPI' hedulln;

system allows for finite control of the resources on the short term.

On the other hand, OPT requires a plant reorganization, inluding a

conceptual reor-andLation, re placc-nent of data proce3sing system3, a char.:-eJ

management style, new reprting systems, an,] equipsent chnge ane

D)3tin- ,rid accountifig systeas will be Jisrupte] by -jPT becau'se et'f>:ien.y c

no longer be calculated, job cost control data have been restrW ted in sc..Ie

a'ean, and perfornance evaluations no longer eXist. Users will be 1isrupte I

inl will need to be retrained; new rcV)rts will need to be develop, fa ' data

processing and accounting to harjlc the n .? information base. Ln .ddItion,

')T Produces a tighter 3nedule, allowing less abil ity to a.,1ono,-

pouction errors. Also, the finenciai analysis syst:'. ha.- been ''s
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OPT can be compared to JIT/kanban in several areas. Both OT and

JIT/kanban are geared to reducing inventories and identifying bottlenecks.

Ot is a computerized system while JIT/kanban is manual. With OPT, tnen,

bottlenecks and the impact of alternate approaches can be analyzed in advance

without creating problems on the shop floor. The use of workprs, materials,

and machines is optimized to maximize the utilization of critical resources,

maxim ize plant output and minimize work-in-process inventory ar.u

.manufacturing tines. OPT can also be used more universally than JIT/kanbari

which is applicable only in repetitive manufacturing with fairly stable

denand. OPT can also be used in job shop and process industries. A key

difference between OPT and JiT/kanban is that JIT/ka-nban maintains a

logistical chain between operitions while OPT has a logical one.
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4.0 CCMBINATIONS

As seen from the previous discussion, each production scheduling system

has advantages and disadvantages. A combination approach could use the best

of each system. It has already been noted that OPT can interface with a

standard MRP/MRPII system so that OFr-generated schedules can be coordinated

with non-bottleneck scheduling. MRP/MRPII is often used with JIT/kanban to

ensure that raw material is available for the JIT/kanban process. Some

MRP/MRPII software packages now offer support for JIT/kanban.
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5.0 CONCLUSION

Theoretically and technically, each system discussed in this report appears

to be sound in its own way and should be able to accomplish low-cost,

high-quality, on-time production. Both JIT/kanban and OPT seem to be more

productive than MRP/MRPII, and OPT is seen as more complete than JIT/kanban in

that it includes many features of JIT/kanban and additional benefits as Wall.

Combinations of the systems are possible and this combining of approaches may

be the key to the future in this area. In the final analysis, however, CAD

will have to look at the facts and comparisons presented in this report and at

the various trade-offs and make a decision based on the CCAD-specific situ'*.ion

and circumstances.
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F OREM OR D

The work described herein is being performed for the U.S. Army Aviation

Sstems Command (AVSCCM) , Depot Ehgineering and RCM Support (ffice (DERSO), as

part of AVSCQ4's program to assess the extent of corrosion in Army aircraft

and its cost, investigate non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques for

corrosion, and formulate specific recommendations for detecting corrosion in

new and fielded Army aircraft. The purpose of the specific effort for which

this report gives the status is to develop an NDI orie3nted manufacturing model

for Corpus Chriszi Army Depot (CCAD) into which candidate NDI corr..sion

p.-evention methods can be incorporated for validation. It is being coni'. ted

as part of a Special Task under the auspices of the Nbndestructive T"sting

:nfo.-.ation Analysis Center (NTIAC) at Southwest Research Institute *3WRI)

under Contract No . DLA 900-814-C-0910, CLIN 00013M. This study is being

er'fo.rned under subcontract by Reliability Technoligy Associates (RTA). At

PA, Dr. C. D. Henry is program manager and principal in estigator. Dr .

:rran< A. !dlings is 3RI's technical monitor for tlne stLxy. A, AVSC(, tn'L

3tidy is b-: mcnitored by Mr. Lewis Neri, who i3 proviJ n-i ne:_zssary dati

3nJ otner information used as input.
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I

3 1.0 INTRODUCTION

I This report gives the results to date of a special investigation

3 involving determining how to proceed in developing an NDI oriented

manufacturing model for Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD) into which can be

3 incorporated candidate NDI methods that would improve the prevention of

corrosion during CCAD's overhaul/NDI operations. Very early in the

I investigation it was deciJed to concentrate effort on strtcturing a flexible

I manufacturing system (FMS) fbr CCAD.

The investigation has involve], then, conducting a literature search,

3 which is on-going, to determine the nature of flexible manufacturin; systems

and the method- used in managing the systems. FMS is also being studieJ in

3,Ttail by visiting several strategic area.3 e there is ex -rtise o..

interest in FMS with emphasis on military applications of F>IS. Foliowing the

literature searcn, the visits, and the prel iinary work reported herein, a

3 iodel will be developed to simulate the FMS environment. The mod±" will be

ised to determine the ideal az'ructure :': -n ?MS and its oprational

3 relationship to a major customer. Then, a fle.<i manufaaturing syste'n will

be structurel at Corpus Cnri.,,i Arny Eepo;. Trhis niael will be vail:hted an

U n economic analysis will be mad'.

I
I
I
I
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2.0 FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

2. 1 Bac kg round

The general problem addressed by flexible manufacturing systems is that

U. S. manufacturers are experiencing difficulty in remaining canpetitive in

the new world marketplace which has developed over the past several years.

While the quality of U. S. produced goods has in the past been the standard of

the world, new market demands and competition from abroad have raised the

standards required to effectively canpete in current and future markets. 1'$ew

and innovative products are being introduced into the market at an ever

increasing pace so that a manufacturer can no longer assume a product life of

ten to twenty sears nor afford to take five to ten years to introduce new

product lines. Meeting these challenges of competition, quality, and new an

innovative products is essential for commercial viability in competitive world

markets. These challenges can be met by flexible mnufacturirg systems, whizh

can rin virtually 24 hours a day, but with short turnaround tines, and cin

make a ireat variety of specialty products with very short setup til-e3. With

flex ible manufacturing systems, eaonomies of scale, improved qual ity, an

:Japtability to changing neels can e ac hievel.

A fle: ible manufacturinlg syst-e:n is integrated com puter-control!l

cc~ople:, of nu-nerically ontrolled ":ainine tools, automated material an.

tol-hand I mg devices, anJ -out-.at. - .si'ing and test ln- equipment t-t,

,.th a minimuz -)f :-inual intzr-ient.-n an j short chonge-o-< bidl, can process

<'y pro duct helor:7in to crtain s:cif'ed familios of -rLucts within its
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stated capability and to a predetermined schedule. Such systems permit the

continuous manufacture of different items within a family of parts in small

batches within a dedicated facility. They use the concept of integrated raw

material storage, robot part picking, part transportation by conveyors, and

direct numerical control machining. Everything is linked together in such a

way that the parts being worked on can travel from raw material storage to

finished goods storage in different sequences under the control of computers.

A central FMS camputer schedules and tracks all production and material

movement in the FMS. Based on a family of similar parts, an F-IS can be

reprogramned quickly through downloaded instructions from the central computer

to individual machines, conveyors, and robots to perform a new set of tasks.

Flexible manufacturing systems, then, are automated production syst-ns

for the manufacture of mid-volune and mid-variety products (or components)

with minimal setup times. They consist of several numerically controlled

machines integrated with automated workpiece and tool-transfer and handling

;yst~is, which are connected to some form of automateJ warehouse an-

i-,3ol-storage system. All the subsystems of the P.IS are contrrolle! by the

central computer which downloaIs ntrnerica1i control prcraxrns to individual

-,achin tools, controls workpiece flow, and generates perfrmanc reY)rt:.

-he functions of scheduling, p~art-pro;r;. selecti-n, uttinz-abnormality

-t-.. tion, tool-break--. detection, tool-4-r cmn r.'ition, p-'.'1 t retractioin,

a..?suring, and self-dlanosis are all carried out automatically.

.3 Advantages of Flexible Manuf'cturing Systems (3ei-ral)

There are oever advantages to fe xible manufcitir-ing sy.t ms.

In flexible manufa~turirg syst=ms, proluction cin be conti: ly adjusted
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to changing needs and to new products, largely by softvare reprogramming.

This allows continuous incremental adaptation to changing requirements for

products and systems that otherwise would require major retooling and domi

times. The high entry costs for new product manufacture are greatly reluceJ

because a dedicated plant operating at partial capacity is no longer requirei.

Therefore, machine utilization is increased and there is quick reaction to

market and design changes. There is a reduced time to market for a product.

Flexible manufacturing systems allow just-in-time manufacturing anA

delivery. This substantially reduces the costs of inventory, but with instant

response to customer needs.

Labor cost savings form a major motive for investing in FMS. Tese

Ja.ings are realized mainly through a reduction of direct labor in areas where

FMS is employed. Indirect labor costs may also be reduced.

Flexible manufacturing allows improved and consistent quality control anr

reproducib il ity.

Flexibility manuf;icturinr allows better management control over t:e

manufacturing process and institutionalizes the (nanagement of conti-nuou'7

change that will be nece3ary for inJustri't survival.

".4 Military Benefits of Flexihle 'Manufacturing ystms

The focus in this special investigation has been on military

,ipplications of FMS. The military benefits of FMS relate more to readin:.-

titan to cost. 1,tiltiple PIS facil ities could provide military emergency

:id sustained capacity in n3tional ermjrgencies at minimal cost. The

;-eographical dispersion of F!MI f:i ties woulJ reduced vulnerail ity "

-'-botage or other forns of atta-k. Inventories of obsolescing military sp
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parts would be reduced, reducing military stockpile costs. The elapsed time

for introducing new defense equipment or systems utilizing the latest in new

technology would be reduced.

2.5 Barriers T Implementation of FMS

There are several major obstacles to success in the implementation of

FMS.

The source of most of the problems in making FMS a real ity is

integration. t ny of the major advantages of an FMS, its reduction of lead

time, its predictability of operation, its consistency of results, derive from

its integration and autanation of multiple elements into a ciaplete systen.

To achieve the integration required, the existing innrastructure of the

knple-nenting organization may have to be altered. For ex--ple, manufacturing

and engineering groups may be required to work hand-in-hand to achie,;e the

necessary integration; to facilitate ooperation, perforrnan+'e im,.asures or saie

form of incentive may be requireJ. Organiztional inertia is a princLpr

obstacle to a2hievement of the inteS!'ation needed to tiplement FMS. Sanetime

rigid corp)rate rules perpetuate old-fashioned approaches to mnnufocturin.7 an]

c-present a s inificant barrier -,,D Fzu essful tntegration.

23oftware integratLon is an-,civr majcr probl+,). in implen i-+ r P' 5. The

three types of software (busin3e3 - accounting, produ'tion scheJuling;

manufacturing - route sheets, machini g instructions; anJ enginering - bills

of materials, drawings) need to be b to communicate wit' each other: the

Facility's production an! sche" ul i: + system has to interface with the F!,

z'ci luling system and the F1 h-.3 tc interface with engkineering. 'nro- are

problems in obtaining soft',,are, d+bz gin it, interfacing it, maintiininz
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(updating) it and solving compatibility problems between the different

conventions used in the systems.

Another integration-related problem is the pressure FMS places on

interfacing subsystems. The entire 1MS must be optimized, not individual

processes. It must be recognized that each machine no longer performs

independently on its own. In FMS, inefficiencies such as appreciable downtime

cannot be tolerated since problems in one stage of the process immediately

affect the performance of the entire FMS. The ramifications of a machine

breakdown are far-reaching because many times in an FMS tnere is no way to

compensate for it and the entire EMS may be down until a single machine can be

gotten up and running. The difficulty in providing adequate maintenance to

prevent machine breakdowns is a barrier to FMS.

FMS also places pressure on systems interfacing with it, both within the

plant and external to the plant, such as subcontractors and other vendors.

Inventory reductions and changes in product quality can add to the cost an

schedule problems of interfacing systems.

Human issues represent the bigg:3t problem in implementing FIS. One

aspect of this issue is the resistane to change due to the inertia and

f3miliarity of old pr:edur es and 2>.nventional methods of operation as

, isCusseJ previously. Both 2u.-tom, is w-l. as tne fornal an] infornal r['2 ar:

anl incentive systems, work agains; l.- implmelntation. Another aspezt of tn<

issue, a major problem hindering the success of FMS, is the shortage of

s:iitable manpower. There is a seris shortage not only of engineers, but

also of technicians and craftsmen. The Jiffi: ulty of providing proper

trainin. for p.eople is :anotner barrir to M!S unplernentation.

One significant te7'hni-al brr- ' t the successful implementation cf

F'M, esp~cially untende1 EMS, is the errl lack, at this time, of tooli-_
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automation. Automation is needed in tool transport and changing, tool

identification and recognition, tool monitoring, tool storage, and tool

management.

Another barrier to FMS implementation is that management accounting

systems have failed to keep pace with recent manufacturing technology like

FMS. The accounting problems of FMS are caused by the way standard accounting

practice treats some of the large early expenditures, the long delays between

the expenditures and the resulting sales, and the difficulty in relating

expenditures to specific sales.

Government regulations may also pose a barrier to FMS implementation.

This possibility is still being investigated.
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I 3.0 STRUCTURING A FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEM AT CORPUS CHRISTI AR4Y DEPDT

I
Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD) performs repair, overhaul, modification,

3 and retrofit of airframes, aircraft components, systems, subsystems, and

related items for UH-1, AH-I, OH-6, OH-58, CH-47, and UH-60 rotary aircraft.

I The parts necessary to carry out these functions are, in general, suppliel by

3 the "custmner" on whose aircraft the functions are carried out. CCAD's

primary "customer" is the U. S. Army Aviation Systems Command (A,3C' . By

law CCAD may not manufacture parts for which the "custmer" can get a "good

buy". By U. S. Army regulation, CCAD may not even manufacture a part on which

the "customer" cannot get a "good buy" unless such "local manufacture" is

specifically authorized by official message. At present there are about 5

AVSCOM items for which no one has submitted a bid because of the ljw vli'n.xe or

3 high required technology of the part. Most of these are routine :tems whih

can be manufactured by conventional means.

3 Occasionally, in the course of its operations, CCAD incurs 2ritial

shortages of certain parts which cause work stoppages due to the slort ae-,s

This impacts readiness. As of Jly 15, 1988, there were 239 crtti-ally s<ort

p -r't's. There are a variety of reasoris for these shortag-?. Depent.: m-; on the

reasn, "local manufacture" coulJ be aithnrized fr certiLin of pel,-.

3B .use of the low volxie and the sho-; l-;d ti-e , such oc)ally = '

parts would be good candidates for a flexible manuficturin_ systen.

An additional dimen-ion is adJed to the situation if a :ritically sh~rt

3 pirt also happens to be a flight safety part. A flight sarety .ar' is ..

p rt, assembly or installation whose failure, malfun tin or a<-.:c-

3u~se loss of or serious damage to an aircraft anJ/or serious inu.y . .

to the occup-ints o., n .ility to release external stores. In A.!A!tion•-
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involving small lot size and a required rapid response to demand, a critically

short flight safety part has unique critical requirements and requires high

quality and reliability. These critically short flight safety parts need to

be produced quickly, with high quality and low cost, and on tine. They w~uld

be prime candidates for a flexible manufacturing system.

As of July 15, 1988, there were 29 critically short flight safety parts

at Corpus Christi Army Depot. These are listed in Table 1. These 29 items

are being investigated further to determine the specific reasons for their

being critically short and if any of them can be locally manufactured per law

and/or U. S. Army regulation (or if permission to locally manufacture 2an be

sought) . Further work is also being carried out to group tnese 29 critically

short flight safety parts into part families.

As part of this investigation, the application )f a flexible

manufacturing system to critically short flight safety parts .il be explored

by developing a model to simulate an EMS environment at CCAD. The moJel will

provide -a means for planning, programming, and controlling i nYS. The rodel

will simulate a manufacturing environment for one or more selected critically

short flight safety parts, deternine the ideal structure of an FMS, and

Ietermine its operational reiationship to a major customer.

Early in this special inves:igation, some pr-*'-Lminl. w - ' ;a J-e -wson

ilenti ying the required pracesses and conrols ani Aev - a:- rveral

nel for one represen.tative flight safety part - the U4-i lr,- br a rod end

levis (Wi,h is no longer or. the critical shortage list). n-- p.rt is shown

:.n Figure I. Figure 2 shows the current ce-e'3 manufacturi .;ess Fiure

3 show3 a conceptual clev is FMS mn.l.

Another portion of this special investigation invo! J t..inin ho

C'AD res-urces a,0ailable for structuring an RIS at CCAD. ( a :A:C nr O
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Table 1
Critically Short Flight Safety Farts

Corpus Christi Army Depot
July 15, 1988

UH-1 Structural Support Block (NSN 1560-00-409-9146)
UH-1 Support Arm Assenbly (NSN 1560-00-625-0149)
UH-1 Engine Bipod Assembly (NSN 1560-00-967-1752)
OH-58 Main Yoke Assenbly (NSN 1615-00-120-0480)
UH-1 Rotary Hub Assembly (NSN 1615-00-133-6872)
UH-1 Plate Set (NSN 1615-00-454-8780)
UH-1 Tail Case Assenbly (NSN 1615-00-735-6560)
CH-47 Pin Assembly (NSN 1615-00-740-6477)
UH-1 Hydraulic Pump Cover Assembly (NSN 1615-00-795-0662)
UH-1 Swashplate Support Assenbly (NSN 1615-00-856-3919)
UH-1 Main Transmission Main Case Assenbly (NS 1615-00-874-0857)
A.H-1 Inner Swashplate Ring (NSN 1615-00- 9 14-616 2 )
AH-1 Main Housing Assembly (NS 1615-00-921-5500)
CH-58 Main Rotor Grip (NSN 1615-01-098-7496)
AH-1 Main Rotor Composite Blade (NSN 1615-01-177-5862)
T63 5th & 6th Canpressor Rotor Wheel (NSN 2840-00-242-4472)
T63 6th Stage Compressor Rotor Wheel (NSN 2840-00-613-3016)
T53 Retainer Plate (NSN 2840-00-925-4146)
T63 Compressor Tie Bolt (N34 2840-00-940-9992)
T53 Is, Turbine Blade (NS1i 2840-01-009-3717)
T53 No. 3 & 4 Bearing Housing (NSN 2840-01-011-5045)
T53 1st Turbine Blade (NSN 2840-01-029-8740)
T63 2id & 3rd Compressor Rotor 'Wheel (N34 2840-01-039-4729)
T63 1st Stage Canpressor Rotor W11eel (NSN 2840-01-039-5823)
T700 Pressure & 0 Speed Unit Valve (NSN 2915-01-171-7761)
AH-1 Transmission Planet Pinion Gear (NSN 3020-00-461-1750)
OC-6 Spur Gear (NS4 3020-00-945-5596)
'H-I Tail Rotor Drive Pinion Assenbly (ISN 3040-01-011-1461)

UH-1H Plain Encased Seal (NSN 5330-00-753-4432)

N 4 = National Stock Number
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I
CONVEYOR DELIVERS
FORGING/BAR STOCK
TO FMS

CONTROL SIGNAL COMPUTERIZED DESIGN

ROBOT i PICKS UP COMPUTER SET-UP
FORGING/BAR STOCK FROM OF FMS
CONVEYOR, MOUNTS IT ON FMS

SIGNAL TO START MACHINE

AUTOMATIC MACHINING/PROCESSINGl OF FORGING/BAR BY FMS

CONTROL SIGNAL

ROBOT 2 PICKS UP CLEVIS,
MOUNTS IT IN INSPECTION MODULE

II CONTROL SIGNAL

COMPUTER-CONTROLLED INSPECTION

i CONTROL SIGNAL

I ROBOT 3 PICKS UP FINISHED CLEVIS,

PLACES IT ON STORAGE SYSTEM

S,_urL, 3 Clcvis HIS Mode I ((:(o)IC pt L 1 )
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computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine tools which are used for

manufacturing and modifying parts. These are listed in Table 2. As shown,

the greatest concentration of these machines is in the manufacture machine

shop, which is where the parts authorized for local manufacture are made;

there are five mills and five lathes in this shop. The work in this shop is

controlled by a manufacturing planning branch. Numerical control programming

support is provided by a project design and development branch, which has

extensive CAD/CAM systeMs. (This branch also does tool and fixture design.)

Discussions with personnel in this branch regarding the feasibility of

structuring an FMS at CCAD revealed that one minor problem may be trat there

are different programs on each different machine tool (since each has a

different controller). However, they saw no difficulty in tying all the

systems together through a central computer. A personal compute" would have

to be purchased to serie as the central computer. Standard fi.turing and

standard tooling would also have to be developed to accoinmoatp an FIS; :wch

ievelo~.ent is estimated to be about a three man-month effc-t. In surmznary,

ti,n, there appear to be sufficient computer numerically co tr-". e] mafis[.

4thin a suitable area (the manufacture machine shop with mninu-ictri n

-- n ninf , nu nerical control programming, anI standard fix tu. ini;: a,-'t - in

- n L Tpport a-;ailable at CC D for the nit ial 3tructurin- a" ri F'? th, '.

.s.e ono or more repres3,nt'ate critLaclLy short fi.,,r.' s - - y i It V

:,ien identLfied as candidates for PMS, the processes requr'tI t- .fcturc

i10 part(s) will be determined and compared to the CCAD r':souc's availabbe.

crom this in f)ration the deta iled structuring of n F'. at ,_D will proc ,d

T:o FMS model at CCA D w'- II be vil ateJ by deters 1i 1n f tin Fi

I r'~ture1 will work and really solve the problem ,f critaliy

•ffty parts at CCAD an, if candilate NDI methods f)r impr-ving pre,*entI' c:"
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Table 2
Computer Nmerically Controlled Machine Tools

Corpus Christi Army Depot

U Manufacture Machine Sop:
Monarch TC-1 Lathe (Allen-Bradley 7360 Controller)
HES 400 Lathe (General Numerics GN6r-B Controller)
HES 500 Lathe (General MNUerics GN6T-B Controller)
Hardinge SuperSlant 2-axis Lathe (Allen-Bradley 8200 Controller)
Hardinge SiperSlant 4-axis Lathe (General Nmerics GN6r-C Controller)
Autonumerics MVC-10 Machining Center (Positool Model II CXC4.1 Controller)
Monarch VMC-75 Machining Center (GE Mark Century 1050 Controller)
Hitachi 614 4-Axis Machining Center (Fanuc 6M Model B Controller)
Lagun Matic Milling Machine (Bendix Dynapath System 10 AM Controller)
Cincinnati Bridgeport (Anilan Controller)

Turbine Engine Machine 'hop #1
Lagun Matic Milling Machine (Bendix Dynapath Systen 10 AM Controller)

i Turbine Engine Machine Shop #2
.ES 400 Lathe (General Nimerics GN6T-B Controller)
K&T Milwaukee VB-4 Machining Center (Kearney & Trecker Genini Controller)

Component Machine Siop
Toyoda CC UnivE-sal Ginder (Toyoda Grinder Control)

Structures Branch
Whitney #636 Punch Press (Westinghouse Nm~rical Controller)
Spectra-physics 5-Axis Laser (Allen-Bradley 8200 Controller)
Weidenann TUrret Pinch Centrum 3000/Q (Fanuc OP Controller)
Lagun Mtic Milling Machine (Bendix Dynapath System 10 A'.1 Controller) (2)U Equipment Manufacturing Section
Hitachi H-CUT 304 Wire-cut EDM (Fanic 64 Mobdel H Controller)
Hitachi 610 3-Axis Machining Center (Fanuc 6M Model B Controller)
Mitsui Seiki 7CN Jig Boe (Fanuc System 1 11 Controller)

Other
Gildeneister MD 53 Lathe (GiLdeneister Electro Pilot M Controller)
Mitsui Seiki 63N Jig Bore (Fanuc System 1IM Controller)I G1F S-360 Robot Ar-n (F-nuc Controller) (for metal spray)
Dabber Welber, Hobart (01(-452 Controller) (2)
Paint Robot, Graco (OM-5000 Controller)
CAD/CAA Unigraphics
Pl otter/Dig iti zer

1I
I
I
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corrosion during CCAD overhaul/NDI operations can be incorporated into the

model. A further point of validation will be whether the FMS structured

elizainates the barriers investigated. In the area of cost and econoinics,

there will be consideration of whether it is worth the investment of CCAD and

the Army in the FMS structured.
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4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This report has given the results to date of a special investigation to

develop an NDI oriented manufacturing model for CCAD into which can be

incorporated NDI corrosion prevention methods. The emphasis has been on

structuring a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) at CCAD.

FMS, in general, has been discussed, and the barriers to implementation

of FMS have been described. The report has laid out the prelimi:nary step0

taken in structuring a flexible manufacturing system at Corpus hristi Army

Depot and has indicated how the further structuring will proceed. Finally the

report has described how the FMS model at CCAD will be validatel1.

It can be concluded, so far, from this special investigation that no

significant obstacles exist to structuring an EMS and validating it.
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10.0 ISSUES IN DEVELOPING AN NDI ORIENTED CCAD
MANUFACTURING MODEL
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10.0 ISSUES IN DEVELOPING AN NDI ORIENTED
CCAD MANUFACTURING MODEL

RTA Reliability Technology Associates
700 Ravlnia Place
Orland Park, IL 60462-3750 October 24, 1988

(312) 349-9590

Dr. Frank A. Iddings

Director, NTIAC
Southwest Research Institute
Post office Drawer 28510
6220 Culebra Road
San Antonio, TX 782811

,,ubject: Issues in Developing an NDI Oriented CCAD Manufacturing Mbdel

Reference: SwRI Purchase Order No. 19359, Change Order No. 1, Item C

Dear Frank:

In the course of carrying out the reference program, several issues have
'arisen. These issues have been thoroughly discussed and resolved with Mr. Lewis

Neri, who is monitoring this program for AVSCCM DERSO. A discussion of these
issues is attached for your information. In previous documentation for the
reference program, it has been pointed out that the emphases in the program have
been on possible planning and control systens for overhaul/NDI operations at
Corpus Christi Army Depot and on structuring a flexible manufacturing system fo"
CCAD.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (312)349-9590.

Sincerely,

C. D. (Dan) Henry III

Program Manager

CDH/b

Attachment
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ISSUES IN DEVELOPING AN NDI ORIENTED

CCAD MANUFACTURING MODEL

Issue Number 1. The impact an scheduling of just-in-time (JIT), optimized

production technology (OPT), and material requirements

planning (MRP).

MRP systems generate a list of materials required to produce a specific

number of output units; this in turn generates purchase orders and production

orders. Large quantity factors (called scrap factors) are often inserted to

generate excess needed materials at the purchasing end. This is referred to

as a "push" system.

In JIT systems, which are "pull" systems, materials are not fed into the

production cycle until finished product is actually required. Product

requirements, not forecasts, trigger production. This requires very short

lead times.

In OPT production is scheduled on a "bottleneck" basis. Bottleneck areas

in a facility are analyzed and emphasized. Production is planned so that

bottleneck work centers are utilized to the max imtu and nonbottleneck work

centers keep the bottleneck work centers working at full production all the

time.

MRP sequences tasks as if the plant has infinite resources available and

then adjusts the schedules by adding a capacity requirements planning step;

this two-step procedure is not as efficient as developing optimal schedules in

one step. Both JIT and OPT schedule production assuming limited capacity.

Kanban cards control capacity in JIT; bottlenecks, in OPT. OFT allows more

variable constraints than MRP and merges MRP and capacity requirements

planning functions into one tool.

MRP systems assume that a part passes all stages of production in a

fixed-sized batch. Batch size is kept larger than necessary in order to

offset costs incurred by large setup times. A reduced setup cost is allocated
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per part. Increased batch sizes increase product lead time, which increases

interest and storage costs which, in turn, translate into increased overall

cost.

In JIT all setup times are reduced to a minimum so that it will not be a

significant factor in determining batch sizes; batch sizes can then be kept

small.I
In OPT variable batch sizes are computed. Setup time is reduced to a

3 minimum in bottleneck work centers, maximizing output in these areas and of

the whole facility.

Production waves in an MRP system are balanced through use of safety

stock. In JIT, the entire production sequence is forced to stay in

synchronization and production waves are not allowed to occur. In OPT,

production waves are prevented by tighter scheduling and through the use of

safety capacity.

OPT supplies a more complete schedule than JIT; however, JIT supplies it

faster. OPT's time performance in developing schedules is faster than MRP.

JIT is the most flexible because of its minimal batch sizes and low

inventory levels. OPT schedules lower levels of inventory and allows for

flexible batch sizes and, thus, allows for more flexibility in production than

MR P.

JIT generally requires a total reorganization of the facility; OPT offers

much of the same flexibility without a reorganization. OPT can be phased into

an operation, so the entire facility is not necessarily affected by

installation of an OPT system. OPT allows for parallel operation with an MRP

system so the proper operation of an OPT system can be assured.

MRP has a number of shortcomings, including rigid lot-sizing rules,

rigid average queue times, an inability to split lots or send ahead partial

lots, sequential (rather than simultaneous) date setting and capacity

requirements calculations, iterative load balancing to eliminate overloads,
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and a lack of finite scheduling logic.

In terms of OPT, it appears that the OPT production planning and

inventory control technique has an improved ability for production planning,

compared to MRP.

OPT has a simplified technique for production scheduling, compared to

MRP. Schedules are not as time-consuming to set up. Schedules do not require

as much data. Less accuracy is required in the data. Less computer

processing capability is required. Less people time is required to analyze

the schedule.

The user portion of OPT is less complex than that of MRP. The internal

mathematical technique contains additional sophistication that makes the

system user's job easier. Less user knowledge is required.

OPT gives a more rapid projection of schedule, compared to MRP. These

quicker schedules allow quicker modifications of the schedules and therefore

more flexibility in the schedules. Schedules changes can occur in a few hours

rather than days. Quicker schedule development allows simulation to be used

in the scheduling process.

OPT analyzes plant production, which MRP does not do. Bottlenecks in

the production process are specifically defined, so improvements are easily

made on the bottlenecks. Simulation can be used to test variations in plant

output and how this effects plant load. Capacity planning can be simulated in

OPT.

In addition, actual finite manufacturing resources are taken into accozn-

in OPT. OPT simultaneously maximizes production output and minimizes

work-in-progress inventory as a basis of the optimization in the DPT

mathematical technique. Therefore, increased production output, using the

same resources, and reduced work-in-progress inventory are possible with CPT.

Smaller batch sizes are calculated based on profitability in OPT rather t-an

from a set formula in MRP; MRP has rigid lot-sizing rules. Finally, the DF7

scheduling system allows for finite control of the resources on the short
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term.

On the other hand, OPT requires a facility reorganization, including a

conceptual reorganiz.ation, replacement of data prc!essirg systems, a changed

management style, new reporting systems, and equipment changes and movement.

Costing and accounting systems will be disrupted by OPT because efficiency

can no longer be calculated, job cost control data have been restricted in

some areas, and performance evaluations no longer exist. Users will be

disrupted and will need to be retrained; new reports will need to be developed

for data processing and accounting to handle the new information base. In

addition, OPT produces a tighter schedule, allowing less ability to

accommodate production errors. Also, the financial analysis systems need to

be changed to accommodate the OPT philosophy.

OPT can be compared to JIT in several areas. Both OPT and JIT are geared
to reducing inventories and identifying bottlenecks. OPT is a computerized

system while JIT is manual. With OPT, then, bottlenecks and the impact of

alternate approaches can be analyzed in advance without creating problems on

the factory floor. The use of workers, materials, and machines is optimized

to maximize the utilization of critical resources, maximize plant output and

minimize work-in-process inventory and manufacturing times. OPT can also be

used more universally than JIT which is applicable only in repetitive

manufacturing with fairly stable demand. OPT can also be used in job shop and

process industries. A key difference between OPT and JIT is that JIT

maintains a logistical chain between operations while OPT has a logical one.

In conclusion, then, theoretically and technically, each system appears to

be sound in its own way and should be able to accomplish low-cost,

high-quality, on-time production. Both JIT and OFT seem to be more productive

than MRP, and OPT is seen as more complete than JIT in that it includes many

features of JIT and additional benefits as well.
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Issue NWmber 2. The influence of the above systems on the installation of a

flexible manufacturing system.

Flexible manufacturing makes "Just-in-time" manufacture and delivery

feasible so that inventory costs can be greatly reduced, but allows instant

response to customer needs. With an installation of a flexible manufacturing

system a schedule of material delivery can be set up that cuts down on

materials inventory. By using a flexible manufacturing system with proper

scheduling of production, waiting time of a part for a given machine is

reduced, reducing queue sizes and reducing the necessary floor space for

waiting lines.

Flexible manufacturing systems can incorporate planning and control of

their machinery operations within their computerized integrated-control data

systems. These data systems can have built-in production planning routines;

system parts-programming routines; materials-handling routines for parts,

tools, and accessories; and stock control in the form of separate modules.

Parts programming and scheduling may, in turn, include subroutines like

alternative routing of batches, statistical quality monitoring and control,

and balancing of assembly tasks among individual flexible manufacturing

stations.

Once management selects performance criteria and defines limitations ant

work rules for flexible manufacturing systems, the computerized

integrated-control systems can take over and prioritize and schedule

individual orders (production batches) in a near-optimum manner. The

integrated-control systems can regulate the times when machines operate and

the flow of parts. A flexible manufacturing system, therefore, does not nee,:

any of the other operations planning and control systems, such as MRP, JIT, or

OPT. It can have planning and control built into its machinery controls

themselves.
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Issue Mimber 3. The differences between traditional manufacturing and

flexible manufacturing.

Traditionally, a manufacturing process has been dedicated to a single

product. Adapting t- changing requirements for products and systems in

traditional manufacturing requires major retooling and down times while

flexible manufacturing allows continuous incremental adaptation quickly to

changing needs.

When a traditional manufacturing process receives a small order, less

than the economic lot size, the manufacturer schedules a production run of the

part and produces the economic lot size. He ships the number ordered and puts

the rest into inventory with the hope that he will receive further orders for

the part. With a flexible manufacturing system the exact number of parts

ordered is scheduled with no excess parts going into inventory. Thus,

invento.-y cost is reduced, both in terms of raw material and in terms of

finished products, with flexible manufacturing as compared to traditional

manufacturing. Lead time is also reduced from the order of a month in

traditional manufacturing plants to a few days in flexible manufacturing

systems. Lead time is defined as net processing time plus waiting time (in

buffer storage, at machines, and during transport between machines); in a

traditional manufacturing environment it is not unusual for waiting time to be

as much as one thousand times longer than net processing time. The

flexibility and faster responsiveness encourages smaller factories closer to

their markets with flexible manufacturing than with traditional manufacturing.

Flexible manufacturing systems require substantially less floor space

than traditional manufacturing machinery. Savings in floor space are obtained

from the machines themselves as well as, due to reduced inventory, from

smaller warehouses for raw materials, intermediate goods and finished goods.

Compared with traditional manufacturing systems, a flexible manufacturing

system requires more training of personnel, both immediately following the

decision to invest in a flexible manufacturing system and continuously over

the lifetime of the flexible manufacturing system.
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Even though flexible manufacturing systems include sophisticated

diagnostic subsystems, total maintenance costs increase when compared to

traditional manufacturing systems. The complexity of flexible manufacturing

systems as well as the consequences of a possible breakdown necessitate more

extensive preventive maintenance programs than are needed for traditional

manufacturing systems.

In traditional manufacturing up-front capital investment is needed while

market demand is being built; flexible manufacturing allows rapid and low-cost

state of the art manufacturing of new products while demand is being built

without the need for up-front capital investment.

Issue Nmber 4. Barriers to the installation of flexible manufacturing

systems and how they are removed

There are several barriers to the installation of flexible manufacturing

systems. The source of most of the barriers is integration. Many of the

advantages of flexible manufacturing, its reduction of lead time, its

predictability of operation, its consistency of results, derive from its

integration and automation of multiple elements into a complete system.

Hbwever, the dominant management and organizational theories employed in

traditional manufacturing are centered around specialization and division of

labor.

To achieve the integration required, the traditional manufacturing

infrastructure may have to be altered since it has most probably been designed

to support specialization as opposed to integration. Fstablishing the

infrastructure needed to support the installation of a flexible manufacturing

system will be as important in removing barriers to installation as

understanding the technology of flexible manufacturing systems. Installation

of a flexible manufacturing system blurs lines and creates overlap betwen

departments. It changes job descriptions. It demands that employees

understand the challenges faced by fellow employees in other functional areas.

Management must integrate the efforts of each of its departments. All

elements of the organization must be integrated in cross discipline management

teams for the installation of a flexible manufacturing system to be most
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effective.

The installation of a flexible manufacturing system then should lead to

the restructuring of the organization so as to optimize the capability of the

system. This restructuring should reduce the number of management levels to a

minimum in order to make the organization as responsive to the market as

possible and to take maximum advantage of the flexibility of the flexible

manufacturing system. Reducing the number of management levels will speed the

flow of information from shop floor to top management and in the opposite

direction, from top management to shop floor. Not only will the information

flow be speeded up, but the quality of the information will be improved

resulting in more efficient and effective operation.

To achieve the necessary integration, there may also have to be greater

cooperation among groups within the manufacturing envirornent; for example,

the manufacturing and engineering groups that have rarely needed each other in

the past may be required to work hand-in-hand. To facilitate cooperation,

performance measures or some form of incentive may be requireJ.

Organizational spirit is a principal determinant of whether the

integration needed for the successful installation of a flexible manufacturing

system can be achieved. There must be compatibility between the technology

and the organization into which it is to fit. There must be rationality in

organizational decision making, understanding of the technology and the

organization into which it is to fit, appropriate matching of technology to

organizational strengths and weaknesses, and suitable infrastructures to

support the flexible manufacturing systems. Sonetimes rigiJ rules perpetuate

traditional manufacturing approaches and represent a significant barrier to

successful integration.

To achieve the proper organizational spirit for installation of a

flexible manufacturing system, top management Must, first, determine and

prioritize organizational objectives as they relate to operations (cost,

quality, delivery, flexibility, positive work envirorynent, increascJ employee

involvement); the organization needs to clearly understand the reason it is

installing a flexible manufacturing system and how it will be used.
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Management must continually emphasize these priorities through actions as well

as words. To support installation of a flexible manufacturing system,

adequate changes must be made in performance measures and necessary resources

must be made available. Second, top management must determine a specific plan

for installation of flexible manufacturing sy.tems which will serve as a road

map for the installation. Management must also determine ard implement the

specific changes necessary to support the plan. Third, management must

communicate to all employees the reasons for installation of a flexible

manuiacturing system. Such communications may include a brief history of the

events leading up to the installation, a current state of the business and why

installation of the flexible manufacturing system is required now, and what

changes need to be made. A uniform tone should be set regarding what needs to

be done. Everyone should be informed as to the who, what, where, when, how,

and why concerning the installation of the flexible manufacturing system.

Fourth, performance measures must adequately reflect the positive effects of

the installation of the flexible manufacturing system and provide incentives

for managers to support the installation.

Software integration is another barrier to the installation of flexible

manufacturing systems. The three types of software (business - accounting,

production scheduling; manufacturing - route sheets, machining instructions;

and engineering - bills of materials, drawings (CAD/CAM)) need to be able t:o

communicate with each other: the facility's production and scheduling system

has to interface with the flexible manufacturing system scheduling system and

the flexible manufacturing system has to interface with engineering. There

are challenges in obtaining software, debugging it, interfacing it ,

maintaining (updating) it, and solving compatibility problems between the

different conventions used in the systems.

Another integration-related barrier is the pressure flexible

manufacturing systems place on interfacing systems, both internal subsystems

and external systems.

The entire flexible manufacturing system must be optimized, not each

individual internal subsystem. It must be recognized that each machine no

longer perform, independently on its own. In flexible manufaicturing systems
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i inefficiencies such as appreciable downtime cannot be tolerated since problems

in one stage of the process immediately affect the performance of the entire

system. The ramifications of a machine breakdown are far-reaching because

many times in a flexible manufacturing system there is no way to compensate

for it and the entire system may be down until a single machine can be gotten

up and running. The difficulty in providing adequate maintenance to prevent

machine breakdowns is a barrier to the installation of flexible manufacturing

systems.

1 Flexible manufacturing systems also place pressure on external systems

interfacing with them, both within the plant itself and outside the plant,

such as subcontractors and other vendors. Inventory reductions and changes in

product quality can add to the cost and schedule problems of external

interfacing systems. If drastically shortened lead times are to occur with

flexible manufacturing systems, then these interfacing systems must also be

ready to move to shortened lead times. Subcontractors and other vendors must

be warned sufficiently in advance and helped to prepare for the change.

3 Installation must be carefully planned to take this into account.

Human considerations represent the biggest barrier to installation of

flexible manufacturing systems; they can severely constrain how fast the

installation of a flexible manufacturing system can occur and must be3 considered at the earliest stages of installation planning to assure peak

performance from the system. One aspect of this issue is the resistance to3 change due to the inertia and familiarity of old procedures arid conventional

methods of operation; either management or labor groups may perceive the

flexible manufacturing system as a direct threat. The restructuring discussed

previously can be very traumatic to the persons involved. This resistance to

change is sometimes grossly underestimated. However, the fornal and informal

reward and incentive systems, if changed to suit the flexible manufacturing

technology, can help to minimize this resistance. If not changed, both

3 custom, as well as the formal and informal reward and incentive systems, may

work against installation of flexible manufacturing systeMs. Tiking steps toU help the team absorb the technology of flexible manufacturing systems is as

important as understanding the technology itself in removing barriers to

3 installation of a flexible manufacturing system.
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Management must recognize that new organizational structures may be

necessary that allow more employee participation in design and planning, as

well as in some decision-making processes. Managers and engineers will need

more finely honed human management/interaction skills to provide necessary

motivation and enthusiasm and inspire employee cooperation.

Another aspect of human considerations, a major barrier to the

installation of flexible manufacturing systems, is the shortage of suitable

manpower. There is a serious shortage not only of engineers, but also of

technicians and craftsmen. American industry generally gives low priority to

manufacturing; much more money is spent on new product development than on

process innovation. There is a shortage, then, of young manufacturing

engineers. In addition, typical organizational structures do not encourage

long-term technical careers; the top of the technical ladder is generally

reached by an engineer in only five to seven years. To progress further in

the organization, a talented engineer must move into management. To get the

best talent to go into manufacturing related fields, organizations need to

place new emphasis on manufacturing and put in place a career path which

recognizes and reiards the technically minded individual.

The difficulty of providing proper training for people is another

barrier to installation of flexible manufacturing systems. Organizations must

devote sufficient resources to the development of the planning, analysis an--

design skills that will be needed for the successful installation of flexible

manufacturing systems. Education, in all forms, may constitute a good 90% of

the total effort involved in installation of a flexible manufacturing system.

A comprehensive training program must be instituted to meet the need for well

trained workers familiar with the principles of automation, computer

technologies, and manufacturing processes.

In addition, the work environment may have to be changed to enhance the

.nan/machine interface.

A significant technical barrier to the installation of flexible

manufacturing systems, especially untended systems, is the general lack, at
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this time, of tooling automation. Automation is needed in tool transport and

changing, tool identification and recognition, tool monitoring, tool storage,

and tool management. Methods designed for tooling automation in flexible

manufacturing systems are being developed. The transporting and exchanging of

cutting tools can be performed by automatic guided vehicles, overhead

transport carriers or rail-guided carts. Bar codes and memory chips are two

means of tool identification under development. Adaptive control and various

sensors can monitor tools for wear and breakage. All of these modes of

automation under development require a sophisticated computeried tool

management system. The powerful cazmuters, relying on extensive data-bases,

that monitor and control the flexible manufacturing system can include this

tool management.

3 Another barrier to the installation of flexible manufacturing systems is

that management accounting systems have failed to keep pace with recent

manufacturing technology like flexible manufacturing systems. Planning and

accounting systems as they are currently used are inadequate in the

justification of flexible manufacturing systems. Flexible manufacturing

technology enables a flexible manufacturing system to have a very long useful

life because of its adaptability to product changes in response to the market.

3 Thus, new machines or major modification of current machines are not needed to

respond to product changes. Thus, in order to properly develop a financial

3 justification for flexible manufacturing the time frame must be long enough to

capture all the benefits. The planning horizon used in justification, in most

cases, is too short to recover all of the benefits associated with a flexible

manufacturing system and does not take into account the extended useful life

of the equipment. Because of the high initial capital costs a flexible

manufacturing capability cannot be justified in a short term financial

analysis.I
In order to remove the barriers to installation of a flexible

3 manufacturing systems the following steps should be followed in the

installation. First, a clear understanding of what the flexible manufacturing

system can do and how it will satisfy a need that exists should be obtained.

Second, adequate resources should be assigned to analyze the system and the

application in adequate detail to create a detailed functional specification.
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Third, a strong relationship should be developed with appropriate suppliers to

obtain a common understanding of the problem as well as the criteria for an

successful installation. Fourth, users should be involved up front to gain

understanding and take onership by having them participate in the design and

setting up visits for them to system vendors; groundwork should be laid for

any union negotiations by explaining reasons for contract changes needed.

Fifth, proper training should be provided to all stakeholders in the

installation project, including management and supervisors as well as

individual operators. Sixth, proper resources should be allocated to support

the flexible manufacturing system once it is in place; this inclues properly

trained operators and skilled, knowledgeable technical resource personnel.

In summary, the real barrier to installation of a flexible manufacturing

system is not the technical charge itself, but the human changes that must

accompany the installation. Helping people adapt to change is a key

ingredient in removing barriers to installation of flexible manufacturing

systems. The human considerations that must be addressed include the amount

of integration required between departments and between management layers, the

perspectives and skills required to perform tasks in a new way, and the level

of understanding that is needed to successfully maintain and operate a

flexible manufacturing system.

Issue Number 5. Verification and quantification of the benefits from

flexible manufacturing systems for use in justifying the

installation.

The issue of whether to use flexible manufacturing and the justification

of its use is a very complex one. The technology is new and in a continual

state of development, which makes it difficult for the decision maker to

remain technically current. In addition, the cost effects of flexible

manufacturing systems are difficult to identify and calculate. Many of the

indirect costs associated with manufacturing systems, in general, are hidden

in the over-all costs of production. What is needed is the development of

cost and accounting systems that break down input costs, not only by product

levels but also by production process levels for each product category. Such

accounting systems would provide an important tool for verifying and
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I quantifying the benefits of flexible manufacturing. The measurements applied

by management are as important as the tecnnology itself in justifying the

Iu  installation of a flexible manufacturing system.

3I Sane benefits from flexible manufacturing systems can be quantified as

follows.

The benefit of flexibility can be quantified in terms of batch setup

times, the degree of effort needed to change production schedules, the

operational envelope, and the number of different operations that can be

performed. An index of flexibility can be established.

Quantifying the cost benefit of flexibility is difficult. Some benefits

3I can be credited in the calculated savings resulting from lower capital cost of

inventory. However, this does not tale fully into account the flexibility

3 benefits. A possible approach would be to extend the econanic lifetime of the

project, compared with the practice followed for other investment objects.

This would lead to lower annual average capital costs for the flexible

manufacturing system.

3 The benefit of variability of product type can be quantified by

determining the number of different product families and the number of

3 variations within each family that are produced by the system.

3 The benefit of increased system utilization can be quantified by

considering the unit direct costs associated with products and indirect costs.

As system utilization goes up, unit product costs will generally go down, but

overall indirect costs associated with plant operation will go up. If all

costs are distributed to the product, then as utilization goes up, the per

product cost will drop.

The benefit of reduced inventory costs can be considered in three

categories: material inventory, work-in-process inventory, and product

inventory. The benefit of reduced material inventory costs can be quantified

by considering the reduced capital invested in the materials and the cost of

space to store the materials. The benefit of reduced work-in-process
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I inventory costs can be quantified by considering the reduced labor costs due

to shortened production time and the reduced overhead associated with floor

3 space. ( Work-in-process inventory reduction can also be evaluated by

measuring reduced lead time .) The benefit of reduced product inventory costs

can be quantified by considering the reduced capital invested in parts

inventory and the reduced cost of storage (space and labor).

Justifying the installation of flexible manufacturing systems based on

verification and quantification of benefits, in general, is made difficult by

the fact that approaches used in justifying the installation of traditional

equipmnent are ill-suited to flexible manufacturing systems. These approaches

3 are based, implicitly, on several assumptions regarding the equipment. It is

assumed that the benefits of the equipment are relatively narrow; that the

capabilities of the equipment and technology are well known and unlikely to

change after installation except, eventually, to decline; that the benefits

can be estimated with reasonable accuracy; and that the benefits of the

project under consideration can best be evaluated by the manager or the

specialists most directly concerned with the project. These assumptions are

not valid for installation of flexible manufacturing system hardware or

software. A new set of installation justification measures needs to be

Sd eve loped.

3 The traditional approaches assume that the benefits are narrow. Flexible

manufacturing systems, however, provide the basis for increasing the

integration of the various stages of the manufacturing process. The benefits

cane from linking mechanical processes with inspection and material handling.

especially for complex parts which have a high value addeJ during the

mechanical processes. In addition, flexible manufacturing systems assist in

reducing both direct labor and indirect labor (eg., in-process inspection,

work tracking, transportation, tool control scheduling, production control).

The smaller work teams that result from flexible manufacturing systen

3 installation tend to be more highly motivated and require less supervision.

3 The traditional approaches also assume that the capabilities of the

equipment are well known and fixed (or declining slowly over time). This does

not apply to most flexible manufacturing system installations. The
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contributions of true flexible manufacturing systems are likely to keep

increasing for extended periods beyond initial installation. Users gain

increasing understanding and experience over time. Rapid progress in hardware

and software leads to equipment or even whole systems becoming upward

compatible; they can be upgraded in steps. An intrinsic flexibility of

flexible manufacturing systems is achieved through the ability of the system

to acquire production capability incrementally, to simultaneously process many

types of parts, and to convert production capacity.

Whereas the benefits of traditional equipment are quantifiable with

reasonable accuracy, the benefits of a flexible manufacturing system

installation are more difficult to quantify. Such significant benefits as

better handling of engineering changes or reductions in lead time are

unquantifiable. Yet these qualitative benefits often provide the

justification for installation of flexible manufacturing systems.

The best person to suggest and evaluate flexible manufacturing systm

installation may no longer be the manager directly concerned with the

application. A broader team is needed to evaluate flexible manufacturing

systems.

Approaches for justifying the installation of flexible manufacturinIg

systems must take into account the total flexible manufacturing system picture

- the direct and indirect costs and strategic benefits of the proposed

installation. All inputs should be included in the installation justification

model; this may mean that hypothetical cost values may have to be attached to

a given qualitative benefit. Quantification of benefits should cover a fi:'

to ten year horizon to take into account the longer-term impact of tne

installation of a flexible manufacturing system. Probabilities should be

attached to the quantifications to account for the uncertainties inherent in

any engineering or manufacturing project.

Accounting standards must be applied to a flexible manufacturing system

carefully in order to truly reflect its benefits. This is especially

important in the allocation of indirect costs to the product. In traditional

manufacturing processes indirect costs are allocated to individual prodtt
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units on the basis of direct labor hours. Since installation of a flexible

manufacturing system reduces direct labor hours per product unit, but

increases indirect costs, the allocation of indirect costs by direct labor

hours is not realistic. Thus, accounting systems based on direct labor are

obsolete since labor input may be small, 5 percent or even much less of total

costs. The direct labor that is used is more concerned with set-up and

supervision than with actual processing of output.

More imagination is needed for tracing costs to products which inevitably

will require new and multiple overhead allocation bases. Costs associated

with materials (purchasing, traffic, receiving, distribution, and storage) can

be traced to materials purchases based on material dollars or on quantity,

size, or weight of materials. Costs associated with acquisition,

maintenance, repair, and operation of machines can be traced to products on a

machine-hour basis. Costs of production control and expediting can be traced

to product assurance, and custamer support and service can be traced to the

products which require or which benefit from them. Since materials,

equipment, and overhead are the most important manufacturing costs, cost

accounting systems that trace these costs to products rather than rely on

arbitrary allocations based on direct labor must be developed.

Faster financial reporting is needed. In a flexible manufacturing system

the primary variable costs are material, energy, and maintenance and repair of

machines. The benefits from flexible manufacturing systems are long term

since flexibility extends useful life beyond normal life cycles.

The accounting system must taken into account improved product quality,

shorter lead times, reduced prototype costs, improved production flexibility,

and reduction in downtime.

It is necessary, then, to expand procedures for justifying installation

of flexible manufacturing systems. Current procedures emphasize the easily

quantified benefits of reduced labor, materials, or energy. These benefits

tend to be recogiiized for arbitrarily truncated periods, sonetimes only one

or two years. Neither of these assumptions is valid or helpful when

contemplating installation of flexible manufacturing systems. Wile flexible
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manufacturing systems offer significant direct labor savings, there are also

considerable improvements in quality, inventory, and floor space reduction,

great reductions in throughput and lead times, and flexibility to accomodate

product redesigns and new generations of products; to consider only easily

quantifiable labor savings significantly understates the benefits of flexible

manufacturing system installation. The benefits from flexible manufacturing

system installation persist over long periods. It is unlikely that the

hardware and software investments in the system can be repaid in a couple

years, but the flexibility of the technology ensures that the useful economic

life will be much longer than that of traditional dedicated equipment.

Procedures for justifying installation of a flexible manufacturing system must

use realistic quantification of the considerable useful econamic life of the

system.

Issue Number 6. Measurement of quality in flexible manufacturing systems.

Quality can be measured in several ways. Higher product quality leads to

a reduction in the number of defective parts and products being manufactured.

A defective part gives rise to losses corresponding to the value added to the

part, to the cost of rework and scrappage, and to the resulting increased

work-in-process inventory cost. The later in the manufacturing process the

defect arises, the greater the loss - a loss whose value must be added to

overall production costs and to the price of the output of non-defective

goods. With higher product quality there is also a reduction in material

overhead and other indirect costs related to materials. If a part or product

becomes defective in the course of the manufacturing process, it has to be

replaced. Besides leading to additional costs for the administrative work

involved, this also causes disruption in the production process.

Defective parts also give rise to late deliveries to customers and to

delays in cash inflow, as well as to a loss in custamer goodwill - losses

which are even higher in cases where the defective products are not detected

before being shipped. A quality product will generate a larger market share

and reduced warranty and repair costs of products sold.

Improved quality can be measured then by the increased revenues due to
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increased sales, the reduced material cost due to decreases in scrappage, the

reduced labor cost due to decreases in rework, and the reduced warranty and

service costs.

Measures of quality, then, are internal and external failure rates,

yields, and rework.
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CONTROL FAULT TREE

RTA Reliability Technology Associates
700 Ravinia Place
Orland Park, IL 60462-3750
(312) 349-9590 November 21, 1988

Dr. Frank A. Iddings
Director, NTIAC
Suthwest Research Institute
Post Office Drawer 28510
6220 Culebra Road
San Antonio, TX 78284

Subject: Report: "Quantification of Army Aircraft Corrosion Control Fiult
Tree"

SwRI Purchase Order No. 19359

Reference: Letter Report: "A Fault Tree Approach to Corrosion Control for
Army Aircraft", October 18, 1988

Dear Frank:

This report presents the results of a quantification of the fault tree
concept approach outlined in the reference previous report. Computational
techniques were used to analyze the basic faults, determine failure mode
probabilities, and establish criticalities, utilizing basic fault data and
failure probabilities, in order to identify and rank critical faults. The
fully implemented quantified fault tree concept approach will greatly
facilitate the planning, specification, and implementation of Army aircraft
corrosion control.

Several steps were taken in implementing the quantification.

First, fault tree identification numbers were assigned to the basic
faults of the fault tree diagram. The identification number is 3 two number
designation, with the numbers separated by a dash ("-"). The first element is
the figure number and the second is the number of the basic fault within that
figure. For example, basic fault 2-4 is the fourth basic fault in Figure 2.
The numbers are assigned from left to right, beginning at the top of the fault
tree and working dowa. Figures 1 through 4 show the corrosion-related fault
tree presented in the reference previous report with the identification

numbers assigned to each basic fault.

Second, data on the probability of occurrence were compiled for each
basic fault identified in the fault tree. Data for each basic fault on thc
corrosion-related fault tree can be derived from either human error
probability data or manufacturing process defect data. Human error
probability data were taken from NUREG/CR-1278-F, "Handbook of Human
Reliability Analysis with Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant Applications",
Sandia National Laboratories, August 1983. For manufacturing process defects
an acceptable quality level of 2.5% was assumed. The fault probability,
P(Xi), for each basic fault on the corrosion-related fault tree is given in
Table 1.
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Third, the conditional probability, P(I/Xi), of each basic fault was
computed. Conditional probability is the probability that an occurrence of a
basic fault will cause component failure due to corrosion. Conditional
probabilities are computed by assigning a fault probability of 1.0 to a basic
fault and then determining the resultant probability of component failure due
to corrosion. This involves computing the occurrence probabilities for all
events, as well as component failure due to corrosion, based on the
combinatorial properties of the logic elements in the fault tree. The
analysis involves repeated applications of basic probability expressions for
the fault tree logic gates. Given a fault tree consisting of basic faults and
interconnected output events, the output event probabilities are computed,
starting with the lowest levels and continuing to the highest levels in the
tree. The computations for the logic gates are given by:

"And" Gate
n

P(F) i P(Ii)
i:I

"Or" Gate

n
PC(F) : I O(-PCIi))

i:I

where: P(F) is the output probability,
P(Ii) is the probability of the ith input, and
n is the oumber of inputs.

"Inhibit" Gate - Each "inhibit" gate was considered to satisfy the respective
enable condition (i.e., to have a probability of 1.0)

The conditional probability of each basic fault on the corrosion-related fault
tree is given in Table 1.

Fourth, the criticality of each basic fault was computed. Criticality is
a miauL: of the relative seriousness or impact of each fault on component
failure due to corrosion. It involves both qualititative engineering
evaluation and quantitative analysis and serves to provide a basis for ranking
the faults in their order of severity. The objective is to assign a
criticality numeric to each basic fault based on its occurrence probability
and its conditional probability. Criticality can be defined quantitatively by
the following expression:

CRi = P(Xi) x P(I/Xi)

The criticality of each basic fault on the corrosion-related fault tree is
given in Table 1.

Fifth, the criticalities for all basic faults were ranked in descending
order, i.e., the most critical basic fault was assigned to position 1, while
the least critical basic fault was assigned to the last position. Associated
with each ranked criticality value is a cumulative sum of all previously
ranked criticalities. For example, the cumulative criticality for the third
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ranking basic fault is the sum of the criticalities for ranked basic faults 1,
2, and 3. The rank order and cumulative criticality for each basic fault are
shown in Table 2.

Finally, the cunulative criticality as a function of criticality ranking
was plotted to produce the relative criticality curve shown in Figure 5. The
curve can be divided into three distinct regions of criticality: the most
critical region, the marginally critical region, and the non-critical region.
The position of each basic fault on the graph is identified in Thble 2.

This criticality data should be reviewed by Southwest Research Institute
to identify priority areas for engineering investigation in Tasks 2 and 3 and
Task 3/Mbd. 2 of the NDI oriented corrosion control program for Army aircraft,
Phase I Inspection Methods, and to show quantitatively the impact on
component failure due to corrosion of various NDI corrosion detection
techniques, corrosion detection criteria and guidelines, and candidate NDI
corrosion prevention methods.

If you have any questions on this, please contact me at (312) 3 49- 9 590.

Sincerely,

C. D. (Dan) Henry III
Program Manager
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TABLE 1
FAULT MATRIX

FAULT TREE FAULT PRO9. COND. PROS.
ID I FAULT P(Xi) P(!/Xi) CRIT.

i-1 Component Not Replaced At
Preset Time Limit S.0E-02 5.7E-08 2.9E-09

1-2 Impending Failure Not Detected
During Preflight inspection 9.CE-C0 2.2E-D7 2.AE-09

1-3 Impending Failure Not Detected
During ACE/AACE 5.0E-C2 5.7E-08 2.9E-09

1-4 Impencing Failure Not Detected
Through Monitoring Of Flight
Ooeration 9.5-O? 3.25-07 2.9E-99

1-5 Improcer Design 3.9E-08 5.9E-10

S-5 Imprcper Service 5.25-22 3.9E-08 2.HE-09

1-7 Improper Installation 9.25-0 3.9E-08 3.5E-10

2- Falure To Treat Corrosion 5-'E-02 5.0E-)9 2.5E-10

2-2 7,noerfect Heat Treatment 2.55-C 5.2E-09

2-3 Lack o Lubricant Coating
ietween Surfaces 5.5-2 5.!E-29 2.5E- 0

2,-A Ac! o4 Vibraticn Control .. 25-0? .- 2.cE-11

2-5 Des4n, Error 5..C-. .'E-0; 255-.,

2-E Plated Surfaces Freakdown 2. *-- S ?E-g9 2E-'0

imcrooe- Hardware b., ftutfc- C c .
-

3-, .4:s*-'e Ent-apmert 1-juced ty
L;, z Claws .7C

?-3 "aru'ac:ur".g !rd':c .MOrture

-- ?-{ C ,J.y Reoair/Maitarnrce 35-:: ' E -

2 - :nade:.Jte Rea/iennc

_Aesior 1'.- 7
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TABLE 1
FAULT MATRIX (CON'T)

FAULT TREE FAULT PROS. COND. PROS.
!D 4 FAULT Plkxi) D(!/X4) CRT.

T-nIadequate Quality Control

Inspection~ 5.OE-02 3.3E-09 1.7E-IC

M- ~ anufacturing Induced Defect 2.5E-02 3.7E-09 9.3E-11

3-9 Paulty Rep!4/aintenance 5.OE-02 i.5E-OE 7.5E-ic

2-i nade~luate Repair/Manternarce
Inspect~on ?.OEOC 2.9-9 2.9E-09

4-1 11 o eouality Control
insoect~an 5.OE-O? 2.9:--09 .EC

1-2 4aru~acturinq Induced Corrosive
Moisture Entraoment 2.5E-02 2.9-09 '.3E-11

1-') Cty Repair/Maintenance 5.OE-02 3.5-9 1>8E-1O

4-! inadectuate Repa"/Mantenance
inssector, .O-0 2.9:-09 2.9c,-19

4-- Defect Induced Cu.e To Exceeding
Des~gn irtsPnevicusly S.OE-02 2. 5 :-09 >8SE-10

i- nacecua-e Qu&'t',' Cintc'.
.- spec-E.r,

4-7 Manufac ,urng !,nducec Defect 2.5E-C2 ?.GE-CO 7 3E-'

a ~ I*''ty. ;.H-02

1nai~eeaua'e e/' ze.c
!ns.-e---: 9E-'g
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TABLE 2
FAULT RANK ORDER

FAULT FAULT TREE CUMULATIVE

RANK ID I FAULT CRITICALITY CRITICALITY
--------------------------------------------------------------------

MOST CRITICAL
1 3-5 Inadequate Repair/Maintenance

Inspection 2.9E-09 2.9E-09

2 3-10 Inadequate Repair/Maintenance
Inspection 2.9E-09 5.8E-09

3 4-4 Inadequate Repair/Maintenance
Inspection 2.9E-09 8.7E-09

4 4-9 Inadequate Repair/Maintenance
Inspection 2.9E-g 1.2E-08

5 - Component Not Replaced At
Preset Time Limit 2.9E-09 1.4E-08

5 -3 Impending Failure Not Detected

During ACE/AACE 2.9E-09 1.7E-08

7 1-2 Impending Failure Not Detected
During Preflight Inspection 2.9E-19 2.0E-08

8 1-4 Impending Failure Not Detected
Through Monitoring Of Flight
Operation 2.9E-09 2.2E-23

1-6 Improper Service 220-0- 2.5E-09

MARGINALJ CRITICAL
0O 3-4 Faulty Repair/Aairtenance ' SE-C 2.E-2?

1, 2-E Defect Induced Due Tc Exceeding

Desgn Limis Previously '.5E- 0 2 -Cn

", ?-C Faulty Reoi-/Maintenance ..-. .

''-E ~ rriproper Design E.gE-'C 2 % -?

'5 2 '.3ck of Lubricant Coating
0eee Surfaces . 2 r.,,)

'5 2-1 %ai',ure To T.ea, Corr~sicr .E-'C .

2p-.' Ir' 9 wyaz e e Su e Or 2 5c-' 1 C

" ~iy Re. E-
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TABLE 2
FAULT RANK ORDER (CON'T)

FAULT FAULT TREE CUMMULATIVE
RANK ID 4 FAULT CRITICALITY CRITICALITY

1g 4-5 Defect Induced Due To Exceeding

Design Limits Previously 1.8E-1O 2.9E-o8

4-8 Faulty Repair/Maintenance 1.BE-1O 2.9E-08

21 3-2 Inadequate Quality Control
Inspection i.7E-I 3.0E-08

22 3-7 Inadequate Quality Control
!nspection i.7E-lO 3.OE-08

21 4-1 Inadequate QL31ity Contro
Inspection '.SE- O 3.0E-08

24 4-6 Inadequate Quality Control
Inspection 1.5E-1O 3.9E-08

25 2-2 Imperfect Hee, Treatment 1.3E-IC 3.OE-O?

25 2-5 Plated Surfaces Breakdown '.3E-I0 3.CE-08

4 3-3 Manufacturing Induced Moisture
Entrapment 9.3E-11 3.CE-O?

2F 3-? Manufacturing Induced Defect 9.3E-11 3.'E-OF

2' 3-1 Moisture Entrapment Induced by
Design F'aws 1.-1Ei 3.1F-H

? i-2 manufacturing Induced Corrosive
Moisture Ent.aoment 7.3-11 3 iE-00

! -7 Yanufact---nc Induced Defect 2.5-1, 3.'C-

2-A Lack c' Ctr C ' 2 ' 2,5C-
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12.0 SUMMARY REPORT - SwRI PURCHASE ORDER NO. 19359,
CHANGE ORDER NO. 1, ITEM C
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12.0 SUMMARY REPORT - SwRI PURCHASE ORDER NO. 19359,
CHANGE ORDER NO. 1, ITEM C

RTA Reliability Technology Associates
700 Ravinia Place
Orland Park, IL 60462-3750
(312) 349-9590 April 18, 1989

Dr. Frank A. Iddings
Director, NTIAC
Southwest Research Institute
Post Office Drawer 28510
6220 Culebra Road
San Antonio, TX 78284

Subject: Summary Report
SwRI Purchase Order No. 19359, Change Order No. 1, Item C

Dear Frank:

This letter comprises the subject report. The information in this letter
has already been submitted to Mr. Lewis Neri of AVSCOM, so this is for your
files.

The work described herein follows the work previously described to you in
"A Report on the Status of the Development of an NDI Oriented CCAD
Manufacturing Model", submitted October 24, 1988, which will be referred to
here as the "Status Report." Material in this previous report will be
referenced rather than repeated here.

In the Status Report, 29 critically short flight safety parts (CSFSPs)
were identified as possible candidates for a flexible manufacturing system
(FMS) cell at Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD), for which a model was to be
developed in this investigation. However, none of these 29 parts turned out
to be a good candidate for the FMS cell at CCAD,'so further work on
identifying candidate parts was carried out.

The CSFSP family finally identified as a candidate for the FMS cell at
CCAD and used as the basis for the model developed here was selected from a
group of 3615 flight safety parts identified by the U.S. Army Aviation Systems
Comnmand (AVSCOM). These parts were meticulously reviewed, analyzed, evaluated
and screened according to the process shown in Figtre l) which shows the
overall procedure that was used to select the most appropriate part family
and, subsequently, the specific part for analysis, from the 3615 parts.

There are 174 parts that are both criticality short and flight safety and
require machine operations. These parts are listed in Table I. These 174
par:s were grouped into appropriate part families following thi algorithmn
given in Figure 2. Application of the algorithm to the 174 CSFSPs resulted in
nine part families as follows:

Part Family No. 1: Blades and Spurs
Part Family No. 2: Large Milling Items
Part Family No. 3: Medium Milling Items
Part Family No. 4: Small Milling Items
Part Family No. 5: Large Turning Items
Part Family No. 6: Medium Turning Items
Part Family No. 7: Small Turning Items
Part Family No. 8: Complex Parts
Part Family No. 9: Simple Parts
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Tables II through X identify the parts within each of the nine families
and their associated on-line machining operations. Tables XI through XIX
identify the corresponding off-line manufacturing and inspection operations.
From a review of the on/off-line manufacturing and inspection requirements for
each part provided in the tables, the part determined most representative for
the FMS cell to be modeled for CCAD, from a manufacturing complexity as well
as a flight safety standpoint, is the UH-60A spindle (from the eighth part
family) and, consequently, this part was selected as the basis to specify the
machines and other equipment that would make up the FMS cell.

The overall UH-60A helicopter, with the main rotor spindle assembly
highlighted, is shown in the top half of Figure 3; a more detailed
illustration of one spindle is given in the bottom half of that figure. The
stock material for the spindle is forged titanium. An analysis of the
function and capacity of each of the required machining operations was
performed to determine the specific requirements for fabricating the spindle.
These requirements are as follows:

" Turning ------------ O.D. to 2.6 dia
" Drilling ----------- 0.3 to 1.1 dia
" Boring ------------- I.D. 1.2 to 1.7 dia
" Reaming ------------ Line 1.2 dia
" Threading/Tapping--- Roll 2 5/8 dia to 12

threads/inch
" Profiling ---------- 3 - axis
" Milling ------------ Spline 64T
" Grinding ----------- 3 - axis
" Burnishing --------- Roller
" Working (material)-- Shot peening/solid film lube

Figure 4 shows the current spindle manufacturing process. As shown, the
current process includes over 30 process steps and three in-process
inspections. Figure 5 shows the manufacturing operation sequence for the
spindle, if produced using an FMS cell containing the manufacturing operations
identified in Tables IX and XVIII and the specifications described above.
Producing the spindle in the FMS cell requires about fifty percent fewer
machine operations then the current method and only a single manual inspection
performed off-line at the completion of the manufacturing operation. The
basic quality of the FMS produced spindle is assured through statistically
controlled, on-line, real time computer-aided inspection.

After comparing the specific process requirements for the selected CSFSP
against the computer numerically controlled (CNC) machine tools available at
CCAD (identified in the Status Report), it is apparent that the most practical
approach is to purchase new C;C machine tools for each of the required
manufacturing operations and to use the existing machines in a backup mode.
Specifications for the new machines were then prepared in accordance with the
algorithm given in Figure 6. The machine costs were incorporated into the
cost-benefit analysis of spindle manufacturing described later in this report.

Figure 7 provides a graphical representation of the FMS cell showing the
iNC machines in the proper operational sequence as was depicted in Figure 5.
This cell configuration was then evaluated to determine if it is cost-
effective to design, install and use the cell to produce parts. If the cell
is cost justified, the FMS model, as conceptualized in Figure 5, can be used
to plan, program and evaluate the production of partb on a simulated basis.

A cost-benefit analysis was performed to determine the return on
investment (ROI) that could be realized if parts were produced by the FMS
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cell. This was a comparative analysis that focused on the cost-benefit
aspects of manufacturing parts using the FMS cell to existing production
methods. The analysis took into account machine investment, direct labor and
material costs. The analysis did not take into account any intangible cost
factors that may come about from an improvement in quality, faster turn around
time, the need for less inventory, and, most importantly, the fact that the
use of FMS may be the only practical solution to the CSFSP problem. Also the
analysis was made in current dollars. No adjustments were made to account for
inflation or present value discounting factors.

The cost-benefit analysis was based on supplying replacement parts from
the FMS cell modeled in support of the UH-60A fleet. The UH-60A fleet
includes 2251 aircraft. Based on the Army's 10% inventory criteria for a five
year period, replacement parts for 225 aircraft are required.

The analysis was based on the cell's being utilized for all Part Family
No. 8 parts plus enough Part Family No. 2 parts to bring the cell up to full
utilization. The total replacement cost over five years of these parts using
existing conventional manufacturing methods and based on a buy for 225
aircraft is $27.6 million. The total replacement cost over five years of
producing these parts using the FMS cell, defined by Figure 7, is estimated to
be $12.8 million. This estimate is based on the cost of the stock material
and the labor associated with setting up and monitoring the CNC machines
required for the parts, defined in Table IX and the applicable portion of
Table III, and to comply with the specifications described for the parts. It
also includes the cost of the off-line manufacturing and final inspection
operations. Thus, there is a manufacturing savings of $14.8 million ($27.6
million minus $12.8 million).

A cost of $0.25 million was estimated to maintain the CNC machines as
well as the necessary supporting equipment and software over the five year
period. Engineering support is estimated to be $3.1 million over five years
and technician support is estimated at $2.7 million over five years. The
total five year savings is then $8.7 million (manufacturing savings of $14.8
million less maintenance and engineering and technician support).

The purchase cost of the new CNC machines and other manufacturing
equipment needed for the FMS cell is estimated to be $4.61 million. A
breakdown of this cost is given in Table XX. The costs for utilities, space,
fixturing, etc., were estimated at $0.28 million over five years. The total
installed facility cost of the FMS cell, then, is $4.89 million ($4.61 million
equipment plus $.28 million facilities).

If a savings linear over time is assumed, the total facility cost of
$4.89 million will equal the savings in 2 years, 10 months, which is the
payback period, well within the Army's short-term return on investment
guidelines. Therefore, it is obviously economical to proceed with this FMS
cell at CCAD.

There are many further steps that must be taken to establish an actual FMS
operating cell at CCAD to produce CSFSPs cost effectively. A key task is to
develop the requirements for the production of the parts using the FMS cell
planned for CCAD as well as for their procurement from qualified suppliers
having FMS capabilities. The production requirements are to cover the
essential FMS process parameters, and their characteristics, for the selected
CSFSPs, reflecting the capabilities of the CCAD FMS cell. The work includes
preparing specifications for incorporation into the applicabp depot
maintenance work requirement documents or the technical data packages for
those parts to be procured by qualified suppliers with FMS capabilities. The
work also includes developing the essential FMS process para' rs for the
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applicable CSFSPs and their technical characteristics including:
* Throughput
* FSP flexibility (response to change)
" Variability (number of variations within FSP family)
" Quality (AQL - reject rate/rework, MTBF - outgoing from

production, p-oduct life)
* Batch set-up time
* Turn-around-time
* Downtime
* Efficiency (machine, human)
* True cost (capital investment, operating, inventory)

Also an economic analysis for each FMS part that reflects the manhour,
material and net cost savings (as well as schedule and other savings or
benefits) resulting from the application of the FMS process must be performed.

This investigation has shown that FMS is a real, practical and cost
effective solution to the critically short flight safety part problem at CCAD.
There are no significant obstacles in validating the FMS cell, as described in
this report, and, once validated, in designing, installing and operating the
cell in the production of CSFSPs.

The cell, once operational, can then be used to produce the selected
CSFSPs, to serve as a prototype for other government or contractor owned FMS
facilities and to support research into new FMS concepts as well as to
evaluate improved statistical process control and total quality management
techniques.

If you have any questions on this, please contact me at (312) 349-9590.

Sincerely,

C. D. (Dan) Henry III
Program Manager
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Aviation Systems Command Flight
Safety Parts (FSP) List---3615
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UH-60 FSP List---391
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Candidate Part

Review
Engineering

Draw in gs

Identify Part
Geometric Design

Characteristics

Group Parts Int Families

Figure 2. Algorithm for Grouping Parts into Families
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(a) LIH60A Helicopter and Main Rotor Spindle

Cd'

(b) Spindle Assembly

Figure 3 UH60A Helicopter and Spindle Assembly
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COMMAND CELL

+INS PE CT ION

LOAD JUSTIFIED FIX- POINT

F AV 7GTURE WITH FORGING

AGV -Automated Guided
ROUGH MACHINE Vehicles

WIP -Work In Progress

F A 7GCMM Coordinated

FINISH MACHINE Measourement

__ __ _ __ __ _ I 

WI SN.T PLEN

FILM LUBE
MARK

COMMAND CELL
FUN CTIONS

AVGN

INSERT LINERS
ANJD BUSHINGS

100% QUALIFY (CMM)

AV GWI4

........... . .... SILVER PLAItDELIVER TO PRO-
DUCTION CONTROL_______... ... . -.. . . . . . 6 100%

Figure 5. Simulated Spindle FMS Model:
MFG Operational Sequence
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Figure 6. Algorithm for the Specification of CNC Machines
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TABLE I

CRITICALLY SHORT FLIGHT SAFETY PARTS
FOR

CORPUS CHRISTI ARMY DEPOT
UH-60A PROGRAM
NOV 15, 1988

AIRCRAFT PART DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

UH-60 MAIN ROTOR BLADE SPAR 7015009122102
UH-60 MAIN ROTOR BLADE SPAR SHEET 7015009123101
UU-60 MAIN ROTOR BLADE SPAR PLATE 7015009124001
UH-60 SWASHPLATE 7010408002102
U}{-60 PYLON FITTING ASM 7020906053041
Ull-60 FITTING 7021906056041
UH-60 CANTED HINGED FITTING ASM 7021905001043
UH-60 TAIL CONE FITTING ASM 7021905001045
UH-60 FITTING 7021905001105
UH-60 MAIN TRANSMISSION HOUSING ASM 7035108110044
UH-60 HOUSING ASM 7035108110045
UH-60 BELLCRANK SUPPORT ASM 7040008116045
UH-60 BELLCRANK SUPPORT ASM 7040008116046
UH-60 BELLCRANK SUPPORT ASM 7040008116047
UH-60 BELLCRANK SUPPORT ASM 7040008116048
UH-60 SUPPORT 7040008116115
UH-60 HORN 7010208012105
UH-60 HORN 7010208012106
UH-60 HORN ASM 7010208111043
UH-60 SPINDLE HORN ASM 7010208111044
UH-60 HORN ASM 7010208111045
UH-60 SPINDLE HORN ASM 7010208111046
UH-60 SPI4DLE HORN ASM 7010208111047
UH-60 CUFF ASM 7015009109041
UH-60 CUFF 701500910 101
UH-60 STABILATOR HINGE FITTING ASM 7020906052041
UH-60 HINGE FITTING 7020906052042
UH-60 STABILATOR ATTACHMENT FTNG ASM 7020906052043
UH-60 ATTACHMENT FITTING ASM 7020906052044
Ull-60 STABILATOR ATTACHMEN1T FTNG ASM 7020906052046
111-60 HINGE FITTING 7020906052101
UE-60 ATTACHMENT FITTING 7020906052103
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING 7020922103049
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING ASM 7020922103050
UH-60 SERVO BEAM RAIL 7020922103051
UH-60 SERVO BEAM RAIL FITTING ASM 7020922103052
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING 7020922103053
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING ASM 7020922103054
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING 7020922103055
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING ASM 7020922103056
UH-60 FITTING 7020922103105
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TABLE I (CON'T)

AIRCRAFT PART DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

UH-60 FITTING 7020922103106
UH-60 FITTING 7020922103107
UH-60 FITTING 7020922103108
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING 7021902134045
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING ASM 7021902134046

UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING 7021902134047

UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING ASM 7021902134048
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING 7021902134049
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING ASM 7021902134050
UH-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING 7021902134051
Ull-60 SERVO BEAM FITTING ASM 7021902134052

UH-60 FITTING 7021902134105
U11-60 FITTING 7021902134 106

UH-60 FITTING 7021902134107

UH-60 FITTING 7021902134108
UH-60 SWASHPLATE GUIDE ASM 7035108227041

UH-60 PLATE 7035806612102

UH-60 BELLCRANK 7040008101044
UH-60 BELLCRANK ASM 7040008101045
UH-60 BELLCRANK ASM 7040008101046

UH-60 BELLCRANK ASM 7040008101047

UH-60 BELLCRANK 7040008101104

UH-60 SUPPORT 7040008117046

UH-60 SUPPORT 7040008117047
UH-60 SUPPORT ASM 7040008117048

UH-60 BELLCRANK SUPPORT 7040008117049
UH-60 BELLCRANK SUPPORT 7040008117050

UH-60 SUPPORT 7040008117103

UH-60 SUPPORT 7040008117 113
UH-60 BELLCRANK ASM 7040008150043

UH-60 BELLCRANK ASM 7040008150044

UH-60 BELLCRANK ASM 7040008150045

UH-60 BELLCRANK ASM 7040008150046

UH-60 BELLCRANK 7040008150103

U{-60 LATERAL LINK 7040008151045
Ull-60 CLEVIS CONNECTOR 704000815104E

UH-60 CLEVIS CONNECTOR 7040008151047

UI-60 LINK 7040008151043

UH-60 CLEVIS CONNECTOR 7040008151050
UH-60 LATERAL LINK 7040008151060
UH-60 LATERAL LINK 7040008151061

UH-60 LINK 704000815110C

UH-60 FITTING ASM 7020907053043

UH-60 LOW STABILATOR ACTUATOR FTNG 7020907053044

Uf1-60 FITTING 7020907053103

UH-60 FLANGE 7035108206101
UH-60 BELLCRANK ASM 7040008102044

UH-60 BELLCRANK ASM 7040008102045

UH-60 BELLCRANK 7040008102105
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TABLE I (CON'T)

AIRCRAFT PART DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

UH-60 SUPPORT 7040008112044
UH-60 SUPPORT ASM 7040008112045
UH-60 SUPPORT 7040008112107
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040001250052
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040001250053
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040001255103
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040001255104
Ul1-60 PUSHROD 7040008155050
U11-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040008155054
UH-60 PUSHROD 7040008155110
UJH-60 FITTING 7020906054044
Ull-60 RUDDER FITTING ASM 7020906055041
Ull-60 TUBE 7040006700102
UH-60 WALKING BEAM 7040008104044
UH-60 WALKING BEAM 7040008104045
UH-60 AFT WALKING BEAM 7040008104046
UH-60 AFT WALKING BEAM 7040008104047
UH-60 AFT WALKING BEAM 7040008104048
Ul1-60 AFT WALKING BEAM 7040008104049
UH-60 BEAM 7040008104106
UH-60 BEAM 7040008104107
Ul1-60 SUPPORT 7040008114047
UH-60 SUPPORT 7040008114048
UI-60 TIE ROD ASM 7040008114049
UH-60 TIE ROD ASM 7040008114050
UH-60 TIE ROD 7040008114051
Ull-60 SUPPORT 7040008114111
U11-60 ROD 7040008115043
UH-60 TIE ROD ASM 7040008115045
Ul1-60 ROD 7040008115046
UH-60 LINK 7040008115049
UH-60 ROD 7040008115103
U11-60 ROD 7040008155051
U-60 ROD 7040008155052
Ul1-60 PUSH ROD ASM 7040008155053
UH-60 PUSH ROD ASM 7040008155055
U11-60 ROD 7040008155056
U11-60 ROD 7040008155109
Ull-60 ROD 7040008155111
UH-60 ROD 7040008155112
UH-60 BELLCRANK SUPPORT 7040008158101
UH-60 SUPPORT 7040008158102
UH-60 PUSHROD 7040002265114
U11-60 PUSHROD 7040002265115
UH-60 PUSHROD 7040002265116
UH-60 PUSHROD 7040002265117
UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040006700101
U11-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040006700103
UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040006700106
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TABLE I (CON'T)

AIRCRAFT PART DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER

UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040008110047
UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040008110J48
UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040008110053
UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040008110054
UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040008110060
UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040008110061
UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040008110108
UH-60 PUSHROD TUBE 7040008110109
UH-60 TIE ROD ASM 7040008111041
UH-60 TIE ROD ASM 7040008111042
UH-60 TIE ROD 7040008111101
UH-60 MAIN ROTOR SHAFT 7035108131102
UH-60 MAIN ROTOR SHAFT 7035108131103
UH-60 MAIN ROTOR SHAFT 7035108131107
UH-60 DRAG BEAM 7025012062101
UH-60 DRAG BEAM 7025012062102
UH-60 DRAG BEAM 7025012062104
UH-60 MAIN ROTOR SPINDLE 7010208101103
UH-60 MAIN ROTOR HUB 7010308101101
UH-60 SHAFT 7035108186103
UH-60 GUIDE 7035108228101
UH-60 GEAR 7035806620101
IJH-60 SHAFT 7035806620102
UH-60 BOLT 7020907057101
UH-60 DRIVE SHAFT ASM 7036106004043
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252120
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252123
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252124
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252128
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252129
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252130
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252131
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252132
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252133
UH-60 PUSHROD ASM 7040002252ij-4
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TABLE XX
CNC MACHINE/EQUIPMENT COST

CNC MACHINE/EQUIPMENT COST ($1.000.)

Turning Centers 750
Horizontal Machining Centers 450
Automated Guided Vehicles 40
Wash Station 100
Central Coolant and Chip Recovery Station 150
Coordinated Measurement Machines 800
Vertical Machine Centers 600
Controller (Includes Operating 120

System and Application Software)
Tooling Storage 100
Tool Setting Robot 1500

TOTAL $4.61 Million
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FOREWORD

The work described herein was performed for the U.S. Army Aviation

Systems Command (AVSCOM), Depot Engineering and RCM Support Office (DERSO), as

part of AVSCOM's program to assess the extent of corrosion in Army aircraft

and its cost, investigate non-destructive inspection (NDI) techni, ues for

corrosion, and formulate specific recommendations for detecting corrosion in

new and fielded Army aircraft. The purpose of the specific effort for which

this repoit gives the results was to review the NDI data and information from

the overall program in order to support AVSCOM DERSO In defining a flexible

manufacturing system (FMS) cell at Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD) for

support of corrosion control by addressing three machine support element

issues: control software, training, and parts flow simulation. It was

conducted as part of a Special Task under the auspices of the Nondestructive

Testing Information Analysis Center (NTIAC) at Southwest Research Institute

(SwRI) under Contract No. DLA900-84-C-0910, CLIN O001BM. This study was

performed under subcontract by Reliability Technology Associates (RTA). At

RTA, Dr. C. D. Henry was program manager and principal investigator. Dr. F.

A. Iddings was SwRI's technical monitor for the study. At AVSCOM, this study

was monitored by Mr. R.G. DuCote, who provided necessary data and other

information used as input.
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1 1.0 INTRODUCTION

i This report given the results of a special effort to review non-

destructive inspection (NDI) data and information resulting from the Army

5 aircraft NDI oriented corrosion control program in order to support the U.S.

Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM) Depot Engineering and RCM Support

Office (DERSO) in defining a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) cell for

support of corrosion control at Corpus Christi Army Depot (CCAD).

3 In particular the effort addresses the NDI methods investigated under the

corrosion control program and selected machine support element issues,

including control software, training, and parts flow simulation. Elements of

issues which were addressed included:

a Control Software

What alternative are available in controlling machines

with controllers of different manufacture which are

3 not intended for integration? What is their impact on

the flexible manufacturing cell and the incorporation

of candidate NDI corrosion prevention methods?

- What elements of control should be distributed and

what elements, centralized?

What should be the control software approach to ensure

smooth expansion and the incorporation of further NDI

corrosion prevention methods in the future?

e Training

S- What skill levels are required to maintain the

automated concept and to successfully incorporate the

NDI corrosion prevention concepts?

- How can the number of personnel best be minimized?

* Parts Flow Simulation

Should the simulation software be fully contracted,

purchased, or partially contracted and partially

3purchased?
An evaluation of the information and a description of the elements

3 addressed are given in the following three sections of this report for

inclusion in the FMS cell definition document.
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2.0 CONTROL SOFTWARE

FMS cell control must tie everything in the cell together by generating

detailed task requirements and passing these on to each basic component of the

cell. Each component, then, must perform, according to the instructions

passed along to it, like any standard machine tool - that is, dependably.

accurately, and quickly. The long range goal of cell control should be the

complete integration of all the cell elements with the emphasis on speed,

accuracy, and reliability. All information and control locations should In

theory be able to communicate with all others. This is less a technical

problem than a management problem. Information must belong to any sector of

the cell that needs it. Each sector must be able to access the relevant

information wherever it is available.

Unfortunately the standards of FMS cell control technology have not yet

completely gotten together. Some cell control has been based on software;

other has been based on sensor reading. Cell control is very

application-specific. Control software might be made into a generic product,

but it will have to be able to integrate with application-oriented packages.

Cell control vendors have traditionally emanated from two very different

industry mindsets: computer systems manufacturers and the control systems

manufacturers. Control vendors, coming from backgrounds in switching gears

and servomechanisms, have tended to be more work specific. Computer vendors,

having come out of the tradition of "the universal thinking machine", have

tended to see all process as data processing, or more recently as information

processing. One side has dealt with differences and has made a business out

of it; the other wants to get rid of difference as soon as possible and get

down to business. Recent alliances which are designed to facilitate the

integration of FMS cell control, like that between Digital Equipment

Corporation (DEC) and the Allen-Bradley Company, have helped bring together

these two starting points in dealing with FMS cell control issues. There is

also a growing pool of people who have a sound understanding of both computer

and FMS cell control operation and machining, and this will help smooth the

way to successful FMS cell control implementation.

The FMS cell control approach which seems to be most applicable to the

CCAD situation is a cell controller with a personal computer that drives a

variety of such operator/attendant support functions as monitoring tool wear
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and oil pressure, diagnostics, tool change, and statistical process control

software modules. Cell control manufacturers and software houses are teaming

up to meet requirements for this approach. Many elements of cell control are

common to all applications, and this helps hold down costs.

Particular FMS cell control products which are applicable to the CCAD

situation include the CIM-Star DX system from GE Fanuc Automation North

America Inc. (Route 29 and 606, Charlottesville, VA 22901, (804) 978-5000)

which is built around Digital Equipment Corporation's MicroVAX computer with

integrated hardware and software which can be tailored to CCAD requirements.

The alliance between the Allen-Bradley Cumpany Inc. (1201 South Second Street,

Milwaukee, WI 53204, (414) 382-2000) and DEC has resulted in a jointly

developed FMS cell control system, the Pyramid Integrator, which is built on

such hardware, software, and communications products as the Allen-Bradley

PLC-5/250 programmable controller, the configurable CVIM vision module, and

DEC's MicroVAX Information processor modules. CIMCORP/Factory Controls (P.O.

Box 2032, Aurora, IL 60507-2032, (312) 851-2220) offers the CIMCELL cell

controller which is adaptable to the CCAD situation. Automation Intelligence,

Incorporated,(1200 West Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32804-7194, (305)

843-7030), which is an IBM Business Partner, tailors their cell software to

multivendor and step-by-step automation requirements like those faced by CCAD.

Giddings & Lewis Electronics Company (P.O. Box 1658, Fond du Lac, WI

54936-1658, (414)921-7100) offers a library of 80 software programs that can

be easily customized to serve customers like CCAD. Two very small companies

that specialize in software systems as the "middlemen" between

controller-computer systems and machining units are FASTech Integration Inc.

of Waltham, Massachusetts, and CAD/CAM Integration (80 Winn Street, Woburn, MA

01801. (617) 933-9500).

Several companies, including those cited in the previous paragraphs, were

contacted regarding control and software support elements required for the FMS

cell at CCAD, and some have provided specific information. The MSI

Corporation (28W152 Commercial Avenue, Barrington, IL 60010, (312) 382-2330)

recommends using the Advanced Logic Information Exchange (ALIX) industrial

computer control based on the "AT" type architecture as the centralized CPU

and stand alone intelligent input-output modules distributed to each machine

in the cell. Each machine would contain an alphanumeric display terminal with

video screen for user friendly operation. The ALIX Industrial Control would
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I
perform machine part program loading, statistical process control, on-line

diagnostics, run-time self-check of each machine in the cell, and other

functions that CCAD may require. ALIX control software can be provided in

Assembly, Basic, "C", Fourth, or Pascal language. This would be the choice of

CCAD.

3 The Wiedemann Division of Warner & Swasey, a Cross & Trecker Company,

(211 South Gulph Road, King of Pressia, PA 19406, (215) 265-2000) also

reviewed the FMS cell and recommended writing custom integration software to

handle the situation. Wiedemann has an extensive and comprehensive software

library and develops their own software, so they could prepare the special

software package required for CCAD's needs. Their FMS cell controls are

state-of-the-art using Allen Bradley Five family controllers linked directly

3 to a Digital MicroVAX computer.

The next step in addressing software for the FMS cell is to look in more

3 detail at each of the alternatives and approaches highlighted above, and

others that are identified in the interim, in light of the FMS cell eventually

defined, and to choose the one which is most applicable to the situation.

This will entail ultimately working with application engineers at a vendor to

g tailor something for CCAD.

#
I
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3.0 TRAINING

Attention to worker training will be essential to the well-planned

!ntroduction of an FMS cell at CCAD. Skilled and FMS trained mechainics,

electricians, operators, and software engineers will be required to operate

and maintain the cell. To maintain the automated concept generally higher

levels of skill are demanded, so worker training must become continuous,

integrated, and comprehensive. Workers in the FMS cell must understand the

interdependence of machines, the cell, processes, and facilities and must

realize the far-reaching consequences of malfunction. They must be trained

generally for the new procedures, flexibility, integration, and teamwork

required in the cell; they must learn to operate or work with the specific

equipment in the cell; and they must become familiar with the total

social-industrial change resulting from the introduction of flexible

manufacturing. They must have the skills, competencies, and authority to be

able to detect and correct their own errors.

An important question in the introduction of the FMS cell will be whether

to upgrade or downgrade worker positions, that is, whether to give workers

more responsibility in regard to the FMS cell (upgrade their positions) or to

give workers lower level assignments (downgrade their positions) and in turn

downgrade line management. In downgrading, lower-level management and support

personnel would attend to major problems and decisions in the cell, while

workers would be assigned only the simpler, less analytical tasks. With

downgrading it is easier to train and monitor the workforce and easier to

replace wurkers. But some managers and perhaps some technician-level

personnel would be performing lower-level jobs for higher-level pay.

Furthermore, with downgrading, the workforce would be less likely to learn to

recognize problems in the cell and to be attuned and alert to problems in the

cell.

Upgrading would increase the training demand, but at the same time help

create a strong loop between those who monitor and recognize problems.

Upgrading also would make better use of management.

Another issue that CCAD management must evaluate will be whether to

organize the workforce in the FMS cell into work teams. Work teams would

encourage joint work efforts, facilitate sharing of information, and generate

a feeling a responsibility in the workforce. Teams commonly have a range of
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5 responsibilities, allowing or even requiring team members to float from one

Job or skill to another. Some determination must be made about the

responsibilities of the teams, how they should be organized, how they should

be trained, and how to get the most out of the teams. Training to achieve a

certain team competence will be helpful during startup, but the goal should be

3 to ultimately get all the team members as much training as possible,

independent of the team.

3 Workers should be involved right from the start of planning for the FMS

cell and should be able to participate in its design as well as support the
* cell.

Effective training for the FMS cell must be continuous and come in a

variety of ways from a variety of sources. This not only will increase the

competence of individual CCAD employees with the FMS cell as being defined,

but will also enable CCAD to respond to technological advances. Such programs

3 make instruction available when employees need it, not just when it is

convenient.

3 Another decisive element in worker training is when it is done. CCAD

employees must have achieved the skill level required before operation can

begin effectively.

Where to go for training is another question. Customized programs can be

contracted to zero in on what CCAD is trying to accomplish. Off-site

educators are principally vocational schools and community colleges, although

consultants, vendors, and professional organizations also provide various

forms of off-site training. Choosing or developing an effective training

program involves performing a training evaluation that identifies needs and

3 determines goals, establishing resources, conducting research, instituting

the plan and evaluating its effectiveness. The most important points to look

3 for in a training program are given in Table I. The different types of

training methods available and their relative merits are given in Table 2.

3 Possible sources for training programs are given in Table 3.

2
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3 Table 1 Points To Look For in a Training Program

3 * Proper content

* Compatibility with upper-management training

1 e No disruption to CCAD production schedules

* Speed in training

3. A program that employees will relate to and learn from

9 A program that can be presented by employees without dependence
on outside trainer or consultants

e A program that will not tie up the CCAD's experts in that field
of instruction, but instead will free them to work on
implementation issues

* Ability to accommodate refresher and new-hire training after
initial training is complete

i * Cost

e Suitability to management style and the delegation of authority

3 e Measurable results

e Proven results

I * Development by people with the right credentials

* * Reputable supplier

* The opportunity to evaluate the program before purchase.

3 * A practical, not a theoretical, orientation

* Customer endorsements

2
3
U
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Table 2 The Relative Merits of Training Methods

Traditional Video- Cnmputer- Interactive-
Classroom Hands-on assisted based video
Lecture Training Instruction Training Instruction

Presentation-to- One-to-many One-to-one; One-to-one; One-to-one One-to-one
student ratio One-to-many One-to-many

Self-paced No Somewhat When one-to-one, yes Yes Yes

Modular Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Interactive Sometimes Yes No Yes Yes

Self-testing No Yes No Yes Yes

Updateable Yes Yes Yes, but expensive Yes, but expensive Yes, but very
expensive

Uniformity of Fair Fair Excellent Excellent Excellent
instruction

Development 100 hours 1 man-month 100 hours 100 hours 4 months
time per unit per hour per day per hour per hour per video disc
of instruction*

Development $5000-$10,000 $8000-$15,000 $10,000-$20,000 $2000-$20,000 $100,000 or more
cost per unit per hour per day per hour per hour per video disc
of instruction*

Price of package $100 on up; $500 on up $5000-$8500; $2000-$20,000 Generic: $1000
(typical)* $500-$1200 per, $20 000-$30,000; plus hardware plus hardware

week; management plus hardware ($5000 typical) ($10,000 typical)
seminars, $1200
on up

Leasing available No No Yes Yes ves

Requirements:

Classroom Yes Yes Depends on number No No
of attendees

High student Yes Usually No No No
attendance for
resentation to
e cost-justified

Instructor Yes Yes Optional Optional Cptional

Printed Material Typically Typically Optional Optional Ociornal
required required

Computer No As required No Yes

Video tapes or No As required Yes 4o les
video discs

*Highly dependent cn such factors as subject matter, availability matter sources, trainirg Cc~p'exity, arc
qua ity of training.
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Table 3 Sources for Training Programs

Advanced Systems, Inc. Lawrence A. Heller Associates
155 East Algonquin Road 225 West Swissvale Avenue
Arlington Heights, IL 60005 Pittsburgh PA 15218
(312)981-1500 (800)822-2398 (412)244-0670

Allen-Bradley Company Inc. Manufacturers Technologies Inc.
1201 South Second Street 59 Interstate Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53204 West Springfield, MA 01089
(414)382-2000 (413)733-1972

Am/Tech/Developments National Technological University
4533 Lakeview Drive P.O. Box 700
Beaverton, MI 48612 Fort Collins, CO 80522
(517)435-3229 (313)491-6092

Arthur Andersen and Compnay Oliver Wight Companies
1801 Maple Street P.O. Box 435
Evanston, IL 60201 Newbury, NH 03255
(312)491-5988 (603)763-5926 (800)258-3862

Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company Philip Crosby Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 456 806 West Morse Boulevard
North Kingstown, RI 02852 P.O. Box 2369
(401)886-2000 Winter Park, FL 32750

(305)645-1733

Cincinnati Milacron Inc. Rath & Strong, Inc.
4701 Marburg Avenue 21 Worthen Road
Cincinnati, OH 45209-1025 Lexington, MA 02173
(513)841-8100 (617)861-1700

Community College of Allegheny County Reliability Technology Associates
800 Allegheny Avenue Engineering Applications Group
Pittsburgh, PA 15233 700 Ravinia Place
(412)323-2323 Orland Park, IL 60462-3750

(312)349-9590

Concourse Corporation The Rexroth Corporation
11441 Valley View Rcad Industrial Hydraulics Division
Minneapolis, MN 55344 2315 City Line Road
(612)829-5436 Bethelehem, PA 18017

(215)694-8300

0. P. Technology Corporation Rockford Systems Inc.
International Manufacturing Software Inc. P.O. Box 5166
1150 Avenida Acaso Rockford, IL 61125-0166
Camarillo, CA 93010 (815)874-7891
(805)388-6000

Do All Company Technicomo
254 Laurel Avenue 1111 Chester Avenue
Des Plaines, IL 60016-4321 300 Park Plaza
(312)824-1122 Cleveland, OH 44114

(216)687-1122 (800)255-4440

Industrial Technology Institute Tompkins Associates, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1485 2909 Millbrock Road, Suite 200
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 Ralelgh, NC 27604
(313)769-4000 (919) 76-3667

Integrated Computer Systems V-Tip, Inc.
5800 Hannum Avenue P.O. Box 337
P.O. Box 3614 Rockford, IL 61105-0337
Culver City, CA 90231 (815)968-5885
(213)417-8882

Interactive Training Systems, Inc. Video Training Resource, Inc.
9 Oak Park Drive 7500 West 78th Stree,
Bedford, MA 01730 Minneapolis, MN 55435-2889
(617)271-0500 (80C)227-1127 (612)944-8190 (800)828-8190
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4.0 PARTS FLOW SIMULATION

An in-depth parts flow simulation study would be a potent ally to

successful implementation of the FMS cell by uncovering many potential

glitches and anticipating many problems. Simulation is the computerized

creation of an exact analog of the FMS cell. Simulation can show the

feasibility of alternative FMS cell designs, effects of different cell

locations, optimal number and composition of jobs, how random equipment

failures affect operations, system throughput, where bottlenecks will occur in

the FMS cell, and interactions between different pieces of equipment.

Simulation could lead to increased throughput, higher utilization of machines

and labor, reduced capital and labor requirements, and better production

scheduling.

Such a simulation study could be carried out on a personal computer: the

necessary models can be built by computer-literate engineers with a modicum of

training. However, it will be necessary, in this case, to develop simulation

expertise in at least one person involved with the FMS cell; otherwise, it is

probably not worth buying the software. Most simulation software houses

provide one- or two-week training programs for their clients to get started in

simulation, teaching them the concepts and the syntax. Coupled with

assistance on the initial simulation from the vendor's consultant. this first

simulation could be completed within a few months. If it is not possible to

crmmit one person to developing the expertise to analyze the FMS cell using

simulation or if simulation is required only once or twice, the best choice

would be to retain the services of a consultant; expertise could also be

acquired from such a consultant. Another suggestion would be to hire someone

with simulation experience.

However it is done, simulation must be managed and managed aggressively.

It can be managed through the use of a consultant in conjunction with a

contact within AVSCOM DERSO/CCAD or it can be managed inside, to a certain

degree, using off-the-shelf software. Either way there must be a commitment

of time on the part of AVSCOM DERSO/CCAO to determine how the FMS cell is

going to work, what assumptions to build In, what the objectives of the cell

are, and what data to ignore and what to pay attention to. The sequence of

steps to be followed in a simulation study is shown in Table 4.
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3 Table 4 Simulation Sequence

A. Define

1. Defining goals

2. Making assumptions

* 3. Building models

4. Collecting data

* B. Program

1. Development

2. Verification

3. Validation

C. Follow-up

1. Model testing

2 Analysis of data output

3 3. Documentation of results

4. User training3
A simpler, less detailed form of simulation is rough-cut modeling.

Whereas simulation packages create exact manufacturing projections, rough-cut

packages deliver an approximation. What rough-cut modeling lacks in

precision, it makes up for in time. Once the necessary data are gathered, a

rough model can be built with about a day of effort. Rough-cut modeling would3 allow the consideration of lots of different FMS cell scenarios quickly. Once

there is a good idea of how to develop the FMS cell, then a more detailed

3 simulation can be carried out if the resources are available.

Currently. three companies market software packages for rough-cut

modeling - Network Dynamics (128 Wheeler Road, Burlington, MA 01803 (617)

270-4120), Palladian Software of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Pritsker &

Associates, Inc. (8910 Purdue Road, Suite 500, Indianapolis, IN 46268, (317)

879-1011). All companies offer high- and low-end versions of their packages.

Network Dynamics has Manuplan, which runs on Digital Equipment, IBM. Prime,3 and Sun mainframes and workstations: and Manuplan II, which runs on the IBM

Personal Computer AT. Palladian has Operations Advisor, which runs on Apollo3 Domain Serieb 4000, Symbolics 3600, and Texas Instruments Explorer

workstations; and Operations Planner, which runs on IBM PC XTs and ATs.
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PrItsker & Associates has XCELL which runs on PCs. With any of these

packages, it takes less than a day to build most models and anywhere from a

few seconds to several minutes to run an analysis. None requires any

3 particular programming expertise. All are designed to be used by the people

who most need the results. All of these packages have links to simulation.

Palladian's has a built-in simulation module; Network Dynamics' works with a

program called SimStarter that automatically generates simulation code for use

with the Siman simulation package from Systam Modeling Corporation (The Park

Building, 504 Beaver Street. Sewickley, PA 15143, (412) 741-3727). They can

also do cost accounting: Palladian's function is built in; Netwo'k Dynamics'

3 Manuplan 11 uses Lotus 1-2-3 as a front end. Both companies ,laim their

packages are accurate to within 5 percent. Though gathering of the data is

3 the most time-consuming part of using any rough-cut package, it need not be as

detailed as the data needed for a simulation.

If full simulation turns out to be the most appropriate course for the

FMS cell, there is a wide array of simulation choices available. Powerful

general-purpose simulation languages that run on a variety of computer

platforms can be bought off-the-shelf. Or one of the growing number of

packages tailored for specific end-use applications can be selected. The

3 language can either be bought for AVSCOM DERSO/CCAD use or the services of a

consultant can be hired. Not including engineering staff time or consulting

costs, the prices for these languages and packages range from under $1000 up

to $100,000, depending on the complexity and power of the language, the size

of the application, and whether a sophisticated graphics or animation post

processor is added.

The grandfather of general-purpose languages is the General Purpose

Simulation System, or GPSS. Invented in 1961 by IBM Corporation computer

scientist Geoffrey Gordon, GPSS views the world as a series of separate events

3 or transactions occurring on a network. The early versions of (;PSs ran in

batch mode on IBM mainframes. Today's descendant, GPSS/H, maintained b,

3 Wolverine Software Corporation (7630 Little River Turnpike. Suite 208,

Annandale, VA 22003-2653, (703) 750-3910), runs much faster - and

Interactively - on a variety of environments from IBM mainframes and Digital

Equipment Corporation minicomputers to UNIX workstations and MS-DOS personal

computers. The only change between hardware environments is the allowable

size of the problem.
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Other principal general-purpose simulation languages include SLAM from

Pritsker & Associates, Inc. (8910 Purdue Road, Suite 500, Indianapolis, IN

46268, (317) 879-1011) and Siman from System Modeling Corporation (The Park

Building, 504 Beaver Street, Sewickley, PA 15143, (412) 741-3727). The

major distinction is that SLAM was written for mainframes, while Siman

originated on personal computers. Today, both are migrating toward

workstations.

In the past five years several PC-based general purpose languages have

also emerged. GPSS/PC from Minuteman Software (P.O. Box 171, Stow, MA

01775-0171. (508) 897-5442) is an adaptation of GPSS for the PC environment,

adding an interactive text editor/debugger along with interactive graphics to

depict the problem in flow chart form. Siman has a similar capability. Other

PC-based languages use simpler front ends for input. See Why from Istel

Incorporated (60 Mall Road, Burlington, MA 01803, (617) 272-7333) integrates

graphics, so a user can build not only the model code but the physical layout

interactively. Another PC-based language, Micro Saint from Micro Analysis and

Design, Inc. (9132 Thunderhead Drive, Boulder, CO 80302, (303) 442-6947),

relies strictly on a menu-based approach - no code is involved.

A number of interactive tools are also available. They rely on menu- or

graphics-driven interfaces featuring common terminology in place of generic

simulation terms. They are simpler to use, although they may lack some of the

versatility of the general-purpose languages. Such packages include the

microcomputer-based Witness from Istel and the work-station-based MAP/I from

Pritsker & Associates. Hocus, another work-s~atlon-based package, was

recently imported from England by P-E Inbucon (4118 Murphy's Run Court,

Hampstead, MD 21074, (301) 374-5920). Another product, GPSS-based Autnmod

from Autosimulations, Inc. (P.O. Box 307, Boutiful, UT 8,4010, (801)

298-1398), is optimized for material handling, although the vendor claims it

is also suitable for general manufacturing.

Once the FMS cell has been simulated and built, Factor from Factrol Inc.

(P.O. Box 2529, West Lafayette, IN 47906, (317) 463-3637) can use a

different form of modeling to produce daily or weekly production schedu'es.

The past five years have seen the explosion of graphics for

model-building and animation for presentation purposes. Some of the

animations, such as System Modeling's Cinema, provide bit-mapped graphics as

vivid as the best CAD programs. Automod from Autosimulations even charts them
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in three dimensions. Animation is either built into the model or provided as

an add-on model. Besides Istel's Witness and See Why, Autosimulations'

Automod also has it built in. The advantage is convenience - a model can be

built entirely using graphics, while the code is automatically generated.

This approach also lets the user change the structure or logic of a model -

not just its parameters - on the fly as bottlenecks appear on the screen. The

other major animation packages - such as TESS from Pritsker & Associates,

Cinema from System Modeling, GPSS/PC Animator from Minuteman, and Animate from

Micro Analysis - place animation in a separate module. The advantage is

versatility.

The considerations given above can guide the further addressing of parts

flow simulation for the FMS cell.
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14.0 BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH ABSTRACTS FOR NDE IN
* FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

Armbruster, K.; Martini, P.; Nehr, G., and Rembold, U., "A Real-Time Vision System for Industrial
Application," Proceedings of2nd IFAC/IFIP Symposium, New York, October 1979, pp. 253-263.

In this paper, a real-time vision system for industrial application is described. The prototype
system consists of a photodiode camera, special hardware modules for image preprocessing and aI controlling microcomputer. Circular coding of the image was used to facilitate the analysis of the
binary image. During a teach-in phase, the vision system extracts shape descriptors. In a measuring
phase, this stored reference data are compared with the corresponding features of separated, randomly
oriented parts. After the identification of an object, its position and orientation are determined. Thisfast vision system was designed as an essential part for a flexible and versatile manipulating system.
But it also performs inspection tasks for quality control.

I Cardew, A. St. E., "Overview of Automated Inspection and Product Control in Europe," Procedures of the
8th International Conference on Automated Inspection and Product Control, Bedford, England, June
1987, pp. 23-25.

Automated inspection and product control is playing an increasingly important role in Europe
accelerated to a great extent by the competition felt by the automotive and aerospace industries. One
measure of the adoption of advanced measurement and inspection systems is provided by the
demands placed on manufacturers of equipment for systems capable of being integrated into
machining cells and flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). This article looks at the European scene

through examples of the application of coordinate measuring machines, vision systems, and robots.
A significant development is the adoption of quality management systems, machine capability
studies, and statistical process control (SPC) and statistical quality control (SQC) techniques.

Chui, K. S., and Adams, D. L., "Part Selection for Flexible Manufacturing Cells," The Southern Manufac-
turing Technology Conference Proceedings, Charlotte, NC, January 1987.

Many issues are involved in selecting and preparing parts for flexible cells. Consideration
should be given to set-up and changeover times, scheduling, quality control, tooling, fixturing and
process documentation. Case histories will be discussed.

Domfeld, D. A., "Monitoring of the Machining Process with Acoustic Emission Sensors," Journal ofAcoustic
Emission, Jan-Jun 1989, pp $227-$230.

Achieving untended manufacturing has been identified as one of the most challenging obstacles
to the development of integrated flexible manufacturing systems. Sensors function as the basic
element for collection of information on the manufacturing process, its tools, and the system in which
it functions for use in quality and process control. Research over the last several years has established
the effectiveness of acoustic emission (AE) based sensing methodologies for machine condition
analysis and process monitoring. Acoustic emission has been proposed and evaluated for a variety
of sensing tasks as well as for use as a technique for quantitative sstudies of manufacturing processes.
This paper discusses some of the motivations and requirements for sensing in automated or untended
machining processes as well as reviews the research on AE sensing of tool condition (wear and
fracture) in machining. The background for AE generation in metal cutting and its relationship to
the condition of the cutting tool for single and multiple point tools (turning and milling) is presented.
Research results are summarized relating to the sensitivity of AE signals to process changes, AE
signal sensitivity to tool condition for wear and fracture, AE signal processing methodologies for
feature extraction including time series modeling to remove influences of machining conditions on
wear tracking and AE sensor fusion using neural networks for process monitoring with several
sensor s.
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I Draper, C. S., Lab, Inc. Flexible Manufacturing System Handbook, Vol. !II, Buyers'/Users'Guide, Cam bridge,
MA, February 1983, 114 p.

This is the third volume in a five-voiume series designed to serve as a more detailed guide to
planners at corporate and plant levels closer to the manufacturing environment. It shows how to
specify and purchase an FMS and then deals with installation and operation. Volume IV contains a
sample request-for-proposal, a proposal, a glossary of FMS terms, a bibliography, and other technical
material. Volume V contains user'smanuals for various software packages.

Ercole, M., 'he Integrated Flexible Dimensional Inspection," Proceedings of the 7th International Confer-Ience on Automated Inspection and Product Control, Bedford, England, March 1985, pp 241-251.
The aim of this paper is to analyze the current state of the art, and to emphasize the most urgent

problems to be solved, in order to create a global and centralized computer assisted quality assurance
capable of influencing in real time the quality level generated by the manufacturing process.

Jones, B.E., "Sensors in Industrial Metrology," Journal of Physics E: Scientific Instruments, Woodbury, NY,
* September 1987, pp. 1113-1126.

Industrial metrology is concerned with sensors to measure movement of machine tool parts and
monitor tool wear and the dimensions of artefacts in machining centres, sensors for robots in flexible
manufacturing systems, sensors to gauge mating parts for selective assembly or allowing for
interchangeability and sensors for inspection and testing of assembled or part-assembled products.
Sensors are required in all the widely differing manufacturing fields. In general the dimensional,
shape and physical properties of functional parts need to be inspected. As a consequence of the
competitive need of industry to be highly efficient and quality conscious, manufacturing metrology
is evolving from traditional engineering metrology dominated by the skills of quality inspectors at
the end of production lines, to automatic inspection methods off-line, in-cycle, and in-line, and
utilising microelectronic, computer (hardware and software) and novel optical techniques. Suitable
sensing techniques, sensors and transducers are essential to this developing situation. The paper
reviews the subject and emphasizes significant advances, from the use of resonant sensor systems,
edge-sensing profilers and methods of laser scanning, to acoustic emission techniques, imaging
systems and the scanning tunnelling microscope. A bibliography, a listing of recent relevantconference proceedings, and an extensive list of references are provided.

Kruger, R. P. and Thompson, W. B., "ATechnical and Economic Assessment of Computer Vision for Industrial
Inspection and Robotic Assembly," Proceedings of IEEE, Piscataway, NJ, December 1981, pp.
1524-1538.3 The use of computer vision to detect, measure, and perhaps guide the assembly of man-made
components is potentially a very significant research and development area. The efficacy of these
techniques for any given application depends on both technical and economic considerations. This
paper will explore both these considerations using appropriate generic examples. It is our goal tofirst present a concise discussion of the present state of many technical and economic factors and
then extrapolate these factors into the future for the purpose of guiding further investigations.

rn Marczinski, H. J. and Banning, J., "Flexible Automated Production in Closed Die Forging and Ring Rolling,"

Proceedings of the 1st International Machine Tool Conference, Birmingham, England, June 1984.

Wide range of different forgings in small run jobs demand versatility and flexibility of
competitive production plants including short change overtimes with frequently varying programs.
This has to be accomplished in a different way with regard to mechanization and automation as

compared to high volume production. This should include online heat treatment and quality control.
Saving of energy, reduction of waste material are two other major objections of economy in general.
Plant layouts are presented, showing versatile closed die forging lines which can produce one forging
in a number of different steps or can be split up into several independent units producing different
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forgings simultaneously. The possibilities in forging annular parts are highlighted by closed die
forging, by use of a preforming ring mill and by ring rolling. Rolling of crown wheels, roller bearing
races, flanges, and jet engine rings in diameters from 150 to 1500 mm and grades ranging from carbon
steels to super alloys are discussed.

Mullins, P., "How Automated Inspection is Getting It Right the First Time," Production, March 1986, pp
30-32.

No abstract available.

Pugh, A., "Robot Vision and Sensory Controls," Proceedings of the 4th International Conference, London,
England, October 1984.

These proceedings consist of 48 papers with the general theme of educating and introducing to
industry advanced manufacturing methods based on vision and other sensing techniques. The papers
dealing with NDE are quality control with a robot-guided electro-optical sensor. Development of an
expert vision system for automatic industrial inspection; and Heuristic method of classification and
automatic inspection of parts; the recognition system of anima; and inspecting complex parts and
assemblies.

Ranky, P. G., "Real-Time Quality Control Feedback Loops in CIM (Computer Integreated Manufacturing)
Environment," Proceedings of the 8th InternationalConference ofAutomated Inspection and Product
Control, Chicago, June 1987, pp 23-25.

The concept of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) provides the necessary resources,
the feedbackdata as well as the material requirements for a computer controlled fabrication environ-
ment in which the order processing, the design, the manufacturing process planning, the actual
fabrication process, assemblytest, etc., packaging and shipping activities include different quality
control and quality assurance methods as one of their integrated functions (rather than as a separate
station or function only) in order to meet the required reliability and quality specifications. There is,
of course, nothing new in this concept, since the old fashioned family business could and still can
solve this problem more or less without any trouble, on a small scale, though. Today, the trick is to
provide high product, equipment, service, etc. Quality at a very low additional cost or no additional
cost at all, preferably imbedded into every aspect and level of the operation (when and where things
happen), even in industries which employ several hundred thousand people, which are geographically
wide spread and culturally different. In short, this paper intends to highlight some of the above
discussed problems and provide some generic solutions with practical examples for creating real-time
feedback control loops in order to assure high product and equipment quality in CIM.

Shapiro, S., "Getting the Most out of Today's Technology," Computer Design, July 1986, pp 76+.

No abstract available.

Souder, C.W., "Applications of Visual Task Automation in Aerospace Manufacturing," Proceedings of Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Los Angeles, February 1980, pp. 44-53.

A major emphasis is being placed on visual task automation in the aerospace industry.
Computers and real-time hardware are performing image processing functions such as radiograph
enhancement, non-contact mensuration, and robotic vision. This paper discusses some of these visual
task problems which exist in the manufacturing of aircraft and the types of image processing which
can and are being applied to these problems.
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APPENDIX A - COVER SHEETS (ONLY) AND WORKSHEETS

FROM PAMPHLET SERIES 750-2

I
AVSCOM PAMPHLET AVSCOM 750-2(1)

I

MAINTENANCE OF SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

I AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

I FOR
ARMY MODEL

I UH-1 H/V
I
I
!
I
I
I IC

US ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND
I
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AVSCOM PAMFHLET AVSCOM 750-2(2)

MAINTENANCE OF SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

FOR

ARMY MODEL

OH-58

0

US ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND
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AVSCOM PAMPHLET AVSCOM 750-2(3)

MAINTENANCE OF SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

FOR
ARMY MODEL

AH-1 /TH-1

A SCO

US ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND
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I
I
3 AVSCOM PAMPHLET AVSCOM 750-2(5)

3 MAINTENANCE OF SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

3 AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

FOR
ARMY MODEL

ICH-47
I'
I

IOBL

* US ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND
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5 AVSCOM PAMPHLET AVSCOM 750-2(14)

I MAINTENANCE OF SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

l AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

5 FOR

ARMY MODEL

UH-60

DOBL

1

I
I

US ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND

1
I
3239



I

I

AVSCOM PAMPHLET AVSCOM 750-2(16)

I

MAINTENANCE OF SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

U AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

I FOR

I ARMY MODEL

*AH-64

i

I AvscomI
I

I
I

US ARMY AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND

I
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I AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION MASTER UNIT LOCATION

EVALUATION (AACE)

UH- IH/V

i(AVSCOM Pamphlet 750-2(1) )

CARD OL PROFILE INDICATOR NOMENCLATUIRF ITE. >

01 7 TYPE/MOiFI/SFRTFS ;c
02-08 SERIAL NUMBER 1

09___ SPECIAL MISSION 3

10 MAJOR COMMAND 4
11-12 _, PRESENT OCATTON OF A/l 5 r"

______-16_ IITIAN DATF OF INSPECTION z
l____-20I JULIAN DATE ENTERING PREFENT LOCATION 7

___-__ ULlAN DATE ENTERING PREVIOUS LOCATION 8 _
___,_ PREVIOUS MAJOR COMM4AND 9

i_ _6-27 PREVIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION to

2R-31 TOTAL MRS ON A/C ,I
32 A B C D E BATTERY SHELF (NOSE COMPT) 12
33 A R C D E FRLOWER WINDSHIELD FRAME 13

I 4A B C D E F R L/Hl OUTBD JACK PAD FITTING 14 :::iii::

I A B C D E F R L/H AUXILIARY FUEL FITTING 14
36A B C Q E FRFWD TUNNEL SUPPORT ANGLES$ 15 !~iii i:

A B C D E F R L/H FWD BOTTOM FUEL CELL PANEL F.S. 102-155 16
A B C D E F R AFT TUNNEL SUPPORT ANGLES 15

39 A B C D F F P L/H & R/H EXTERNAL STORES FITTINGS I7
40 A B C D E F R CENTER INTERIOR LOWER SKIN F.S. 102-123 183A R D E F k L/ii PYLON PANEL FWD & AFT F.S. 155-166 (B.L. 14 )9

A R C n F F R MAIN LIFT BEAM ASSY 21
. A . 1) F R L/H UPPER AFT CABIN PANEL F.S. 166-L/H 19

64 A R C Q F F_ L/H LOWER AFT CABIN PANEL F.S. 166 19
.S A R c n F F LHUPER CAP F.S. 155-166 (B.L. 14) 20

L6 A B C 1) F F Y L/H UPPER CAP F.S. 168-211 (B.L. 14) 20
L 7 A F, Cb 1)V F A L/H OUTBD HORIZONTAL UPPER ANGLE F.S. 178 22 >

&P I A R r. n E7 F A L/H OUTRD PANEL F.S. 211 19
___ A B C ) F F A BOTTOM AFT CENTER SKIN F.S. 21 1-243 18
Im A R C Q F F LIH SERVICE WORK DFCK 23

C1 I P r !) EF A FWD CENTER ENGINE DECK F.S. 155-211 24
%7 A. R C D) F RSPLIT DFCK F.S. 211-243 25
SAA C D F BOOM ATTACH FITTINGS 4 EA F.S. 243 26

A R E F LECTRICAL CONNECTORS (ALL AREAS) 27
A OUTBD JACK PAD FITTING 14
A, R C ) Y F 1 I R/H AUXILIARY FUEL FITTING 1 _

7 A R C D) F R/1 FWD BOTTOM FUEL CELL PANEL F.S. 102-155 16 -

A A R C I) EF y 1FWD ROOF INNER SKIN (ANTENNA) 28
1;QI A A r. 1) E F A R/H PYLON PANEL FWU) ANFD AFT ,,19 ::::::::::

60 A B C D E F R/H UPPER,,AFT CABIN PANEL F.S. 166 19
A B CL)E F F4 LOWI.x AFT CABIN PANEL F.S. 166 19
A B C F F R/H UPPER CAP F.S. 155-166 (B.L. 14) 20199

63 A B C D E F /H UPPER CAP F.S. 178-211 (B.L. 14) 20
INA.ML PROFILEK IRECORDS

AMSAV-M kort, 1231]IMSA r 31 JanEdition of I D.?c 85 .s obsoleteS31 Jan 88
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AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION MASTER EAM UNIT AREA LOCATION

EVALUATION (AACE)

OH-58A/C I
(AVSCOM PAM 750-2(2) )

i CARD COL PROFILE INDICATOR NOMF'WTATrTF r
01 ____ 3 TYPE/MODEL/SERIES

2-08 _ _ _ SERIAL NUMBE 2z
__________ SPFrTAT, MT.5T '_

10 MAJOR COMMAND ..4I
PRFSqFNT TrOATTnN_ r Ai r

13-16 . TITTTAN DATF O gPF~rTT-

I 17-20 JULIAN DATE ENTERING PRESENT LOCATION 7

1-24 JULIAN DATE ENTERING PREVIOUS LOCATION 8
5 PREVIOUS MAJOR COMMAND .:I-PREVIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION . 0

8-31 TOTAL HOURS ON A/C 11

2 A B C D E F R UPPER & LOWER WINDSHIELD FAIRING (NOSE SEC 12
3 A B C D E F R FWD SHELL ASSY (EXTERIOR) F.S. 36-96 13

4 A B C D E F R AFT SNELL AqSY (P\TFRIOR) F-.. Q6-3n -

A B C D E F R PWD k AFT CROSLTVRES ATTACE FTTTTNrq (L FA) 15

6 A B C D E F R AFT SECTION BOTTOM PATRTNC AYq., ; 130-14 I I -

7 A B C D E F P COPILOT'S DOOR 17

p :A B C D E F R OPT.T'K VT.OnR 19
9 A B C D E F R COPILOT'S SEAT COVER ASSY O LUOARD) ]9

0 A B C D E F R CIRCUIT BREAKER PANFL (OVFRHEAD) 20
'A B C D E F R BULKHEAD ASSY F.S. 73 21

2 !AB C D E F R CENTER POST ASSY .... _ 21
3 A B C D E F R PASSENGER FLOOR L/H 18

A B C D E F R TRANSq ,IfqS TON g7PPORT RAr KFT-; (t A ) . I
5 A B C D E F R AVIONICS COMPARTMENT PANEL 23
___ill A B C D E F R ROOF SKIN, FWD 24

* 7 A B C D E F R ROOF SHELL ASSY L/H F.S. 75-130 2-
__8 ___A B C D E F R AFT FUSELAGE UPPER SKIN L/H F.S. 130-205 26<

L _ _A B C D E F'R AFT W, FT A rT nU r w n T6- w
0 A B C D E F R BATTERY COPARTMENT FLOOR

I A B C D E F R AFT FUSELAGE UPPER SKIN R!H F.S. 130-205 26

_2 __ A B C D E F R AFT FUSELAGE LOWER SKIN R/H F.S. 130-205 26

3 A B C D E F R FUSELAGE FRAME F.S. 143 28

A B C D E F R FUSELAGE FRAME F.S. 155 28

A B C D E F R TAIL ROTOR DRIVE SHAFT HANGER BRACKETS 29
_6 _ A B C D E F R 900 GEARBOX '"32 "

n B C U E F R TAIL ROTOR HUB ASSY 29

A, B C D E F TAILBOOM HORIZONTAL STABILIZERS L/H & R/H 30

9 A B C D E F R TAILBOOM ATTACH FITTINGS (4 EA) 29

A B C D E F R TAILBOOM INTERIOR SEIN IST BAY 31
I A B C D E F R ENGINE 29

A B C D E F R ENGINE MOUNT L/H '29 ::
53 A B C U E F R ENGINE MOUNT CENTER 29

I NAME PROFILER RECORDS

ASAV-F Form 1300 Edition of I Oct 85 is o zsolet.

3 31 Jan 88
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I
AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION MASTER UNIT LOCATION

EVALUATION (AACE)

AH-1/TH-I

I (AVSCOM PAMPHLET 750-2(3) )

CARD COL PROFILE INDICATOR NOMENCLATURE ITEM >

0 1 2 TYPE/MODEL/SERIES

02-08 SERIAL NUMBER 2 >

09 SPECIAL MISSION 3 I
10 MAJOR COMMAND 4

11-12 PRESENT GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION A/C 5
13-16 JULIAN DATE OF INSPECTION 6

17-20 JULIAN DATE ENTERING PRESENT LOCATION 73 21-24 JULIAN DATE ENTERING PREVIOUS LOCATION 8
25 PREVIOUS MAJOR COMMAND 9

26-27 PREVIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION 10
28-31 TOTAL HOURS ON A/C II

32 A B C D E F R NOSE STRUCTURE 12

33 \ B C D E F R TURRET FLOOR 13
'it A4 R C ) E F R rIN N E PR ' -( F L O O R 14I

I A R C 1 F F R AMIVO FLOOR 15
"16 __, B C 1) E F R PILOT'S FLOOR AREA ]1

'17 .N R C D F F R PTTOT'S COMPARTMENT AFT BULKHEAD 17
kB FR OTTOr KINS FWD F.S. 93-136I___ ,\ C 1 F F TUNNEL AREA FWD 419

, \ % C 1 F F R BOTTOM.' SKIN CENTER F.S. 139-186 18
41 % B C D E FR TUNNELAREA AFT 19

42 \ B C D E F R BOTTOM SKIN AFT ASSY F.S. 186-270 18
43 \ B C D E F R HYDRAULIC COMPARTMENT 20

I 44 A B C 1 F R STUWING. L/1 _21

_ ____ B C I} EF R STUB WING RACKS ASSY 22

K C I ) F : PYLON AREA AND FWD ENGINE DECK 23
1,7 A C - F 1 P CF,'TF,' ENGINE DECK 2_ _

-'._ iB C D L F R AFT CENTER ENGINE DECK ,.2

,,B C t) E E R 01L COOLER COMPARTMENT

___, h C D F F R FUSELAGE EXTERIOR 2,

S.1 ._A C D F " R AVONTCS COM4PARTMENT FLOOR ASSY . -7
f. Bi C F t R TAILBoI.l ATTACIt FITTINGS , -

5'1 B C D F F H TAILBOOM ATTACH BULKHEAD (WEB) 29

. \ H C L) E F F TUWING Ri 21

-- ., C li F F p STU'i ING RACKS ASSY 2 -
V , R F.'S. 1.'-GF,.KX'rEP OI F.S. 6 I-86 .

1) 1 1) F P T' . XP -TSS ION COMPARTMENI 3-'

h r 7 ) F F R I IFT BEAM A-S\ ____1___B .' , 1 ) F F R MAIN TRANSt!T'; TON 32 ......i:i::i::::

E¢ ) Rl 7 1) F F R M ATN ROTOR ttUB ASSY 3.. 2 -.
' 1) F F R SF.PVO FTTGIT CONTROL TUBES 3

-9 A R, C I ) F F R MAST AS SY 3-,
63 ,, B C D) E F R SW:ASHPLATE, SUPPORT. AN'D SLEEVE, ASSY 3" 2 iEi2l

NAVE PROFILE}< RECORDh ii:: i

,, . V-!, Form 123. Edition ot I Oct 85 is obsolct .3 3 l Ja:; 8
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AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSIO MASTER UNIT LOCATION >

EVALUATION (AACE)

CH-47
(AVSCOM PAMPHLET 750-2 (5) _ ___

CARD COL PROFILE INDICATOR NOMENCLATURE ITEM
O ] l TYPE/MODEL/SERIES "

02-081_ i SERIAL NUMBER

09__ SPECIAL MISSION 3 -

0 AJOR CONM 4
911-12 PRESENT GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF A/C 5

13-16 JULIAN DATE OF INSPECTION 6
17-20 JULIAN DATE ENTERING PRESENT LOCATION 7

_2_1_-2 JULIAN DATE ENTERING PREVIOUS LOCATION 8
2 S PREVIOUS MAJOR COMMAND 9

I PREVIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION 10 ::
2R-31 TOTAL HOURS ON A/C I I1
*2 A B C D E F R BATTERY COMPARTMENT 12
33 A B C D E F R FORWARD LANDING GEAR, L/H 13

34 A B C D E F R FORWARD BOTTOM SKIN (COCKPIT) 14
35 A B C D E F R CENTER BOTTOM SKIN 14
36 A B C D E F R AFT BOTTOM SKIN 14

S 37 A B C D F "R AFT L NDING GEAR, L/H 13
NN A B C D £ F R ENINE MOUNT. L/H 15

'Q A R C ) F F R ENGINE MOUNT_ R/H 15S An A B C 1) F F R ALFT LANDING GEAR. R/H 13
1. A B C I) F F R' FORWARD LANDTNG GEAR. R/E J3
Z' A R C D F F L HEATER COMPARTMENT. STA. 95 16I , A C T F F R FORWARD TRANSMISSION 17
44 A B C D F F R FORWARD F.S. 95, COMPANIONARY is
45 A B C D E F R. FORWARD F.S. 120. COMPANIONARY 18 >

46 A B C D E F R AVIONICS COIMPARTMENT INTERIOk 6 -I 47 A B C 1 F F R FORMER F.S. 160 19
4,R A B C ii E F FORM'ER F.S. 180 19
49 A B C Q _F F R FORMER F.S. 2.00 , 9IA B C D F H FORI4EXj F.S. 220 19
., A B C i) . F R FORM ER F.S. 24Q 9

2 A B C D E F " FORIER F.S. 260 19
S3 A R C ) E F k FORMER F.S. 280 19

-9, A It C 1 F F k FORMER F.S. 300 .1
A C oi F F P FORIE R F.S. 320 19

_ _ A R C 1 E F K FORMER F.S. 340 19
I 7 A It C 1) F F P FOndVER FS, 360 19 : i:

A C A R C 0_ R F R FORMER FS, 420 ," 19 i
U5 A C U F FR FORMER F.S. 4Q
59 A B C D) F F R FORMER F.S. 460 19

63 A B C D E F k FORMER F.S. 482 20
NAME POFILFR RECORDS

AMSAV-X Form 1303
I- For 1303 8Edition of I Dec 85 is obsolete.

31 Jan 88
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AIRCRAFT ANALYTICAL CORROSION MASTER EAM UNI T  AREA LOCATION

EVALUATION (AACE)

UH-60A "
(AVSCOM PAM 750-2 (14)

CARD COL PROFILE INDIC.ATOR NO?4F.NCLATURF ITEM

0 1 TYPE/MODEL/SERIES
02-08 SERIAL NUMBER 209 SPECIAL MISSION 3

]0 MAJOR CO D AND
11-12 PRESENT GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF A/C 5
13-16 JULIAN DATE OF INSEPCTION 6i 17-20 _ . JULIAN DATE ENTERING PRESENT LOCATION 7
21-24 ., JULIAN DATE ENTERING PREVIOUS LOCATION 8

25 PREVIOUS MAJOR COIfMAND 9
26-27 PREVIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION 10
28-31 TOTAL HOURS ON A/C II

32 A B C D E F R AVIONICS SHELF, NOSE COMPARTMENT 12
33 A B C D E F R COPILOT'S FLOOR 13
34 A B C D E F R COCKPIT UNDERSEAT STRUCTURE L/H 14
35 A B C D E F R FORWARD BOTTOM SKIN 15
36 A B C D E F R CENTER BOTTOM SKIN 15
37 A B C D E F R CARGO HOOK SUPPORT BEAM 16
38 AB C D E F R AFT BOTTOM SKIN 15
39 A B C D E F R FORWARD ROOF SKIN 17
40 A B C D E F R AFT ROOF SKIN 17
41 A B C D E F R SWASHPLATE, SUPPORT, SCISSORS AND SLEEVE 18
42 A B C D E F R MAST 19
43 A B C D E F R MAIN ROTOR HUB 20 -
44 A B C D E F R FORWARD LANDING GEAR L/H 21 -<

45 A B C D E F R CARGO DOOR TRACK L/H 22 >
46 B C U E F R ENGINE L/H 23
47 B C D E F R ENGINE MOUNT L/H 24
48 B C D E F R TRANSMISSION MODULE L/H 25
49 B C D E F R UPPER TRANSITION SKIN 26
50 B C D E F R TRANSMISSION 2-
51 A B C D E F R TRANSMISSION MODULE L/H

52 A b C D E F R ENGINE MOUNT R/H 24
53 A B C D E F R ENGINE R/H

I 54 A B C D E F k TRANSITION SKIN L/H - 2
55 A B C D E F R TAILCONE, EXTERNAL 27
-- A B C D E F R TAIL ROTOR HANGER BRACKET 2.. _____

A B C D E F R AFT LANDING GEAR 21
58 A B C D E F R INTERMEDIATE GEARBOX -977

59 A B C D E F R STABILATOR 77-
60 A B C D E F R TAIL PYLON SKIN 31
61 A B C D E F R TAIL ROTOR GEARBOX 29
62 A B C U E F R TRANSITION SKIN R/H 26 i~iii:

63 JA B C D E F R CARGO DOOR TRACK R/H 22REC:
62NAME A DOFILER R CORDS

AMSAV-1 Form 1304 Edition oi I Oct 85 is obsolete.

331 Jan 88
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Aircraft Analytical MASTER UNIT LOCATION

Corrosion Evaluation
(AACE) AH-64

-AVSCOM PAM 750-2(16)

CARD COL. 1  PROFILE INDICATOR NOMNCLAiURE ITEM REF r >

Ol - Type/Model/Series02-08 S__ __erial Number 2

09 SpecialMission 3 -

10 Major Command

11-12 Present Geographical Location of A/C
13-16 Julian Date of Inspection 0

17-20 Julian Date Entering_ Present Location 7

21-24 Julian Date Entering Previous Location

25 Previous Major Command

26-27Previous Geographical Location
28-31 Total Hours on Aircraft

32 A B C D E F R Nose Skins F.S. 35-58 L/H 12
33 A B C D E F R Fuselage Skins Fwd F.S. 58-176 L/H __2

34 A B C D E F R Main Landing Gear and Shock Strut L/H 14

35 A B C D E F R Nose Gearbox L/H - R/H -3
36 A B C D E F R Canopy Structure L/H 12
37 A B C D E F R Winz and Pylons L/H i2

38 A B C D E F F1 Main Transmission i3
39 A B C D E F R1 Stationarv Mast
40 A B C D F F R1 Post Actuator Flight Controls
41 A B C D E F RI Rotating Mast --

42 A B C D E F RI Rotor Hub "
43 A B C D E F BI Equipment Deck, Fwd L/H -"

44 A B C D E F R Frame F.S. 176

45 A B C D E F R1 Frame F.S. 199 _

46 A B C D E F R Frame F.S. 214 -.

47 A B C D E F R Frame F.S. 230 >

48 A B C I) E F r.I Am, m: Bay Structure ____-_ ,
49 A B C D E F r Fuselag'e Skins F.S. 230-286 L/11 Eotto-.
50 A B C D E F PI Equipment Compartment ,/H _

51 A B C D E F F1 Equinment Deck Aft and Center "

52 AB C D E F P. Enine 'ounts L/11 - R/!!
53 A b C D E F T, Antenna Intallation _ _

54 A B C D F F P' Tai Ibo,-m Vwd I .S. 3S3-436 1./l
A F C 1) F F I Tail Rotor Drive Shf ts -"

56 A B C D E" F P Tail Rotor Drive Shaft Couulinzs and -a-2r:
57 A B C D -F. FE Tailboom Sk~ns Aft F.S. 436-5L7 P/H
58 A B C D E F Pt Tailrotor Hub and Post A:tuator slight C:rtro _______

59 A B C D E F Tailrotor Gearbox and Actuator HoC'is s:.

60 A B C D E F pF Vertical Stabilizer and Stabilatcr _:::':::

61 A B C D E F F Intermediate Gearbox an- Fan ________

62 A B C E F t Landing Gear and Shoc" Strut - :::::::
63 A B C D E F _. Bulkhead F.S. 53H __:__ :_ :

NA 7E OF PR 0TILER RECOR S:

MA,-M Tor
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